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1.0  INTRODUCTION 
 

It is the policy of the Corps of Engineers to develop and implement Dredged Material 
Management Plans (DMMP) that satisfy the long-term placement needs for Corps navigation projects.  
Several issues surfaced in 1998 concerning the Minnesota River including lack of capacity at a 
historically used placement site, lack of adequate placement sites for privately owned terminal dredged 
material, and complaints from the navigation industry on channel conditions.  The Corps was 
concerned with these issues and initiated development of a comprehensive DMMP for the Minnesota 
River to address all dredging requirements, both private and Federal.  The intent of this DMMP is to 
address existing problems and not to revisit areas having adequate plans in place.  The Corps took the 
lead in the planning process with active participation from the Lower Minnesota River Watershed 
District, terminal operators, and other interested groups. 

 
The objective of the DMMP is to prepare a coordinated, long-term plan for managing dredging 

and placement site requirements on the Minnesota River.  Existing plans or placement sites form the 
baseline condition.  This DMMP emphasizes full implementation of the existing placement sites and 
focuses on selecting additional placement sites required for placement of all material projected for the 
planning period. 

 
Dredging to maintain the barge terminals by private companies is essential for continued 

operations.  It is more cost effective to combine efforts and develop sites that can accommodate both 
Federal and private dredging requirements versus identifying sites strictly for Corps channel 
maintenance material and then letting the private companies locate and acquire sites for their material. 

 
During the development of this DMMP, several problems were encountered while evaluating 

sites below (downstream from) the I-35W Bridge.  These problems were related to cultural resources, 
contamination, and restrictions on use of sites.  This led to several of the sites being dropped from 
consideration.  This DMMP will address only the area above (upstream from) the I-35W Bridge.  
Work will continue on the area below the I-35W Bridge and a supplemental DMMP will be furnished 
when completed.  Supporting environmental documentation for this DMMP is included in Section 10.0 
and Appendix A. 
 

1.1 Authorization and Responsibilities 
 

The original project on the Minnesota River was authorized in 1867, which provided for 
the removal of snags and boulders between its mouth and the mouth of the Yellow River at 
mile 237.0.  In 1892, the River and Harbor Act authorized the maintenance of a 4-foot 
navigation channel from the mouth to mile 25.6.  The existing 9-foot navigation channel on the 
Minnesota River was authorized by the River and Harbor Act of 1958, Public Law 85-500, in 
accordance with Senate Document 144, 84th Congress, 2nd Session.  The project consists of a 9-
foot navigation channel on the Minnesota River extending from its mouth to Mile 14.7.  The 
authorized width is 100 feet with suitable widening at the bends and passing points.  To assure 
that the 9-foot depth is available, the dredging process is generally initiated when water depths 
less than 10.5 feet are observed encroaching into the navigable channel.  This allows for the 
possibility of additional shoaling to occur and a reasonable lead time to schedule and execute 
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the dredging.  Dredging is normally conducted to a depth of 12 feet, but has varied between 11 
and 13 feet. 

 
The enabling legislation required local interest contributions including provision of sites 

for placement of dredged material.  The Lower Minnesota River Watershed District (LMRWD) 
was created to act as the local sponsor.  In 1962, the LMRWD Board of Managers passed a 
resolution of Assurances of Local Cooperation.  Construction of the 9-foot channel was 
initiated in 1966 and was completed in 1968. 

 
Land Acquisition – The Senate Document referenced above requires the local sponsor 

to furnish “without cost to the United States all lands, easements, and rights-of-way necessary 
for the construction of the project and for subsequent maintenance when and as required.”  The 
LMRWD is obligated to provide dredged material placement sites for the life of the project.  
The Corps' position is that providing the initial real estate for dredged material placement does 
not relieve the LMRWD from the continuing need when individual site capacity is exhausted.  
Therefore, they have an interest in removing material from placement sites as it affects the need 
for additional placement sites.  The Corps' position is that as a site becomes filled, the LMRWD 
must furnish a new site or remove material from the existing site to maintain capacity. 

 
Clean Water Act – All proposed placement operations including the discharge of an 

effluent into navigable waters or adjacent wetlands are required by section 404(b) of the Clean 
Water Act to undergo a detailed impact analysis.  If an evaluation finds that a site complies 
with guidelines, the site may be used.  Section 404(t) of the act requires that the Corps comply 
with state regulatory requirements when placing material below the ordinary high water mark 
or discharging an effluent.  The Minnesota Department of Natural Resources (MDNR) has a 
long-term permit and Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that provide details on 
complying with Section 404(t) for the placement of material.  Use of some sites on the 
Minnesota River has been approved by the MDNR (Cargill East, Kraemer, NSP, and Hwy. 77 
Bridge).  New sites identified in this report will require coordination with the MDNR and may 
require an amendment to the permit and MOU.  The Corps also has a long-term agreement with 
the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) for water quality certification when material 
or effluent is discharged below the ordinary high water mark.  If this report recommends a new 
site, it is subject to approval by the MPCA.  Since the Corps controls the type of equipment 
used for a particular dredging job and controls the effluent when hydraulic dredging is required, 
the Corps is responsible for acquiring water quality certification from the MPCA for the 
placement site areas. 

 
Cultural Resources – According to section 106 of the National Historic Preservation 

Act, the Corps will determine if a cultural resource exists at a proposed site.  The Corps will 
survey all new sites not previously surveyed or not severely disturbed prior to use.  When 
archaeological or historical resources are found, use of the site will be avoided if possible.  If 
that is not possible, the LMRWD will be responsible for any mitigation required. 

 
Endangered Species – The Corps will coordinate all proposed actions at placement sites 

with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) in accordance with the Endangered Species Act.  
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If a determination is made that the proposed plan will have a negative impact on endangered or 
threatened species, the proposal will not be allowed until operating procedures can be altered to 
avoid the impact. 

 
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) – The Corps will evaluate all actions as to 

their effects on the environment.  To be in compliance with NEPA, all Corps activities must be 
addressed by an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) or an Environmental Assessment (EA).  
An EIS is completed with the signing of a Record of Decision and an EA is completed with the 
signing of a Finding of No Significant Impact, which gives details on why an EIS was not 
necessary.  The Corps completed an EIS for the Channel Maintenance Management Plan 
(CMMP) in 1997 finding that it met the best purpose and needs of the Corps for maintenance of 
the 9-foot channel project.  The CMMP included the selection of four sites on the Minnesota 
River.  This planning document recommends implementation of sites other than those 
considered in the CMMP.  Therefore, the Corps has completed an EA for those actions (see 
Section 10.0). 

 
Wetland Conservation Act (WCA) - This Act is intended to promote no net loss of 

wetlands and is administered by Local Government Units (LGUs).  The WCA regulates 
draining and filling activities in all wetlands not covered by MDNR Protected Waters Permit.  
The LMRWD will follow a process to fulfill WCA requirements prior to placement of dredged 
material.  If placement at a wetland site cannot be avoided, the LMRWD will be responsible for 
wetland replacement as required by law.  The Corps has delineated wetlands at alternative sites 
for the LMRWD. 

 
Local Regulations – The LMRWD will provide real estate for a proposed site and 

comply with all local and regional regulations.  Local and regional regulatory programs include 
shoreland and floodplain ordinance, watershed plans and regulations, municipal zoning 
ordinances, and wetland ordinances.  The LMRWD will enter into a joint resolution/agreement 
with each local unit of government that will outline the water management responsibilities of 
the LMRWD and the local unit of government.  This agreement will also set forth the LGU 
responsible for administering the WCA for that portion of the community within the LMRWD.  
Most local units of government within the LMRWD have adopted MDNR-approved floodplain 
ordinances using guidelines, rules, and regulations established in the enabling legislation 
("Flood Plain Management Act" - M.S.104).  The MDNR is responsible to ensure local units of 
government comply with the requirements of the act.  State law generally allows floodplain 
encroachment to a limit of .5 feet of flood stage increase if the area is removed from the 
floodway.  Some of the alternatives identified are within the floodway.  There can be no stage 
increase unless a local unit of government agrees on a plan to remove the site from the 
floodway.  Local units of government can issue conditional use permits for temporary 
placement within the floodway.  Conditions of the permit would likely require the applicant to 
insure removal of material to a certain extent prior to annual spring flooding.  The LMRWD 
will be responsible to work with the local units of government to develop and agree on 
appropriate plans that would remove designated sites from the floodway, or acquire conditional 
use permits for temporary placement. 
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Site Preparations – The Corps is responsible for the construction of dikes to contain 
dredged material if hydraulic dredging is required since the dikes are essential to dredging for 
maintenance of the channel.  The LMRWD is responsible for insuring that the site is usable and 
that the Corps has adequate access.  This includes but is not limited to installation of culverts 
for pipeline access or drainage from a site and planting vegetation to screen a site if required to 
improve aesthetics. 

 
Private Use of LMRWD Acquired Sites – The LMRWD has reviewed the State law and 

believes that it is not clear as to their authority to obtain dredged material sites for the benefit of 
private industry.  They intend on amending the statute to clarify the authority and to insure that 
there is an appropriate mechanism for them to charge private industry for acquisition and 
management of privately used sites. 

 
1.2 Economic Evaluation 

 
The Minnesota River is a significant branch of the inland navigation system.  Several of 

the world’s largest grain marketing companies operate terminals on the river.  These terminals 
serve as important nodes in the flow of grain from the Upper Midwest to domestic and foreign 
markets.  In addition to grain, other miscellaneous commodities move through Minnesota River 
terminals and docks.  Table 1-1 lists the terminals located on the Minnesota River.  In addition 
to the terminals listed below, six fleeting areas exist on the river to serve the terminals with a 
total capacity of 90 barges. 

 
 
Table 1-1  Terminals on the Minnesota River 

Name River Mile Purpose 
Cargill Co. 14.7 (R) Ship grain; receive salt, fertilizer 
Harvest States Coop 14.6 (R) Ship grain 
Bunge Corp. 14.5 (R) Ship grain 
Richards / Shiely Dock 14.4 (R) Receive asphalt (Richards), sand, gravel, limestone (Shiely)
Port Cargill   
    Molasses Dock 13.3 (R) Receive molasses 
    Fertilizer Dock 13.1 (R) Receive dry fertilizer, salt, limestone, etc. 
    General Dock 13.0 (R) Receive general cargo (metal products and lumber) 
    Elevator C Dock 12.9 (R) Ship grain 
U.S. Salt 11.1 (R) Receipt and transfer of salt, coal, stone, etc. 
Northern States Power 8.6 (R) Coal unloading dock (no longer used) 
Source: Port Series No. 69, Port of Minneapolis - St. Paul, MN and Ports on Upper Mississippi River       
             (Miles 300 to 860 AOR), Revised 1994, NDC 94-P-6, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
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Since 1990, the traffic level on the river has averaged over 4 million tons.  The primary 
commodities moved on the river are farm products (wheat, corn, soybeans, oats and barley) 
bound for Gulf of Mexico ports.  These account for approximately 85 percent of total traffic on 
the river.  Other commodities include dry fertilizer, salt, sand and gravel, metal products, and 
other miscellaneous commodities.  Table 1-2 presents Minnesota River traffic data for recent 
years. 

 
 
Table 1-2  Minnesota River Freight Traffic – 1994 to 1996 (Tons x 1,000) 

Commodity 1994 1995 1996 Average % of Total 
Food and Farm Products      
   Grain (wheat, corn, oats, barley) 2,529  2,354  2,801  2,561  61.1% 
   Soybeans 689  803  1,237  910  21.7% 
   Other 83  71  67  74  1.8% 
Fertilizers 215  219  223  219  5.2% 
Crude materials 577  465  179  407  9.7% 
Primary manufactured products 20  19  23  21  0.5% 
Total 4,113  3,931  4,530  4,191  100.0% 
Source: Waterborne Commerce Statistics 
 

 
The grain terminals on the Minnesota River serve as the access point to foreign markets 

for grain producers in Minnesota and the Dakotas.  Producers rely on this route as an important 
option in the marketing of their grain.  This route is often the least cost alternative compared 
with other marketing outlets: the Pacific Northwest, the Great Lakes through Duluth, the Gulf 
via rail, or domestic markets.  Therefore, maintaining navigability of the Minnesota River is 
crucial in allowing producers to get the best price for their grain.  Without this option, grain 
will move along other, more costly routes.  The higher costs are passed on to the producer in 
the form of lower prices offered by the grain companies. 

 
The analysis presented here uses data obtained for the current Upper Mississippi River  

- Illinois Waterway Navigation Study.  Transportation costs were estimated for a sample of 
commodity movements using the UMR-IWW navigation system and for alternate routings and 
destinations that would bypass the system.  Among the many movements evaluated were grain 
shipments from the Minnesota River to various destinations for domestic use and export.  
Transportation costs were estimated for moving grain from the producer to the market using the 
water-based route through the Minnesota River terminals and using alternate routings.  Rate 
savings range from $1.40 to $20 per ton and average $12 per ton.  Average savings for the 
other commodities range from $2 to $13 per ton and average $9 per ton. 

 
Applying the savings of $12 per ton to approximately 3.5 million tons in annual grain 

tonnage from Minnesota River terminals results in benefits of $42 million per year.  For the 
other commodities, moving an average of 650,000 tons at a savings of $9 per ton results in 
transportation cost savings benefits of $5,850,000.  Total annual savings for traffic moving on 
the Minnesota River are estimated at $47,850,000. 
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Dredging needs on the Minnesota River fluctuate from year to year.  During the 5-year 

period from 1994 through 1998 annual dredging volume ranged from zero cubic yards in 1995 
to 48,000 cubic yards in 1996.  The average volume dredged per year was 23,900 cubic yards 
and average cost was $116,000. 
 
 

2.0 PROJECT AREA 
 

2.1 Recreation 
 

Most of the riparian land along the 9-foot navigation section of the Minnesota River is 
either within the Minnesota Valley National Wildlife Refuge or the Fort Snelling State Park.  
Fort Snelling State Park occupies most of the shoreline from the mouth of the river up to the 
Highway 77 Bridge at Mile 7.2.  Above that, the Minnesota Valley National Wildlife Refuge 
maintains public shoreline in the natural state.  Some of the recreational activities offered 
within the State Park include interpretive programs, picnicking, swimming, boating, wildlife 
observation, and an extensive trail system.  Few public roads access the river in this reach.  
There are boat ramps available at Miles 1.5 (left), 7.2 (right), and 10.8 (left).  The river in this 
reach is narrow and winding, giving very few locations for boat beaching and meeting barge 
traffic can be hazardous.  Fishing is a typical recreational activity from boats and from shore. 

 
The Mississippi National River and Recreation Area, a unit of the National Park Service 

includes four miles of the Minnesota River and adjacent land upstream from its confluence with 
the Mississippi.  The area overlaps with Fort Snelling State Park from the mouth of the 
Minnesota River to the I-494 Bridge.  The National Park Service does not own land in this 
portion of the corridor, but works in partnership to protect and enhance the area's natural, 
cultural, scenic, recreational, and economic resources. 

 
2.2 Commercial Navigation 
 

After construction of the 9-foot channel, the standard practice for moving barges from 
the Minnesota River terminals to St. Paul was to take only 4 barges (2 wide by 2 long).  In the 
early 1980’s, 6-barge tows (2 wide by 3 long) were used more frequently and that is currently 
the standard.  Towing companies also began moving 8 barge tows (2 wide by 4 long) more 
frequently since the mid-1990’s.  River stage and flow conditions need to be just right to take 
any more than 6 barges.  Empty barges can be moved in three wide configurations but loaded 
barges are only moved in two wide configurations. 

 
Traffic depends on the market.  During the fall of 1998, terminals were only loading 16 

barges per day because of low market demands.  In most years, that number is usually around 
30-40 barges per day during the fall.  The only towing service operating on the Minnesota 
River at this time, Upper River Services (URS), has 2-3 boats that make the trip from the head 
of navigation to the fleeting areas at St. Paul on a daily basis.  They have 7 boats that run 
around the clock.  When they can’t get everything out with their own boats, they get assistance 
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from others.  When this happens, there is a risk that the pilots do not have experience 
navigating on the Minnesota River.  In addition to the lack of experience, the boats that help 
usually draft more than the URS boats giving them more of a chance to run aground.  In the 
past there have been several towing services operating in any given year. 

 
Using the current towing services, the average time for a trip from the head of 

navigation to St. Paul is approximately 3 hours.  The time decreases if river stages and flows 
are up and increases if they are down.  In 1998 when river stages and flows were low, the same 
trip took 4 to 4 1/2 hours. 

 
The worst area to navigate is between miles 11.6-12.7 (Peterson’s Bar).  Pilots 

continuously complain about conditions being shallow and narrow through that reach.  
Perception is that the area has become much worse in the past 5 years.  Other problem areas are 
at miles 13.3, 10.5, 9.6, 4.0, and 1.0. 

 
When the demand for loading barges is high, fleeting becomes a problem.  There are no 

permitted fleeting areas wider than two barges.  Most of the time, barges are fleeted 2 wide.  
However, when terminals begin loading 30-40 barges per day, barges are temporarily fleeted 3-
4 wide at some locations. 
 
2.3 Cultural Resources 
 

The Minnesota River Valley near its confluence with the Mississippi River is rich in 
Native American and Euro-American history.  This area reveals evidence in the form of 
archaeological village and mound and burial site remains from the last several millennia. It is 
the historic homeland of the Dakota people, and is important in the early settlement of the area 
during the Fort Snelling era. Any dredged material placement site selected will require cultural 
resources review and coordination with the Minnesota State Historic Preservation Office 
(SHPO). 
 
2.4 Natural Resources 
 

The Minnesota River provides a greenspace within the urban industrialized landscape.  
The 9-foot navigation channel discussed in this study lies within the Minnesota Valley National 
Wildlife Refuge.  The refuge, established in 1976, stretches from the mouth of the Minnesota 
River to Jordan, Minnesota (32 miles).  The refuge holds very diverse natural resource habitats, 
including river bluffs, floodplain forest, native prairie, savanna, and a wide variety of wetlands.  
Wildlife using the refuge includes over 250 species of birds, approximately 90 species of fish, 
at least 50 species of mammals, and about 30 species of reptiles and amphibians.  With this 
habitat available the Minnesota River has been used by the Bald Eagle (threatened).  Higgin's 
Eye Pearly mussel has historically been recorded from the Minnesota River, but not in recent 
times. 
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3.0 MINNESOTA RIVER MAINTENANCE 
 

3.1 Corps Snag Removal 
 

The Corps’ authorization to maintain the navigation channel includes the removal of 
snags that impede or adversely affect navigation.  This authorization requires the removal of 
snags on the 9-foot and the 4-foot channels up to mile 25.6.  Removal of snagged trees in the 
navigation channel is required frequently on the Minnesota River.  It is estimated that 10-15 
snags are removed from 7-8 locations every two years.  Because the snags do provide aquatic 
habitat, they are removed only when they present a problem to navigation or their movement 
into the navigation channel is imminent.  Snags on the Minnesota River are removed from the 
channel and placed on the riverbank out of the water.  They are either left on the bank or hauled 
to a collection point for disposal such as burning or landfill. 

 
3.2 Dredging 
 

Table 3-1 identifies the dredging locations and projected quantities used in the 
evaluation of placement sites during this study.  Both Corps and private dredging requirements 
are considered.  Projecting future dredging requirements is difficult because of the many 
variables and unknowns that influence channel maintenance.  Actual future dredging quantities 
may be significantly different from the projections, which could either lengthen or shorten the 
life expectancy of the preferred plan. 

 
 

Table 3-1  Projected Dredging Quantities for Minnesota River Study : 1999-2025 

Cut # Cut Name Location Avg./Job Frequency Number of 
Events 

27-Year 
Projection 

1 Mouth of the MN River 0.0-1.1         18,000 11% 3           54,000 
2 4-Mile Cut-off 3.4-4.4           9,000 11% 3           27,000 
3 Peterson's Bar 11.3-12.4         27,000 55% 15         405,000 
4 Cargill 12.5-13.6           7,200 11% 3           21,600 
5 Savage Br. 14.3-14.7         20,250 31% 8         162,000 

S1 Cargill East Slip 12.7          14,400 55% 15         216,000 
S2 Richards Asphalt Slip 14.4 0 0% 0 0 
S3 Bunge Slip 14.5           4,500 44% 12           54,000 
S4 Harvest States Slip 14.6           5,800 53% 14           81,200 
S5 Cargill West Slip 14.7         11,300 43% 12         135,600 

Total 27-Year Projection = 1,156,400
 
 
The following sections provide information regarding how the projections were made 

and how the material is characterized. 
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3.2.1 Corps Dredging 
 

To arrive at the projected quantities, comparisons were made between the 
projections used during the GREAT Study and historic dredging data collected between 
1976 and 1998.  Adjustments were made to the average quantities per year using 
judgements based on historic records and experiences during recent years (See Table 3-
2). 

 
Table 3-2  Evaluation of Corps Dredging Quantities 

MPFWG (Most Probable Future with GREAT) Projections from GREAT 
Cut # Cut Name 40-Year Projection Avg/Yr 2001-2025 27 Yr. DMMP Qty.

1 Mouth of the MN River                117,500                     2,900                     78,300 
2 4-Mile Cut-off                80,000                     2,000                     54,000 
3 Peterson's Bar                387,500                     9,500                   256,500 
4 Cargill                35,500                       800                     21,600 
5 Savage Br.                101,500                     2,500                     67,500 

Total Projections                722,000                   17,700                   477,900 
Adjusted Projections 

Cut # Cut Name Actual Avg 76-98 Adjusted Avg/Yr 27 Yr. DMMP Qty.
1 Mouth of the MN River                  1,409                     2,000                     54,000 
2 4-Mile Cut-off                     191                     1,000                     27,000 
3 Peterson's Bar                10,381                   15,000                   405,000 
4 Cargill                     665                       800                     21,600 
5 Savage Br.                  6,901                     6,000                   162,000 

Total Projections                19,547                   24,800                   669,600 
 
Dredging at Cut 1 has been deferred for several years.  Therefore, the average 

annual quantity for Cut 1 was adjusted higher than the actual average but not as high as 
the GREAT projection.  Dredging at Cut 2 was adjusted higher than the actual average 
because of recent complaints from industry that more attention should be given to the 
area.  Dredging at cut 3 was also adjusted higher.  In recent years, only minimum 
dredging was accomplished at Cut 3 because of capacity problems at the Kraemer 
placement site.  The increase at this cut is significant when compared to the GREAT 
projection.  The GREAT projection was used for Cut 4 because the actual dredging at 
Cut 4 was close to the GREAT projection.  Actual dredging at Cut 5 is significantly 
higher than the GREAT projection.  The quantity was adjusted close to the annual 
average. 

 
Sediment characteristics vary from location to location and from year to year.  In 

general, the sediment from the main channel dredging on the Minnesota River can be 
characterized as predominantly sand, containing an average of 1% to 4% silt and clays, 
depending on the dredge cut.  This is based on analysis of sediment samples from 
historic dredging locations.  



3.2.2 Private Dredging 
 

To arrive at the projected quantities, historic dredging data was collected from 
the companies operating the barge slips.  This data was used to compute an average 
annual quantity and a dredging frequency.  Follow-up conversations with the companies 
resulted in adjustments to the annual average.  Using the adjusted annual average and 
the dredging frequency, a preliminary projection and number of dredging events were 
calculated for the 27-year planning period.  From this information, a projected average 
job quantity was calculated and multiplied by the number of events to establish the final 
projected quantity for the 27-year planning period (See Table 3-3). 

 
 

 

Year Qty. Average/Year 8,945 Year Qty. Average/Year 3,733
1998 7,156 Adjusted Avg. 8,000 1998 6,000 Adjusted Avg 3,000
1997 2,852 Preliminary Projection 216,000 1997 6,400 Preliminary Projection 81,000
1996 10,718 Frequency 55% 1996 6,000 Frequency 53%
1994 30,543 # of Events 15 1995 6,000 # of Events 14
1992 20,460 Projection/Events= 1994 10,000 Projection/Events=
1988 26,667 Projected Avg./Job 14,400 1992 6,328 Projected Avg./Job 5,800

Total 98,396 Final Projection 216,000 1988 12,268 Final Projection 81,200
1984 3,000

Total 55,996
No maintenance projected in the future.

Year Qty. Average/Year 5,890
Year Qty. Average/Year 2,073 1998 11,313 Adjusted Avg 5,000

1998 3,790 Adjusted Avg 2,000 1997 10,000 Preliminary Projection 135,000
1996 3,150 Preliminary Projection 54,000 1996 12,124 Frequency 43%
1995 7,210 Frequency 44% 1995 250 # of Events 12
1992 4,410 # of Events 12 1993 18,000 Projection/Events=
1988 3,900 Projection/Events= 1989 18,000 Projected Avg./Job 11,300
1987 7,200 Projected Avg./Job 4,500 1985 18,000 Final Projection 135,600
1983 3,500 Final Projection 54,000 1981 18,000

Total 33,160 1978 18,000
Total 123,687
1995-1998 Data is from L&S records.
1978-1993 Data is from Cargill West
   (Data was adjusted according to a statement that
   pre-1993, they dredged hydraulically at approx.
   20,000 CY per event every three to four years for a
  total of 90,000 CY.)

Table 3-3  Evaluation of Private Dredging Quantities

Slip 3 - Bunge

Slip 1 - Cargill East

Slip 2 - Richards Asphalt

Slip 4 - Harvest States

Slip 5 - Cargill West

 
Sediment characteristics vary from location to location and from year to year.  In 

general, the sediment from the private slips on the Minnesota River can be characterized 
 10 
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as approximately 70% sand and 30% silt and clays.  This is based on observations and 
some sediment analysis data from the Harvest States slip.  Dredging at private slips with 
hydraulic equipment is not anticipated because of the fine nature of the material and 
therefore was not evaluated in this DMMP. 
 

3.3 Alternatives to Reduce Dredging 
 

Dredging trends were examined to predict future dredging requirements on the 
Minnesota River.  Evaluating measures to reduce dredging requirements was a complex 
process since many factors are involved. 

 
A single representative discharge can be identified that defines stable channel geometry.  

“The bankfull stage corresponds to the discharge at which channel maintenance is the most 
effective, that is, the discharge at which moving sediment, forming or removing bars, forming 
or changing bends and meanders, and generally doing the work that results in the average 
morphologic characteristics of channels.”(Dunne and Leopold, 1978) Typically the bankfull 
discharge corresponds to a 1.5-year flood event.  The 1.5-year flood discharge of 9800 cfs was 
determined using a frequency curve at the USGS gage near Jordan, MN.  Since the drainage 
areas are 16,200 sq. mi. and 16,550 sq. mi. at Jordan and the mouth of the Minnesota River 
respectively, this discharge was used for the entire reach from the mouth of the Minnesota 
River to the USGS gage at Jordan, MN. 

 
The reach of the Minnesota River from the mouth to the USGS gage at Jordan, MN was 

modeled using HEC-2.  Starting water surface elevations were obtained from running an HEC-
2 model for Pool 2 of the Mississippi River.  A 1.5-year flood event was assumed to be 
coincident on the Mississippi River.  The Mississippi River modeling was started at the USGS 
gage at the Robert St. Bridge in St. Paul, MN.  The modeling was verified using the rating 
curve at Jordan, MN.  The model also helped verify the original assumption that the 1.5-year 
flood was a bankfull discharge.  Water Surface profiles were plotted for this reach of the 
Minnesota River. 

 
Sediment transport in a river is affected by the sediment type and size, velocity, slope, 

and cross-sectional area.  If there is a decrease in slope without a decrease in cross-sectional 
area, deposition will occur.  For this analysis, the sediment was assumed to be uniform and 
would not affect the sediment transport regime. 

 
The water surface profile could be broken down into 3 distinct reaches based on the 

slope.  The first reach, from river miles 1.3 to 29.3, had a slope of 0.379 ft/mi.  The middle 
reach, from river miles 29.3 to 51.4, had a slope of 0.462 ft/mi.  The last reach, from river miles 
51.4 to 64.0, had a slope of 0.878 ft/mi. The slope of the first reach was expected to be lower 
because of backwater effects from the Mississippi River.  The navigable part of the Minnesota 
River, river miles 0.0 to 14.7, all fell within the first reach. The flatter slope in this first reach 
verifies the need for dredging on the Minnesota River. 
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In looking at measures to reduce dredging requirements, we have to look at all factors 
affecting the sediment transport regime. Therefore, since the water surface profile slope and 
sediment are uniform within the navigable portion of the Minnesota River, the factors to look at 
changing are channel velocity and cross-sectional area. 

 
Channel width and depth were obtained from hydrographic surveys and channel 

velocity and cross-sectional area were obtained from the HEC-2 model.  This data was 
tabulated by river mile to look at possible measures to reduce dredging requirements. Dredge 
cuts are usually laid out at 100 feet wide and when the depth is reduced to 10.5 feet or less.  
The tabulated data was examined for instances when the channel was less than 150 feet wide at 
channel depths of at least 10 feet and when bank to bank channel widths approached 400 feet or 
more with corresponding velocities less than 1.7 feet/second. If the channel width is reduced in 
these areas, the channel velocity will increase and sediment will be moved along the river 
instead of depositing in the current dredging locations.  The average bank to bank width of the 
navigable portion of the Minnesota River is 337 feet. 

 
The following locations met this criteria, river miles 0.8 to 1.0, 3.9 to 4.1, and most 

importantly 11.7 to 12.7.  Options to reduce dredging requirements at these locations include 
channel reshaping or construction of wingdams.  The use of sediment traps is not recommended 
since they are inefficient for channel maintenance and cause degradation problems 
downstream.  It should be noted that if the sediment were transported downstream it would 
probably end up being deposited out in another location, which may or may not be an easy 
dredging location.  There are two other locations that fit the criteria used above, but it doesn’t 
seem realistic to do any channel work there since the locations are near barge slips, river miles 
13.3 to 13.6 and 14.0 to 14.2. 

 
The Corps has a Channel Management Planning (CMP) process established to guide in 

the planning, scheduling, prioritizing and budgeting non-dredging channel maintenance related 
work.  Since there are areas on the Minnesota River that might warrant further investigation, 
this area will be added to the CMP schedule.  It will be prioritized and studied further as 
appropriate.  The schedule of current CMP studies can be found in TAB 7 of the Corps Channel 
Maintenance Management Plan.  
 
 

4.0 BENEFICIAL USE 
 

The program of channel maintenance, as mandated by federal law and carried out by the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers, has historically produced a large amount of sand dredged from the 
Minnesota River.  Sand from the Minnesota River serves as excellent fill material, and has potential for 
other uses such as ice control on roadways during winter months, asphalt as a filler and cover, mortar 
sand, soil conditioning, landscape purposes, use in ready mix, landfill cover, and so on.  Placing 
dredged material at locations where it would be used or could be used beneficially was a primary 
objective of the GREAT I Study and is an objective of the Corps of Engineers.  Results of marketing 
studies conducted during the GREAT I Study were used to determine a projected beneficial use for 
selected sites.  The Corps completed a follow-up marketing study in 1998 through the use of a 
questionnaire to contractors and agencies near the Minnesota River and the surrounding metropolitan 
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area.  The Corps believes beneficial use will be 100% and bases this decision on the results of the 1998 
marketing study and Corps of Engineers experience with past beneficial use.  If beneficial use is not 
successful, the LMRWD needs to acquire a new site.  Most locations are untested and actual demands 
for material are generally unknown.  The average annual dredging quantity for the entire MN River 
reach is estimated to be 24,800 cubic yards.  Add this to the projected 17,700 cubic yards per year from 
private dredging and you have a total of 42,500 cubic yards per year.  Once a site is established and 
access is provided, it is likely that most material would be removed at each site on an annual basis.  
Fine material should be segregated from the sand material as some responses in the 1998 marketing 
study indicated sand material had more desirable beneficial uses than the fines. 

 
 

5.0 OTHER PLANNING EFFORTS 
 

5.1 GREAT I Study 
 

The Great River Environmental Action Team I (GREAT I) Study was completed in 
1980.  GREAT I recommended five placement sites to accommodate the 722,000 cubic yards 
of dredged material from cuts 1-5 on the Minnesota River.  GREAT I recommended that 
117,500 cubic yards of dredged material from cut 1 be taken to a commercial sand and gravel 
stockpile site (GREAT I Site 2.18) located on the right bank upstream from the I-35E Bridge 
(CMMP Site 2-843.3-RMP).  GREAT I estimated that all material placed at this site would be 
removed for beneficial use. 

 
GREAT I recommended that 80,000 cubic yards of dredged material from cut 2 be 

taken to an 18 acre area on an island (GREAT I Site MN.28) created by a cutoff channel at 
Mile 4.5 (CMMP Site MN-4.5-RMP).  The island was used in the past for dredged material 
placement and those areas have revegetated with grasses and pioneering shrubs and trees.  The 
remainder of the island is bottomland hardwood habitat.  No removal for beneficial use was 
projected from this site. 

 
GREAT I recommended that 387,500 cubic yards of dredged material from cut 3 be 

taken to a 65 acre active limestone quarry (GREAT I Site MN.30) located approximately 5,000 
feet south of the right bank of the Minnesota River at Mile 11.4 (CMMP Site MN-11.4-RMP).  
The entire 65 acres would not be required for the projected amount of material.  No removal for 
beneficial use was projected from this site.  GREAT I also recommended a backup site for 
material from cut 3 in the event that the primary site could not be implemented.  The backup 
site (GREAT I Site MN.06) was a 24 acre low-lying meadow, previously disturbed by adjacent 
mining operations (CMMP Site MN-12.0-RMP).  No removal for beneficial use was projected 
from this site. 

 
GREAT I recommended that 137,000 cubic yards of dredged material from cuts 4 and 5 

be taken to a 7 acre wetland site (GREAT I Site MN.03) located approximately 6000 feet south 
of the right bank of the Minnesota River at Mile 13.5 (CMMP Site MN-13.5-RMP).  No 
removal for beneficial use was projected from this site. 
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5.2 Minnesota River Engineering Report 
 

The Lower Minnesota River Watershed District (LMRWD) is responsible for furnishing 
placement sites for channel maintenance dredging performed by the Corps of Engineers or its 
contractors.  In 1978, the LMRWD completed an engineering report to give details for a basic 
water management project to provide areas suitable for accepting dredged materials from the 
Minnesota River 9-foot navigation channel.  The report was initiated by a petition of the City of 
Savage requesting development of permanent sites for placement of dredged materials. 

 
The report identified six placement sites.  Site WD#1 is a 10-acre wetland site 

recommended for material from cuts 4 and 5 and is evaluated as the Cargill East site in this 
DMMP.  Site WD#2 is a 7-acre landfill site recommended for material from cut 3 and is 
evaluated as the Kraemer site in this DMMP.  Site WD#3 is a 7-acre wetland site recommended 
for material from cut 3 and is evaluated as the NSP site in this DMMP.  Site WD#4 is a 7-acre 
island site recommended for material from cut 2 and is described in Section 6.0.  It was created 
by a cutoff channel located on the left bank at Mile 6.2.  The island is bottomland hardwood 
habitat.  No removal for beneficial use was projected from this site.  Site WD#5 is a 7-acre 
island site recommended for material from cut 2 and is described in Section 6.0.  Site WD#6 is 
a 1.8 acre site recommended for material from cut 1 and is evaluated as the WD#6 site in this 
DMMP. 

 
Since the completion of the report, the LMRWD has acquired real estate agreements for 

sites WD#1, WD#2, and WD#3. 
 

5.3 Channel Maintenance Management Plan (CMMP) 
 

The CMMP was completed in 1996.  It is the result of subsequent planning for 
implementation of the plan recommended by the GREAT I Study.  The CMMP recommended 
five placement sites to accommodate the 722,000 cubic yards of dredged material from cuts 1-5 
on the Minnesota River.  The CMMP estimated that all of the dredged material placed at each 
site would be removed for beneficial use. 

 
The Highbridge site in Pool 2 (CMMP Site 2-840.4-RMP), was recommended to 

receive 117,500 cubic yards of dredged material from cut 1.  This 4-acre site is provided by the 
City of St. Paul for placement of material from the St. Paul Small Boat Harbor.  The CMMP 
recommended that 80,000 cubic yards of dredged material from cut 2 be taken to the Highway 
77 Bridge site (CMMP Site MN-7.3-RMP) and 39,000 cubic yards from cut 3, 4, and 5 to the 
NSP site (CMMP Site MN-10.1-RMP).  The Kramer site (CMMP Site MN-12.1-RMP) has 
been used extensively in the past and was recommended to receive 348,500 cubic yards of 
dredged material from cuts 3, 4, and 5.  The CMMP also recommended that 137,000 cubic 
yards of material from cuts 4 and 5 be taken to the Cargill East site (CMMP Site MN-13.5-
RMP). 
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6.0 ALTERNATIVES NOT INCLUDED IN THE ALTERNATIVE ASSESSMENT 
 

The Corps developed a list of alternative dredged material placement sites following a 
workshop to discuss alternative sites and subsequent meetings.  The following alternative sites were 
evaluated in the DMMP for Above I-35W Bridge. 

 
 
Sites Identified at Workshop 
Cargill West Field (MN-14.8-RMP) 
Cargill West (MN-14.7-RMP) 
Port Richards (MN-14.4-RMP) 
Cargill East River (MN-14.1-RMP) 
Cargill East (MN-13.5-RMP) 
Below Cargill (MN-12.4-RMP) 
Kraemer (MN-12.1-RMP) 
Gravel Pit (MN-11.2-RMP) 
NSP (MN-10.1-RMP) 
NSP Loading Dock (MN-8.5-RMP) 
Transportation to sites in Pools 2, 3, and 4 
 
 
All sites identified were considered.  Specific concerns regarding use of some sites make using 

them not practical or they are better represented by similar alternatives.  The following paragraphs 
identify sites not considered for detailed evaluation and explain the reasons why they were not. 

 
Cargill West Site (MN-14.7-RMP): This site is located between the Cargill West facility 

(formerly Continental Grain) and the barge slip (see plate 1).  It is approximately 3.5 acres in size and 
has been used for placement of material dredged from the barge slip.  It is difficult to get fine material 
to the site and it is too small to be a long-term solution in this area.  The Cargill East River site 
represents a better alternative because it has more area available and it is adjacent to the shoreline. 

 
Port Richards (MN-14.4-RMP): A total of 11 acres is available, which includes 

approximately 8 acres east of the barge slip plus the 3-acre barge slip (see plate 1).  The area east of the 
slip was used in the past for mechanical and hydraulic placement of material dredged from the Port 
Richards slip.  The most recent use was approximately 15 years ago.  Most of the area would be 
considered wetland.  The landowner (Richards Asphalt) recently cleared trees from the site except for 
along the shoreline.  The landowner has no plans to use the barge slip in the future and is considering 
filling it in.  They have a conditional permit to use the area west of the slip for stockpiling material or 
setting up temporary operations.  This site is better represented by the Cargill East River site, which is 
comparable but does not contain wetlands. 

 
Gravel Pit Site (MN-11.2-RMP): This site is located just upstream from the I-35W Bridge 

(see plate 2).  Part of the area is a closed landfill.  When discussing this site at the Alternative Site 
Workshop, several individuals stated that plans had already been created for development in this area. 
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NSP Loading Dock (MN-8.5-RMP): This site is 6 acres in size and is located approximately 1 
mile upstream from the Cedar Avenue Bridge (see plate 3).  This site is owned by NSP and is adjacent 
to their Black Dog Power Plant.  The area considered for placement of dredged material is where coal 
had been previously stored.  This area is no longer required for storage of coal.  The NSP Loading 
Dock site would require unloading material from barges into trucks and hauling it across Black Dog 
Road to the site.  This site is better represented by the Kraemer or the Below Cargill sites, which are 
adjacent to the Peterson's Bar dredge cut. 

 
Transportation to sites in Pools 2, 3, and 4: Consideration was given to transporting material 

from the Minnesota River to sites in Pools 2, 3, and 4.  The Corps agrees that incorporating dredged 
material containing fines into the side slopes of sites would promote revegetation.  However, the costs 
associated with transporting the material would be extremely high and prohibitive. 

 
 

7.0 ALTERNATIVE PLACEMENT PLANS AND EVALUATIONS 
 

Previous planning efforts by the St. Paul District used a matrix to evaluate dredged material 
placement alternatives.  The matrix used index values to score the placement site alternatives in 
different categories and then multiplied the scores by a weight factor.  Scores were then totaled to rank 
the alternatives.  For this plan, a decision was made to evaluate the alternatives differently.  There are 
several reasons for this decision.  A great deal of coordination regarding dredged material placement 
plans has already taken place and the LMRWD has identified and/or acquired several sites.  Some of 
these sites will work and simply need implementation plans developed.  It was clear that other sites 
needed to be adjusted to accommodate private dredged material or be substituted for alternative sites.  
The extensive evaluations used for the matrix were not considered necessary.  When the Corps 
initiated this study effort, it maintained that the purpose was not to revisit areas with adequate plans in 
place.  Previous plans were used as a starting point for alternative comparisons. 

 
Placement sites were designed to accommodate the average job size for the largest cut going to 

the site plus a contingency of 75%.  If two or more cuts going to a site had high frequencies (50% or 
higher), they were combined to identify the target quantity for design.  The contingency was added to 
insure that capacity is available in the event that material is not removed prior to the next job or the job 
size exceeds the average. 

 
Alternatives were compared using general criteria and an assessment was made on whether the 

alternative would have positive, negative, or no effects on the criteria.  The following list of criteria 
was used: 

 
 
1) Impacts on fish and wildlife resources 
2) Impacts on water quality 
3) Impacts on the floodplain 
4) Impacts on recreation 
5) Impacts on cultural resources 
6) Social impacts 
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7) Impacts on aesthetics 
8) Beneficial use removal 
9) Dredging costs 
10) Cost for implementation/site preparation 

 
Once evaluated, the alternatives were compared and ranked in order of preference for 

implementation.  Implementation plans for each of the sites include conditions necessary for 
development. 
 

7.1 Alternative Placement Sites 
 

The following paragraphs describe the alternative placement sites considered in this 
report.  They make up the placement site alternatives, which were evaluated in greater detail.  
The size of the alternative sites may vary depending on the alternative plan.  Corps of 
Engineers Regulatory staff completed wetland delineations for each of the sites following 
methods outlined in the 1987 Corps Wetland Delineation Manual.  

 
Cargill West Field Site (MN-14.8-RMP): This is an 11-acre field site located 

upstream and adjacent to the Cargill West facility (formerly Continental Grain - see plates 1 
and 8).  It has been used for placement of Corps and private dredged material in the past and is 
now owned by the Cargill Company.  It is on a bend in the river and within the floodway.  The 
Corps issued a permit in 1994 to fill 3 acres of wetlands by Cargill Company.  Three acres at 
this site were restored by planting trees and shrubs to mitigate for those impacts.  A perpetual 
deed restriction, such as a covenant or easement, on the compensation site was also required.  
The compensation site covers the eastern quarter of the Cargill West Field site.  Use of this site 
would be contingent upon the LMRWD mitigating for impacts to the compensation area.  A 
wetland delineation has been completed and is available upon request.  The wetland delineation 
identified the area as non-wetland.  Soils are predominately alluvial, except for the remnant 
material from past dredged material placement.  Common herbaceous plants noted on the site 
included foxtail (Setaria sp), reed canary grass (Phalaris arundinacea), daisy fleebane 
(Erigeron annus), and canada thistle (Cirsium arvense).  Young box elder (Acer negunda), 
silver maple (Acer saccharium) and american elm (Ulmus americana) are also present.  The 
site is listed on the FWS's Refuge acquisition plan.  No cultural resources surveys were 
completed for this site. 

 
Cargill East River (MN-14.1-RMP): This is an 11-acre site located along the 

shoreline just downstream from the Port Richards slip (see plates 1 and 9).  This site was 
suggested by resource agencies as an alternative to the Cargill East site.  A wetland delineation 
has been completed and is available upon request.  The wetland delineation identified the area 
as non-wetland.  An access road would need to be constructed to allow for beneficial use 
removal.  Types 1, 2 and 6 wetlands are present along the existing road ditch that the access 
road would connect to.  An estimated 0.04 acres of this wetland would be impacted.  Culverts 
would be placed in the new access road to maintain existing hydrology.  The area is located in 
the floodway.  The soils of the site are classified as Dorchester silty clay loam, a non-hydric 
soil with seasonal water depth highs being 2 to 6 feet below the surface.  It has been tilled in 
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the past but is now fallow.  Most of the area is dominated by a variety of grasses, including big 
bluestem (Andropogon gerardii).  Young box elder and american elm are also present.  The 
area is part of a fairly large wetland/upland complex.  No cultural material was found in shovel 
tests of the area, aside from modern materials in the recently deposited soils.  The area is below 
the 700 foot contour line above which other sites in this area occur, and is frequently flooded, 
providing no stable surface suitable for past human habitation. 

 
Cargill East (MN-13.5-RMP): This is a 7-acre site located just downstream from the 

Port Richards slip (see plates 1 and 10).  It was acquired by the LMRWD for the placement of 
channel maintenance dredged material but has not been used.  Easements have been acquired 
and a culvert installed under railroad tracks for pipeline access.  A wetland delineation has been 
completed and is available upon request.  The wetland delineation characterized most of the 
site as Type 1-2 wetland.  The dominant vegetation consists of smartweed (Polygonium sp.), 
sedges (Carex sp.), foxtail (Alopecurus sp.)and big bluestem.  The soils are classified as Faxon 
silty clay loam, a hydric soil type.  The designated site is a patch within a fairly large 
wetland/upland complex, as a result, the wildlife value is fairly high.  An access road would 
need to be constructed to allow for beneficial use removal.  Types 1, 2 and 6 wetlands are 
present along the existing road ditch that the access road would connect to.  Around 0.5 acres 
of this wetland would be impacted.  Culverts would be placed in the new access road to 
maintain existing hydrology.  The Cargill East site is considered to have an extremely low 
potential for cultural resources since it is a wetland.  Effluent from hydraulic placement would 
likely be routed north through the ditch along the access road and back to the river. 

 
Below Cargill (MN-12.4-RMP): An area of 16 acres exists along the shoreline just 

downstream from the Cargill slip (see plates 1 and 11).  The Cargill Company owns this site.  
Some of this area has been used for mechanical placement of material dredged at private barge 
slips.  This site is adjacent to the landfill site owned by USA Waste.  USA Waste has indicated 
that they would use the material to cap their landfill.  A wetland delineation has been 
completed and is available upon request.  The wetland delineation identified the area as non-
wetland.  The soils are classified as Minneiska loam, with occasional, brief flooding and 
seasonal high water at 3 to 6 feet.  The habitat type is upland meadow and early upland 
successional forest.  Common herbaceous vegetation include reed canary grass, dropseed 
(Muhlenbergia frondosa), water-horehound (Lycopus virginicus) riverbank grape (Vitus 
riparia), canada bluegrass (Poa compressa), and daisy fleabane (Erigeron strigosus).  The 
young tree species present include cottonwood (Populus deltoides), boxelder, willows (Salix 
sp), silver maple, green ash (Fraximus pennsylvanica) and american elm.  If current road access 
to this site across Kraemer property were not acquired, a new access road would have to be 
constructed.  The new road would cross a wetland area impacting around 1.0 acre of types 1, 2, 
and 6 wetlands.  The site is located in the floodway.  The Below Cargill site is also below the 
700-foot contour line, and thus has low potential for containing archaeological deposits.  The 
easternmost portion of the Below Cargill site has already been impacted by the placement of 
dredged material (ca. 2 meters thick).  No cultural materials were found in shovel tests. 

 
Kraemer (MN-12.1-RMP): This site is identified as 5 acres in the Corps' Channel 

Maintenance Management Plan.  This plan requires that the site be increased to 8, 12, or 13 
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acres depending on the alternative.  It is located adjacent to the shoreline and north of the USA 
Waste landfill (see plates 1 and 12).  This has been the only placement site used by the Corps 
for dredging upstream from the 35W bridge since 1983.  A wetland delineation has been 
completed and is available upon request.  The wetland delineation identified the area as non-
wetland.  The habitat type is recently deposited sand.  Fish and wildlife habitat value is low, 
because of the disturbed nature of the site.  This site is currently owned by Edward Kraemer & 
Sons and Cargill Inc. 

 
NSP (MN-10.1-RMP): This site is 7 acres in size and is located northwest of Black 

Dog Road approximately 1.5 miles upstream from the NSP Power Plant (see plates 2 and 13).  
A wetland delineation has been completed and is available upon request.  The wetland 
delineation characterized most of the site as Type 1/2/6 wetland.  Vegetation consists of almost 
a complete mono-typic stand of reed canary grass.  Small pockets of willows are also present.  
Some larger trees do exist along the higher bank along the Minnesota Rivers.  The area is 
isolated from adjacent wetlands by urban development, roads, or the bank of the Minnesota 
River.  Because of the dominance by reed canary grass and the isolated nature, the fish and 
wildlife value of the area is very limited.  The land is owned by NSP and leased to the 
LMRWD for placement of dredged material.  It is also leased to the FWS for Refuge 
management. 

 
7.2 Alternative Plans for Above I-35W Bridge 
 

When the development of alternative plans began, it soon became apparent that the 
planning could be separated into two groups.  The river was divided at the I-35W Bridge.  One 
group would address dredging required downstream (below) from the bridge and one group 
would address dredging required upstream (above) from the bridge.  Dredging above I-35W 
includes main channel cuts 3-5 and private dredging at 4 barge slips.  Cuts 3-5 (Peterson’s Bar, 
Cargill, and Savage Bridge) begin upstream from the I-35W Bridge and continue up to the head 
of the 9-foot channel project limit.  The private barge slips include Cargill East Slip (S1), 
Bunge Slip (S3), Harvest States Slip (S4), and Cargill West Slip (S5).  The alternative plans for 
this reach are described in the following sections and summarized in Table 7-1. 
 

7.2.1 Alternative 2A 
 

This alternative involves use of the Below Cargill (MN-12.4-RMP) and the 
Cargill East (MN-13.5-RMP) placement sites.  See Plate 1 for site locations and Plates 
11 and 10 for the Below Cargill and the Cargill East site plans respectively.  A total of 
891,800 cubic yards of dredged material would be placed at the Below Cargill site and 
183,600 cubic yards of dredged material would be placed at the Cargill East site. 

 
At the Below Cargill site, two areas are required because the material from the 

barge slips has too many fines to push it into piles once it is placed.  The main channel 
material has enough sand in it to allow shaping once placed.  For the main channel 
material, an area of 8 acres would be required to accommodate a job of 47,500 cubic 
yards with material stockpiled to a depth of 15 feet.  For the barge slip material, an area 
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of 5 acres would be required to accommodate a job of 35,000 cubic yards with material 
placed to a depth of 10 feet.  There is enough area at the Below Cargill site to have a 13 
acre site with a division to separate the sand from the fine placement areas.  Other than 
material required for a containment dike, no permanent on-site storage is planned. 

 
Material from cut 3 could be placed into the site mechanically or hydraulically.  

Material from cuts S1, S3, S4, and S5 would be placed at the site mechanically.  The 
site would be diked and effluent control structures added to contain material if used for 
hydraulic placement.  An access road for removal does exist.  However, another party 
owns it and the LMRWD would need to acquire agreements for access.  If no 
agreements for use of the current access can be reached, a permanent access road would 
need to be constructed.  The new access road would require some wetland fill, which 
the LMRWD would need to mitigate.  The adjacent property is used for a landfill and 
the owner is interested in taking the material for cover.  With improved access, 
beneficial use of all material placed at this site is expected.  Real estate agreements or 
acquisition would be required by the LMRWD. 

 
At the Cargill East site, an area of 7 acres would be required to accommodate a 

job of 35,500 cubic yards with material stockpiled to a depth of 15 feet.  Other than 
material required for a containment dike, no permanent on-site storage is planned. 

 
Material from cuts 4 and 5 could be placed into the site mechanically or 

hydraulically.  The site would be diked and effluent control structures added to contain 
material if used for hydraulic placement.  A barge unloading area connecting to the 
abandoned road would be constructed to allow mechanical placement.  Material would 
be unloaded into trucks or conveyed using other mechanical methods and transported to 
the site.  A good access road from the main highway does exist for beneficial use 
removal.  A driveway into the site from the access road would be required.  The 
driveway would require some wetland fill, which the LMRWD would need to mitigate.  
Beneficial use of all material placed at this site is expected.  The LMRWD has real 
estate agreements in place for the use of this site.  They may need to acquire additional 
agreements to allow for mechanical placement. 

 
Current habitat at the Below Cargill site is disturbed terrestrial.  Delineation by 

the Corps confirmed that no wetland areas exist.  Part of the area has been used for 
placement of dredged material.  The habitat at the Cargill East site is considered Type 
1/2 wetland.  A portion of the site had been tilled years ago but is now fallow and 
contains a variety of grasses, sedges, herbs, and brush. 

 
The effluent from material placed at both sites would contain some suspended 

particulates that would settle out soon after reaching the river.  Because the site is 
adjacent to the main channel, effects on water quality would be short term and localized 
with no appreciable impact. 
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A cultural resources survey was completed at the Below Cargill site and nothing 
significant was found.  The Cargill East site has a very low potential for cultural 
resources impacts and no further testing is required.  Coordination of both sites with the 
State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) has been completed. 

 
This alternative will have very minor social impacts.  Both sites are located in 

industrial areas.  Material removed for beneficial use would have some minor impacts 
to transportation. 

 
This alternative ranks negative for impacts on fish and wildlife and cost for 

implementation/site preparation, positive on floodplain, cultural resources, and 
beneficial use, and neutral on all other criteria (see Table 7-2).  The reason for the 
negative rank on fish and wildlife impacts is that there would be wetland impacts at the 
Cargill East site and could be some wetland impacts at the Below Cargill site.  Cost for 
implementation/site preparation ranked negative because implementation of this 
alternative would involve mitigation for the Cargill East site and for an access road to 
the Below Cargill site if necessary.  The reason for the positive rank on floodplain is 
that the Cargill East site is out of the floodway and would have no impacts.  Cultural 
resources ranked positive because an investigation showed no effect on historic 
properties and coordination with SHPO has been completed.  Beneficial use ranked 
positive because the Below Cargill site is adjacent to a landfill operation with a demand 
for material. 

 
7.2.2 Alternative 2B 

 
This alternative involves use of the Kraemer (MN-12.1-RMP) and the Cargill 

East (MN-13.5-RMP) placement sites.  See Plate 1 for site locations and Plates 12 and 
10 for the Kraemer and the Cargill East site plans respectively.  A total of 891,800 cubic 
yards of dredged material would be placed at the Kraemer site and 183,600 cubic yards 
of dredged material would be placed at the Cargill East site. 

 
At the Kraemer site, two areas are required because the material from the barge 

slips has too many fines to push it into piles once it is placed.  The main channel 
material has enough sand in it to allow shaping once placed.  For the main channel 
material, an area of 8 acres would be required to accommodate a job of 47,500 cubic 
yards with material stockpiled to a depth of 15 feet.  For the barge slip material, an area 
of 5 acres would be required to accommodate a job of 35,000 cubic yards with material 
placed to a depth of 10 feet.  There is enough area at the Kraemer site to have a 13 acre 
site with a division to separate the sand from the fine placement areas.  Other than 
material required for a containment dike, no permanent on-site storage is planned. 

 
Material from cut 3 could be placed into the site mechanically or hydraulically.  

Material from cuts S1, S3, S4, and S5 would be placed at the site mechanically.  The 
site would be diked and effluent control structures added to contain material if used for 
hydraulic placement.  An access road for removal does exist.  The adjacent property is 
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used for a landfill and the owner is interested in taking the material for cover.  
Beneficial use of all material placed at this site is expected.  Real estate agreements or 
acquisition would be required by the LMRWD. 

 
At the Cargill East site, an area of 7 acres would be required to accommodate a 

job of 35,500 cubic yards with material stockpiled to a depth of 15 feet.  Other than 
material required for a containment dike, no permanent on-site storage is planned. 

 
Material from cuts 4 and 5 could be placed into the site mechanically or 

hydraulically.  The site would be diked and effluent control structures added to contain 
material if used for hydraulic placement.  A barge unloading area connecting to the 
abandoned road would be constructed to allow mechanical placement.  Material would 
be unloaded into trucks or conveyed using other mechanical methods and transported to 
the site.  A good access road from the main highway does exist for beneficial use 
removal.  A driveway into the site from the access road would be required.  The 
driveway would require some wetland fill, which the LMRWD would need to mitigate.  
Beneficial use of all material placed at this site is expected.  The LMRWD has real 
estate agreements in place for the use of this site.  They may need to acquire additional 
agreements to allow for mechanical placement. 

 
Most of the Kraemer site is being used as a dredged material placement site.  

The remaining area is disturbed terrestrial.  Delineation by the Corps confirmed that no 
wetland areas exist.  The habitat at the Cargill East site is considered Type 1/2 wetland.  
A portion of the site had been tilled years ago but is now fallow and contains a variety 
of grasses, sedges, herbs, and brush. 

 
The effluent from material placed at both sites would contain some suspended 

particulates that would settle out soon after reaching the river.  Because the site is 
adjacent to the main channel, effects on water quality would be short term and localized 
with no appreciable impact. 

 
Because of the very low potential for cultural resources, no further testing will 

be required for the Kraemer and Cargill East sites.  Coordination with the State Historic 
Preservation Office (SHPO) has been completed. 

 
This alternative will have very minor social impacts.  Both sites are located in 

industrial areas.  Material removed for beneficial use would have some minor impacts 
to transportation. 

 
This alternative ranks negative for impacts on fish and wildlife and cost for 

implementation/site preparation, positive on floodplain, cultural resources, and 
beneficial use, and neutral on all other criteria (see Table 7-2).  The reason for the 
negative rank on fish and wildlife impacts is that there would be wetland impacts at the 
Cargill East site.  Cost for implementation/site preparation ranked negative because 
implementation would involve mitigation for the Cargill East site.  The reason for the 
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positive rank on floodplain is that the Cargill East site is out of the floodway and would 
have no impacts.  Cultural resources ranked positive because an investigation showed 
no effect on historic properties and coordination with SHPO has been completed.  
Beneficial use ranked positive because the Kraemer site is adjacent to a landfill 
operation with a demand for material. 

 
7.2.3 Alternative 2C 

 
This alternative involves use of the Below Cargill (MN-12.4-RMP) and the 

Cargill East River (MN-14.2-RMP) placement sites.  See Plate 1 for site locations and 
Plates 11 and 9 for the Below Cargill and the Cargill East River site plans respectively.  
A total of 642,600 cubic yards of dredged material would be placed at the Below Cargill 
site and 432,800 cubic yards of dredged material would be placed at the Cargill East 
River site. 

 
At the Below Cargill site, two areas are required because the material from the 

barge slips has too many fines to push it into piles once it is placed.  The main channel 
material has enough sand in it to allow shaping once placed.  For the main channel 
material, an area of 8 acres would be required to accommodate a job of 47,500 cubic 
yards with material stockpiled to a depth of 15 feet.  For the barge slip material, an area 
of 4 acres would be required to accommodate a job of 25,000 cubic yards with material 
placed to a depth of 10 feet.  There is enough area at the Below Cargill site to have a 12 
acre site with a division to separate the sand from the fine placement areas.  Other than 
material required for a containment dike, no permanent on-site storage is planned. 

 
Material from cut 3 could be placed into the site mechanically or hydraulically.  

Material from cut S1 would be placed at the site mechanically.  The site would be diked 
and effluent control structures added to contain material if used for hydraulic 
placement.  An access road for removal does exist.  However, another party owns it and 
the LMRWD would need to acquire agreements for access.  If no agreements for use of 
the current access can be reached, a permanent access road would need to be 
constructed.  The new access road would require some wetland fill, which the LMRWD 
would need to mitigate.  The adjacent property is used for a landfill and the owner is 
interested in taking the material for cover.  With improved access, beneficial use of all 
material placed at this site is expected.  Real estate agreements or acquisition would be 
required by the LMRWD. 

 
Two areas are also required at the Cargill East River site for the reasons stated 

above.  For the main channel material, an area of 7 acres would be required to 
accommodate a job of 35,500 cubic yards with material stockpiled to a depth of 15 feet.  
For the barge slip material, an area of 4 acres would be required to accommodate a job 
of 20,000 cubic yards with material placed to a depth of 10 feet.  There is enough area 
at the Cargill East River site to have an 11 acre site with a division to separate the sand 
from the fine placement areas.  Other than material required for a containment dike, no 
permanent on-site storage is planned. 
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Material from cut 5 could be placed into the site mechanically or hydraulically.  

Material from cuts S3, S4, and S5 would be placed at the site mechanically.  The site 
would be diked and effluent control structures added to contain material if used for 
hydraulic placement.  A good access road from the main highway does exist for 
beneficial use removal.  A driveway into the site from the access road would be 
required.  The driveway would require some wetland fill, which the LMRWD would 
need to mitigate.  Beneficial use of all material placed at this site is expected.  The 
LMRWD would be responsible for real estate agreements to acquire use of the site and 
access for beneficial use removal. 

 
Current habitat at the Below Cargill and Cargill East River sites is disturbed 

terrestrial.  Delineation by the Corps confirmed that no wetland areas exist at either site.  
Part of the Below Cargill area has been used for placement of dredged material.  The 
Cargill East River site has been tilled in the past but is now fallow and contains a 
variety of grasses, sedges, and herbs. 

 
The effluent from material placed at both sites would contain some suspended 

particulates that would settle out soon after reaching the river.  Because the site is 
adjacent to the main channel, effects on water quality would be short term and localized 
with no appreciable impact. 

 
A cultural resources survey was completed at the Below Cargill and Cargill East 

River sites and nothing significant was found.  Coordination of both sites with the State 
Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) has been completed. 

 
This alternative will have very minor social impacts.  Both sites are located in 

industrial areas.  Material removed for beneficial use would have some minor impacts 
to transportation. 

 
This alternative ranks negative for impacts on fish and wildlife and cost for 

implementation/site preparation, positive on cultural resources, beneficial use and 
dredging costs, and neutral on all other criteria (see Table 7-2).  The reason for the 
negative rank on fish and wildlife impacts is that there is a very good chance that a new 
access road would need to be constructed through a wetland area.  Cost for 
implementation/site preparation ranked negative because implementation would likely 
involve wetland mitigation.  The reason for the positive rank on cultural resources is 
that an investigation showed no effect on historic properties and coordination with 
SHPO has been completed.  Beneficial use ranked positive because the Below Cargill 
site is adjacent to a landfill operation with a demand for material.  The reason for the 
positive rank on dredging costs is that there are no restrictions on dredging or placement 
methods.  There would be no additional costs associated with placement at any of the 
sites. 
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7.2.4 Alternative 2D 
 

This alternative involves use of the Kraemer (MN-12.1-RMP) and the Cargill 
East River (MN-14.2-RMP) placement sites.  See Plate 1 for site locations and Plates 12 
and 9 for the Kraemer and the Cargill East River site plans respectively.  A total of 
642,600 cubic yards of dredged material would be placed at the Kraemer site and 
432,800 cubic yards of dredged material would be placed at the Cargill East River site. 

 
At the Kraemer site, two areas are required because the material from the barge 

slips has too many fines to push it into piles once it is placed.  The main channel 
material has enough sand in it to allow shaping once placed.  For the main channel 
material, an area of 8 acres would be required to accommodate a job of 47,500 cubic 
yards with material stockpiled to a depth of 15 feet.  For the barge slip material, an area 
of 4 acres would be required to accommodate a job of 25,000 cubic yards with material 
placed to a depth of 10 feet.  There is enough area at the Kraemer site to have a 12 acre 
site with a division to separate the sand from the fine placement areas.  Other than 
material required for a containment dike, no permanent on-site storage is planned. 

 
Material from cuts 3 and 4 could be placed into the site mechanically or 

hydraulically.  Material from cut S1 would be placed at the site mechanically.  The site 
would be diked and effluent control structures added to contain material if used for 
hydraulic placement.  An access road for removal does exist.  The adjacent property is 
used for a landfill and the owner is interested in taking the material for cover.  
Beneficial use of all material placed at this site is expected.  Real estate agreements or 
acquisition would be required by the LMRWD. 

 
Two areas are also required at the Cargill East River site for the reasons stated 

above.  For the main channel material, an area of 7 acres would be required to 
accommodate a job of 35,500 cubic yards with material stockpiled to a depth of 15 feet.  
For the barge slip material, an area of 4 acres would be required to accommodate a job 
of 20,000 cubic yards with material placed to a depth of 10 feet.  There is enough area 
at the Cargill East River site to have an 11 acre site with a division to separate the sand 
from the fine placement areas.  Other than material required for a containment dike, no 
permanent on-site storage is planned. 

 
Material from cut 5 could be placed into the site mechanically or hydraulically.  

Material from cuts S3, S4, and S5 would be placed at the site mechanically.  The site 
would be diked and effluent control structures added to contain material if used for 
hydraulic placement.  A good access road from the main highway does exist for 
beneficial use removal.  A driveway into the site from the access road would be 
required.  The driveway would require some wetland fill, which the LMRWD would 
need to mitigate.  Beneficial use of all material placed at this site is expected.  The 
LMRWD would be responsible for real estate agreements to acquire use of the site and 
access for beneficial use removal. 
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Most of the Kraemer site is being used as a dredged material placement site.  
The remaining area is disturbed terrestrial.  Current habitat at the Cargill East River 
sites is disturbed terrestrial.  Delineation by the Corps confirmed that no wetland areas 
exist at either site.  The Cargill East River site has been tilled in the past but is now 
fallow and contains a variety of grasses, sedges, and herbs. 

 
The effluent from material placed at both sites would contain some suspended 

particulates that would settle out soon after reaching the river.  Because the site is 
adjacent to the main channel, effects on water quality would be short term and localized 
with no appreciable impact. 

 
A cultural resources survey was completed at the Cargill East River site and 

nothing significant was found.  Because of the very low potential for cultural resources 
at the Kraemer site, no further testing is required.  Coordination of both sites with the 
State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) has been completed. 

 
This alternative will have very minor social impacts.  Both sites are located in 

industrial areas.  Material removed for beneficial use would have some minor impacts 
to transportation. 

 
This alternative ranks negative for impacts on fish and wildlife, positive on 

cultural resources, beneficial use, and dredging costs and neutral on all other criteria 
(see Table 7-2).  The reason for the negative rank on fish and wildlife impacts is that 
approximately 0.04 acres of wetlands will be impacted for developing road access to the 
Cargill East River site.  The Kraemer site has been disturbed in the past by dredged 
material placement and the Cargill East River site was previously agricultural land.  
Cultural resources ranked positive because an investigation showed no effect on historic 
properties and coordination with SHPO has been completed.  The reason for the 
positive rank on beneficial use is that the Kraemer site is adjacent to a landfill operation 
with a demand for material.  Dredging costs ranked positive because there are no 
restrictions on dredging or placement methods.  There would be no additional costs 
associated with placement at any of the sites. 

 
7.2.5 Alternative 2E 

 
This alternative involves use of the Kraemer (MN-12.1-RMP) and the Cargill 

West Field (MN-14.8-RMP) placement sites.  See Plate 1 for site locations and Plates 
12 and 8 for the Kraemer and the Cargill West Field site plans respectively.  A total of 
642,600 cubic yards of dredged material would be placed at the Kraemer site and 
432,800 cubic yards of dredged material would be placed at the Cargill West Field site. 

 
At the Kraemer site, two areas are required because the material from the barge 

slips has too many fines to push it into piles once it is placed.  The main channel 
material has enough sand in it to allow shaping once placed.  For the main channel 
material, an area of 8 acres would be required to accommodate a job of 47,500 cubic 
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yards with material stockpiled to a depth of 15 feet.  For the barge slip material, an area 
of 4 acres would be required to accommodate a job of 25,000 cubic yards with material 
placed to a depth of 10 feet.  There is enough area at the Kraemer site to have a 12 acre 
site with a division to separate the sand from the fine placement areas.  Other than 
material required for a containment dike, no permanent on-site storage is planned. 

 
Material from cut 3 could be placed into the site mechanically or hydraulically.  

Material from cut S1 would be placed at the site mechanically.  The site would be diked 
and effluent control structures added to contain material if used for hydraulic 
placement.  An access road for removal does exist.  The adjacent property is used for a 
landfill and the owner is interested in taking the material for cover.  Beneficial use of all 
material placed at this site is expected.  Real estate agreements or acquisition would be 
required by the LMRWD. 

 
Two areas are also required at the Cargill West Field site for the reasons stated 

above.  For the main channel material, an area of 7 acres would be required to 
accommodate a job of 35,500 cubic yards with material stockpiled to a depth of 15 feet.  
For the barge slip material, an area of 4 acres would be required to accommodate a job 
of 20,000 cubic yards with material placed to a depth of 10 feet.  There is enough area 
at the Cargill West Field site to have an 11 acre site with a division to separate the sand 
from the fine placement areas.  Other than material required for a containment dike, no 
permanent on-site storage is planned. 

 
Material from cut 5 could be placed into the site mechanically or hydraulically.  

Material from cuts S3, S4, and S5 would be placed at the site mechanically.  The site 
would be diked and effluent control structures added to contain material if used for 
hydraulic placement.  Access to the site would be through the Cargill West facility.  
Some access improvements would be recommended to facilitate better beneficial use 
removal.  Beneficial use of all material placed at this site is expected.  The LMRWD 
would be responsible for real estate agreements to acquire use of the site and access for 
beneficial use removal. 

 
Most of the Kraemer site is being used as a dredged material placement site.  

The remaining area is disturbed terrestrial.  Delineation by the Corps confirmed that no 
wetland areas exist at this site. 

 
The Corps issued a permit in 1994 to fill 3 acres of wetlands by Cargill 

Company.  Three acres at this site were restored by planting trees and shrubs to mitigate 
for those impacts.  A perpetual deed restriction, such as a covenant or easement, on the 
compensation site was also required.  The compensation site covers the eastern quarter 
of the Cargill West Field site.  Use of this site would be contingent upon the LMRWD 
mitigating for impacts to the compensation area.   
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The effluent from material placed at both sites would contain some suspended 
particulates that would settle out soon after reaching the river.  Because the site is 
adjacent to the main channel, effects on water quality would be short term and localized 
with no appreciable impact. 

 
Because of the very low potential for cultural resources at the Kraemer site, no 

further testing is required and coordination with the State Historic Preservation Office 
(SHPO) has been completed.  The Cargill West Field site would require a cultural 
resources survey and coordination with SHPO. 

 
This alternative will have very minor social impacts.  Both sites are located in 

industrial areas.  Material removed for beneficial use would have some minor impacts 
to transportation. 

 
This alternative ranks negative for impacts on fish and wildlife and cost for 

implementation/site preparation, positive on beneficial use, and dredging costs, and 
neutral on all other criteria (see Table 7-2).  Although no wetlands will be impacted, 
fish and wildlife impacts received a negative rank because implementation of the 
Cargill West Field site would disturb a three acre restoration area.  The reason for the 
negative rank on cost for implementation/site preparation is that mitigation will be 
required for impacts to the three acre restoration area.  Beneficial use ranked positive 
because the Kraemer site is adjacent to a landfill operation with a demand for material.  
Dredging costs ranked positive because there are no restrictions on dredging or 
placement methods.  There would be no additional costs associated with placement at 
any of the sites. 

 
7.2.6 Alternative 2F 

 
This alternative involves use of the Below Cargill (MN-12.4-RMP) and the 

Cargill West Field (MN-14.8-RMP) placement sites.  See Plate 1 for site locations and 
Plates 12 and 8 for the Below Cargill and the Cargill West Field site plans respectively.  
A total of 642,600 cubic yards of dredged material would be placed at the Below Cargill 
site and 432,800 cubic yards of dredged material would be placed at the Cargill West 
Field site. 

 
At the Below Cargill site, two areas are required because the material from the 

barge slips has too many fines to push it into piles once it is placed.  The main channel 
material has enough sand in it to allow shaping once placed.  For the main channel 
material, an area of 8 acres would be required to accommodate a job of 47,500 cubic 
yards with material stockpiled to a depth of 15 feet.  For the barge slip material, an area 
of 4 acres would be required to accommodate a job of 25,000 cubic yards with material 
placed to a depth of 10 feet.  There is enough area at the Below Cargill site to have a 12 
acre site with a division to separate the sand from the fine placement areas.  Other than 
material required for a containment dike, no permanent on-site storage is planned. 
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Material from cut 3 could be placed into the site mechanically or hydraulically.  
Material from cut S1 would be placed at the site mechanically.  The site would be diked 
and effluent control structures added to contain material if used for hydraulic 
placement.  An access road for removal does exist.  However, another party owns it and 
the LMRWD would need to acquire agreements for access.  If no agreements for use of 
the current access can be reached, a permanent access road would need to be 
constructed.  The new access road would require some wetland fill, which the LMRWD 
would need to mitigate.  The adjacent property is used for a landfill and the owner is 
interested in taking the material for cover.  With improved access, beneficial use of all 
material placed at this site is expected.  Real estate agreements or acquisition would be 
required by the LMRWD. 

 
Two areas are also required at the Cargill West Field site for the reasons stated 

above.  For the main channel material, an area of 7 acres would be required to 
accommodate a job of 35,500 cubic yards with material stockpiled to a depth of 15 feet.  
For the barge slip material, an area of 4 acres would be required to accommodate a job 
of 20,000 cubic yards with material placed to a depth of 10 feet.  There is enough area 
at the Cargill West Field site to have an 11 acre site with a division to separate the sand 
from the fine placement areas.  Other than material required for a containment dike, no 
permanent on-site storage is planned. 

 
Material from cut 5 could be placed into the site mechanically or hydraulically.  

Material from cuts S3, S4, and S5 would be placed at the site mechanically.  The site 
would be diked and effluent control structures added to contain material if used for 
hydraulic placement.  Access to the site would be through the Cargill West facility.  
Some access improvements would be recommended to facilitate better beneficial use 
removal.  Beneficial use of all material placed at this site is expected.  The LMRWD 
would be responsible for real estate agreements to acquire use of the site and access for 
beneficial use removal. 

 
Most of the habitat at the Below Cargill site is disturbed terrestrial, but some of 

the area is used for dredged material placement.  The Corps issued a permit in 1994 to 
fill 3 acres of wetlands by Cargill Company.  Three acres at the Cargill West Field site 
were restored by planting trees and shrubs to mitigate for those impacts.  A perpetual 
deed restriction, such as a covenant or easement, on the compensation site was also 
required.  The compensation site covers the eastern quarter of the Cargill West Field 
site.  Use of this site would be contingent upon the LMRWD mitigating for impacts to 
the compensation area.  Delineation by the Corps confirmed that no wetland areas exist 
at either site. 

 
The effluent from material placed at both sites would contain some suspended 

particulates that would settle out soon after reaching the river.  Because the site is 
adjacent to the main channel, effects on water quality would be short term and localized 
with no appreciable impact. 
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A cultural resources survey was completed at the Below Cargill site.  Nothing 
significant was found and coordination with the State Historic Preservation Office 
(SHPO) has been completed.  The Cargill West Field site would require a cultural 
resources survey and coordination with SHPO. 

 
This alternative will have very minor social impacts.  Both sites are located in 

industrial areas.  Material removed for beneficial use would have some minor impacts 
to transportation. 

 
This alternative ranks negative for impacts on fish and wildlife and cost for 

implementation/site preparation, positive on beneficial use, and dredging costs, and 
neutral on all other criteria (see Table 7-2).  The reason for the negative rank on fish and 
wildlife impacts is that there is a very good chance that a new access road would need 
to be constructed through a wetland area.  Another reason for the negative rank is that 
although no wetlands will be impacted, implementation of the Cargill West Field site 
would disturb a three acre restoration area.  The reason for the negative rank on cost for 
implementation/site preparation is that implementation of the Below Cargill site would 
likely involve wetland mitigation and mitigation will be required for impacts to the 
three acre restoration area at the Cargill West Field site.  Beneficial use ranked positive 
because the Below Cargill site is adjacent to a landfill operation with a demand for 
material.  Dredging costs ranked positive because there are no restrictions on dredging 
or placement methods.  There would be no additional costs associated with placement at 
any of the sites. 

 
7.2.7 Alternative 2G 

 
This alternative involves use of the NSP (MN-10.1-RMP), Kraemer (MN-12.1-

RMP), and Cargill East (MN-13.5-RMP) placement sites.  See Plate 1 for site locations 
of the Kraemer and Cargill East sites and Plate 2 for site location of the NSP site.  
Plates 13, 12, and 10 show the NSP, Kraemer, and Cargill East site plans respectively.  
A total of 405,000 cubic yards of material would be placed at the Kraemer site, 183,600 
cubic yards at the Cargill East site, and 486,800 cubic yards at the NSP site.  This 
alternative is the same as Alternatives 2A and 2B except that material from the private 
barge slips is taken to the NSP site rather than the Below Cargill or Kraemer sites. 

 
At the Kraemer site, an area of 8 acres would be required to accommodate a job 

of 47,500 cubic yards with material stockpiled to a depth of 15 feet.  Use of the Cargill 
East site would require an area of 7 acres to accommodate a job of 35,000 cubic yards 
with material stockpiled to a depth of 15 feet.  The NSP site would require an area of 5 
acres to accommodate a job of 35,000 cubic yards with material placed to a depth of 10 
feet.  Other than material required for a containment dikes, no permanent on-site storage 
is planned. 

 
Material from cut 3 could be placed into the Kraemer site mechanically or 

hydraulically.  Material from cuts 4 and 5 could be placed into the Cargill East site 
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mechanically or hydraulically.  Cuts S1, S3, S4, and S5 would be placed at the NSP site 
mechanically.  The sites would be diked and effluent control structures added to the 
Kraemer and Cargill East sites to contain material if used for hydraulic placement.  
Access improvements are needed at the Cargill East, and NSP sites.  The property 
adjacent to the Kraemer site is used for a landfill and the owner is interested in taking 
the material for cover.  Beneficial use of all material placed at these sites is expected.  
Real estate agreements or acquisition would be required by the LMRWD. 

 
Most of the Kraemer site is being used as a dredged material placement site.  

The remaining area is disturbed terrestrial.  Delineation by the Corps confirmed that no 
wetland areas exist.  The habitat at the Cargill East site is considered Type 1/2 wetland.  
A portion of the site had been tilled years ago but is now fallow and contains a variety 
of grasses, sedges, herbs, and brush.  Most of habitat at the NSP site is characterized as 
Type 1/2/6 wetland with some upland field areas. 

 
The effluent from material placed at the Kraemer and Cargill East sites would 

contain some suspended particulates that would settle out soon after reaching the river.  
Because the site is adjacent to main channel, the effects on water quality would be short 
term and localized with no appreciable impact. 

 
Because of the very low potential for cultural resources, no further testing will 

be required for the Kraemer and Cargill East sites.  Coordination with the State Historic 
Preservation Office (SHPO) has been completed.  The NSP site would require a cultural 
resources survey and coordination with SHPO prior to use. 

 
This alternative will have some minor social impacts.  The potential impacts 

would include aesthetics, and transportation.  The City of Burnsville has drafted a 
Natural Resources Master Plan, which includes the NSP site as part of their natural 
resource inventory. 

 
This alternative ranks negative on impacts to fish and wildlife and cost for 

implementation/site preparation, positive on floodplain, and beneficial use, and neutral 
on all other criteria (see Table 7-3).  The reason for the negative rank on fish and 
wildlife impacts is that there would be some wetland impacts to the Cargill East and 
NSP sites.  Cost for implementation/site preparation ranked negative because 
implementation would involve mitigation and some access improvements at the Cargill 
East and NSP sites.  Floodplain impacts ranked positive because the Cargill East site is 
out of the floodplain.  Beneficial use ranked positive because the Kraemer site is 
adjacent to a landfill operation with a demand for material and all sites have some road 
access for removal of material. 
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Table 7-1  Summary of Alternatives (Including Water Surface Elevation Impacts) 

Alt. Sites 
Material 
to Site 
(CY) 

Acres Max. Pile 
Height (ft) 

Cuts Going
To Site 

Cumulative 
W.S. Increase 

By Alt. (ft) 

W.S. 
Increase By 

Site (ft) 
2A Below Cargill 891,800 13 8AC @ 15’ & 5AC @ 10’ 3, S1-S5 .04 

 Cargill East 183,600 7 15’ 4-5 
.04 

0 
2B Kraemer 891,800 13 8AC @ 15’ & 5AC @ 10’ 3, S1-S5 .04 

 Cargill East 183,600 7 15’ 4-5 
.04 

0 
2C Below Cargill 642,600 12 8AC @ 15’ & 4AC @ 10’ 3-4, S1 .04 

 Cargill East River 432,800 11 7AC @ 15’ & 4AC @ 10’ 5, S3-S5 
.09 

.06 
2D Kraemer 642,600 12 8AC @ 15’ & 4AC @ 10’ 3-4, S1 .04 

 Cargill East River 432,800 11 7AC @ 15’ & 4AC @ 10’ 5, S3-S5 
.10 

.06 
2E Kraemer 642,600 12 8AC @ 15’ & 4AC @ 10’ 3-4, S1 .04 

 Cargill West Field 432,800 11 7AC @ 15’ & 4AC @ 10’ 5, S3-S5 
.10 

.08 
2F Below Cargill 642,600 12 8AC @ 15’ & 4AC @ 10’ 3-4, S1 .04 

 Cargill West Field 432,800 11 7AC @ 15’ & 4AC @ 10’ 5, S3-S5 
.10 

.08 
2G Kraemer 405,000 8 15’ 3 .02 

 Cargill East 183,600 7 15’ 4-5 0 
 NSP 486,800 5 10’ S1-S5 

.02 

.01 

 
 

Table 7-2  Minnesota River Placement Site Criteria and Comparisons 
Alternatives 

Criteria 
2A 2B 2C 2D 2E 2F 2G 

Impacts on Fish & Wildlife Resources - - - - - - - 
Impacts on Water Quality 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Impacts on the Floodplain + + 0 0 0 0 + 
Impacts on Recreation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Impacts on Cultural Resources + + + + 0 0 0 
Social Impacts 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Impacts on Aesthetics 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Beneficial Use Removal + + + + + + + 
Dredging Costs 0 0 + + + + 0 
Cost for Implementation/Site Prep. - - - 0 - - - 
 
O – No effect   
- minor adverse   -- substantial adverse   --- significant adverse  
+ minor beneficial   ++ substantial beneficial   +++ significant beneficial 

 
 
7.3 Comparison of Alternatives 
 

This comparison matches alternatives head to head.  Similar alternatives were compared 
first and then the remaining alternatives were compared.  The alternatives were then listed in 
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order of preference.  Floodplain impacts were considered for the head to head comparisons.  
The floodplain impacts of the dredged material disposal sites were analyzed using the flood 
insurance study model for the Lower Minnesota River.  A base model was used with the 
addition of extra cross sections at the dredge material disposal sites.  Other models were created 
by copying the base model and adding the specific sites and alternative combinations.  The 
floodplain impacts of the dredge material disposal sites were quantified by examining the 
differences in water surface elevations between the base model and alternative models. 

 
Alternative 2A vs. Alternative 2B - These alternatives are similar because they both use 

the Cargill East site identically.  They also use 13 acres at a second site, which will be used the 
same way for dredge cuts 3 and S1-S5.  The real comparison for these alternatives is between 
use of the Below Cargill (Alternative 2A) and Kraemer (Alternative 2B) sites.  Alternative 2B 
has fewer impacts on fish and wildlife resources because it involves use of an existing dredged 
material placement site and Alternative 2A will require some wetland fill to gain permanent 
access to the Below Cargill site.  Fish and wildlife impacts at the Cargill East site would be the 
same for both alternatives.  Floodplain impacts for Alternative 2B are slightly less than 
Alternative 2A (see Table 7-1).  Costs for implementation/site preparation would be less for 
Alternative 2B because Alternative 2A requires construction of a permanent access road 
through a wetland.  There will be costs associated with the construction and with the wetland 
mitigation.  The conclusion is that the reduced fish and wildlife impacts, lower floodplain 
impacts, and less cost for implementation/site preparation make Alternative 2B the preferred 
alternative. 

 
Alternative 2C vs. Alternative 2D - These alternatives are similar because they both use 

the Cargill East River site identically.  They also use 12 acres at a second site, which will be 
used the same way for dredge cuts 3-4 and S1.  The real comparison for these alternatives is 
between use of the Below Cargill (Alternative 2C) and Kraemer (Alternative 2D) sites.  
Alternative 2D has fewer impacts on fish and wildlife resources because it involves use of an 
existing dredged material placement site and Alternative 2C will require some wetland fill to 
gain permanent access to the Below Cargill site.  Fish and wildlife impacts at the Cargill East 
River site would be the same for both alternatives.  Floodplain impacts at the Kraemer site are 
slightly less than at the Below Cargill site.  However, cumulative impacts for both alternatives 
are the same (see Table 7-1).  Costs for implementation/site preparation would be less for 
Alternative 2D because Alternative 2C requires construction of a permanent access road 
through a wetland.  There will be costs associated with the construction and with the wetland 
mitigation.  The conclusion is that the reduced fish and wildlife impacts and less cost for 
implementation/site preparation make Alternative 2D the preferred alternative. 

 
Alternative 2E vs. Alternative 2F - These alternatives are similar because they both use 

the Cargill West Field site identically.  They also use 12 acres at a second site, which will be 
used the same way for dredge cuts 3-4 and S1.  The real comparison for these alternatives is 
between use of the Below Cargill (Alternative 2F) and Kraemer (Alternative 2E) sites.  
Alternative 2E has fewer impacts on fish and wildlife resources because it involves use of an 
existing dredged material placement site and Alternative 2F will require some wetland fill to 
gain permanent access to the Below Cargill site.  Fish and wildlife impacts at the Cargill West 
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Field site would be the same for both alternatives.  Floodplain impacts at the Kraemer site are 
slightly less than at the Below Cargill site.  However, cumulative impacts for both alternatives 
are the same (see Table 7-1).  Costs for implementation/site preparation would be less for 
Alternative 2E because Alternative 2F requires construction of a permanent access road 
through a wetland.  There will be costs associated with the construction and with the wetland 
mitigation.  The conclusion is that the reduced fish and wildlife impacts and less cost for 
implementation/site preparation make Alternative 2E the preferred alternative. 

 
Alternative 2B vs. Alternative 2G - These alternatives are similar because they both use 

the Kraemer and Cargill East sites.  However each of those sites are used differently and 
Alternative 2G also uses the NSP site.  Alternative 2B has fewer impacts on fish and wildlife 
resources because Alternative 2G involves use of additional wetland acres at the NSP site.  Fish 
and wildlife impacts at the Kraemer and Cargill East sites would be the same for both 
alternatives.  Floodplain impacts for Alternative 2G are slightly less than Alternative 2B (see 
Table 7-1).  Alternative 2B does not impact cultural resources and has been coordinated with 
the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO).  Alternative 2G requires a cultural resources 
survey of the NSP site and future coordination with SHPO.  Alternative 2G would have more 
social and aesthetic impacts because the NSP site is located adjacent to Black Dog Road.  
Proper site planning and vegetative screening would reduce those impacts.  The City of 
Burnsville has drafted a Natural Resources Master Plan, which includes the NSP site as part of 
their natural resource inventory.  Dredging costs for Alternative 2G would be higher because 
material from cuts S3-S5 are beyond 4 miles from the placement site.  It would be reasonable to 
expect additional transportation charges for barging material beyond 4 miles.  Costs for 
implementation/site preparation would be less for Alternative 2B because Alternative 2G 
requires construction of a permanent access road at the NSP site.  The conclusion is that the 
reduced fish and wildlife, cultural, social, and aesthetic impacts and less cost for dredging and 
implementation/site preparation make Alternative 2B the preferred alternative. 

 
Alternative 2D vs. Alternative 2E - Alternative 2D has fewer impacts on fish and 

wildlife resources because Alternative 2E involves impacts to a 3 acre restoration area at the 
Cargill West Field site compared to Alternative 2D involving impacts to 0.04 acres of wetland 
for road access to the Cargill East River site.  Floodplain impacts for Alternative 2D are 
slightly less than Alternative 2E (see Table 7-1).  Alternative 2D does not impact cultural 
resources and has been coordinated with the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO).  
Alternative 2E requires a cultural resources survey of the Cargill West Field site and future 
coordination with SHPO.  Costs for implementation/site preparation would be less for 
Alternative 2D because Alternative 2E requires mitigation for impacts to the three acre 
restoration area at the Cargill West Field site.  The conclusion is that the reduced fish and 
wildlife, floodplain, and cultural impacts and less cost for implementation/site preparation 
make Alternative 2D the preferred alternative. 

 
Alternative 2B vs. Alternative 2D - Alternative 2D has fewer impacts on fish and 

wildlife resources because Alternative 2B involves impacts to 7 acres of wetlands at the Cargill 
East site compared to Alternative 2D involving impacts to 0.04 acres of wetland for road access 
to the Cargill East River site.  Floodplain impacts for Alternative 2B are less than Alternative 
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2D (see Table 7-1) because the Cargill East site is out of the floodway.  Alternative 2D has 
fewer costs for dredging.  The Cargill East and Cargill East River sites can both be used for 
hydraulic placement.  However, most dredging on the Minnesota River is done mechanically 
and for that type of operation, material must be loaded onto trucks and hauled to the Cargill 
East site.  Costs for implementation/site preparation would be less for Alternative 2D because 
Alternative 2B requires mitigation for wetland impacts at the Cargill East site.  The reduced 
fish and wildlife impacts and less cost for dredging and implementation/site preparation of 
Alternative 2D outweighs the reduced floodplain impacts of Alternative 2B.  Active beneficial 
use removal from the placement sites is anticipated, which should reduce floodplain impacts for 
all sites.  The conclusion is that Alternative 2D is the preferred alternative. 

 
Alternative 2B vs. Alternative 2E - Alternative 2E has fewer impacts on fish and 

wildlife resources because Alternative 2B involves impacts to 7 acres of wetlands at the Cargill 
East site.  Floodplain impacts for Alternative 2B are less than Alternative 2E (see Table 7-1) 
because the Cargill East site is out of the floodway.  Alternative 2B does not impact cultural 
resources and has been coordinated with the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO).  
Alternative 2E requires a cultural resources survey of the Cargill West Field site and future 
coordination with SHPO.  Alternative 2E has fewer costs for dredging.  The Cargill East and 
Cargill West Field sites can both be used for hydraulic placement.  However, most dredging on 
the Minnesota River is done mechanically and for that type of operation, material must be 
loaded onto trucks and hauled to the Cargill East site.  Costs for implementation/site 
preparation would be less for Alternative 2E because Alternative 2B requires mitigation for 7 
acres of wetland impacts at the Cargill East site, while Alternative 2E requires mitigation for a 
3 acre restoration area at the Cargill West Field site.  The reduced fish and wildlife impacts and 
less cost for dredging and implementation/site preparation of Alternative 2E outweighs the 
reduced floodplain, and potential cultural resources impacts of Alternative 2B.  Active 
beneficial use removal from the placement sites is anticipated, which should reduce floodplain 
impacts for all sites.  The conclusion is that Alternative 2E is the preferred alternative. 

 
Alternative 2C vs. Alternative 2E - Alternative 2C has fewer impacts on fish and 

wildlife resources.  Alternative 2C will involve some wetland fill for permanent road access, 
but Alternative 2E will involve disturbance of a 3 acre area restored to mitigate actions of 
another project.  Floodplain impacts for Alternative 2E are slightly less than Alternative 2C 
(see Table 7-1).  Alternative 2C does not impact cultural resources and has been coordinated 
with the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO).  Alternative 2E requires a cultural 
resources survey of the Cargill West Field site and future coordination with SHPO.  Costs for 
implementation/site preparation would be about the same for both alternatives.  Alternative 2C 
involves construction of a permanent access road to the Below Cargill site and mitigation for 
wetland impacts.  Alternative 2E involves access road improvements and mitigation for 
impacts to a 3 acre restoration area at the Cargill West Field site.  The reduced fish and wildlife 
and cultural resources impacts of Alternative 2C outweigh the reduced floodplain impacts of 
Alternative 2E.  Active beneficial use removal from the placement sites is anticipated, which 
should reduce floodplain impacts for all sites.  The conclusion is that Alternative 2C is the 
preferred alternative. 
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Alternative 2B vs. Alternative 2F - Alternative 2F has fewer impacts on fish and 
wildlife resources.  Alternative 2B involves impacts to 7 acres of wetlands at the Cargill East 
site compared to 1-2 acres of wetlands at the Below Cargill site and 3 acres of previously 
restored area at the Cargill West Field site for Alternative 2F.  Floodplain impacts for 
Alternative 2B are less than Alternative 2F (see Table 7-1) because the Cargill East site is out 
of the floodway.  Alternative 2B does not impact cultural resources and has been coordinated 
with the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO).  Alternative 2F requires a cultural 
resources survey of the Cargill West Field site and future coordination with SHPO.  Alternative 
2F has fewer costs for dredging.  The Cargill East and Cargill West Field sites can both be used 
for hydraulic placement.  However, most dredging on the Minnesota River is done 
mechanically and for that type of operation, material must be loaded onto trucks and hauled to 
the Cargill East site.  Costs for implementation/site preparation would be slightly less for 
Alternative 2F.  Alternative 2B requires mitigation for 7 acres of wetland impacts at the Cargill 
East site, while Alternative 2F requires mitigation for a 3 acre restoration area at the Cargill 
West Field site and a 1-2 acre area for access road construction at the Below Cargill site.  The 
reduced fish and wildlife impacts and less cost for dredging and implementation/site 
preparation of Alternative 2F outweigh the reduced floodplain, and potential cultural resources 
impacts of Alternative 2B.  Active beneficial use removal from the placement sites is 
anticipated, which should reduce floodplain impacts for all sites.  The conclusion is that 
Alternative 2F is the preferred alternative. 

 
Alternative 2A vs. Alternative 2G - Alternative 2A has fewer impacts on fish and 

wildlife resources.  Both alternatives involve wetland impacts to 7 acres at the Cargill East site.  
However, Alternative 2A involves wetland impacts to 1-2 acres for access road construction at 
the Below Cargill site, while Alternative 2G involves wetland impacts to 5 acres at the NSP 
site.  Floodplain impacts for Alternative 2G are slightly less than Alternative 2A (see Table 7-
1).  Alternative 2A does not impact cultural resources and has been coordinated with the State 
Historic Preservation Office (SHPO).  Alternative 2G requires a cultural resources survey of 
the NSP site and future coordination with SHPO.  Alternative 2G would have more social and 
aesthetic impacts because the NSP site is located adjacent to Black Dog Road.  Proper site 
planning and vegetative screening would reduce those impacts.  The City of Burnsville has 
drafted a Natural Resources Master Plan, which includes the NSP site as part of their natural 
resource inventory.  Dredging costs for Alternative 2G would be higher because material from 
cuts S3-S5 are beyond 4 miles from the placement site.  It would be reasonable to expect 
additional transportation charges for barging material beyond 4 miles.  Costs for 
implementation/site preparation would be similar for both alternatives.  The conclusion is that 
the reduced fish and wildlife, cultural, social, and aesthetic impacts and less cost for dredging 
make Alternative 2A the preferred alternative. 

 
7.3.1 Summary of Alternative Comparisons 

 
Table 7-3 provides a summary of the alternative comparisons for the Above I-

35W Bridge study area.  The conclusion of this process is that the preferred order of 
implementation is Alternative 2D, 2C, 2E, 2F, 2B, 2A, and 2G. 
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Table 7-3  Summary of Above I-35W Bridge Alternative Comparisons 
 

Alternatives 
Preferred 

Alternative 
 

Implication 
2A vs. 2B 2B Alternative 2A cannot become the #1 preferred plan. 
2C vs. 2D 2D Alternative 2C cannot become the #1 preferred plan. 
2E vs. 2F 2E Alternative 2F cannot become the #1 preferred plan. 
2G vs. 2B 2B Alternative 2G cannot become the #1 preferred plan. 

  Alternative 2A cannot become the #2 preferred plan. 
2D vs. 2E 2D Alternative 2E cannot become the #1 preferred plan. 

  Alternative 2F cannot become the #2 preferred plan. 
2B vs. 2D 2D Alternative 2D is the #1 preferred plan. 
2B vs. 2E 2E Alternative 2B cannot become the #2 preferred plan. 

  Alternative 2G cannot become the #2 preferred plan. 
2E vs. 2C 2C Alternative 2C is the #2 preferred plan. 

  Alternative 2E is the #3 preferred plan. 
2B vs. 2F 2F Alternative 2F is the #4 preferred plan. 

  Alternative 2B is the #5 preferred plan. 
2A vs. 2G 2A Alternative 2A is the #6 preferred plan. 

  Alternative 2G is the #7 preferred plan. 
 
 

8.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

The recommended alternative for the Above I-35W Bridge reach is Alternative 2D.  All 
material from cuts 3 and 4 will be taken to the Kraemer site using either mechanical or hydraulic 
dredging methods.  All material from cut S1 will be taken to the Kraemer site using mechanical 
dredging methods.  All material from cut 5 will be taken to the Cargill East River site using either 
mechanical or hydraulic dredging methods.  All material from cuts S3, S4, and S5 will be taken to the 
Cargill East River site using mechanical dredging methods.  The Kraemer site will have an 8 acre area 
for cuts 3 and 4 piled to a height of 15 feet and a 4 acre area for cut S1 piled to a height of 10 feet.  The 
Cargill East River site will have a 7 acre area for cut 5 piled to a height of 15 feet and a 4 acre area for 
cuts S3, S4, and S5 piled to a height of 10 feet. 

 
If implementation of the recommended alternative is not possible, the implementation will 

proceed with the next preferred alternative identified in the Summary of Alternative Comparisons (see 
Table 7-3).  However, implementation of any alternatives beyond 2D and 2C will require further 
coordination with other agencies and necessary endangered species coordination.  In addition to this 
coordination, there may be a need for further NEPA documentation. 

 
 
9.0 IMPLEMENTATION 
 

Actions necessary to implement the plan will be initiated immediately following the completion 
of the review and approval process for this report.  Section 1.1, Authorization and Responsibilities, 
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outlines who will be responsible for action items necessary to implement the recommended plan.  The 
following sections will outline issues to address for implementation of the recommended alternatives.  
 

9.1 Implementation for Alternative 2D 
 

The Corps has completed a hydraulic analysis of the Kraemer and Cargill East River 
sites to measure floodplain impacts.  The individual site impacts and the cumulative impacts for 
the alternative are shown in Table 7-1.  The LMRWD must begin discussions with local units 
of government and the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources to develop and agree on 
appropriate plans that would remove the sites identified in Alternative 2D from the floodway or 
acquire Interim Use Permits for temporary placement.  If this cannot be accomplished, they 
must agree on another approach to using the site. 

 
The LMRWD will pursue acquisition of the sites identified.  Long-term agreements are 

preferred and should be pursued.  There will be no need for the Cargill East site currently 
acquired for dredged material placement if all of the Alternative 2D sites can be acquired and 
implemented.  The LMRWD should not execute acquisition of the sites until all regulatory 
issues are resolved.  If any site identified in Alternative 2D cannot be acquired, the LMRWD 
must provide documentation to show that they made a reasonable effort for acquisition.  If this 
happens, the next preferred alternative (2C) will be pursued. 

 
 The Corps has completed cultural resource, NEPA, and endangered species compliance 

and will be requesting state water quality certification.  The Corps will also amend the permit 
and Memorandum of Understanding with the MDNR. 

 
Following acquisition of the sites the LMRWD will clear them of all trees and construct 

access roads for beneficial use removal of material.  The Corps will then construct containment 
dikes for those portions of the sites responsible for containment of the Corps dredged material.  
The private barge terminals will be responsible for constructing containment dikes for those 
portions of the sites designated to contain their material.  The LMRWD will be responsible for 
any landscaping or vegetative screening necessary to utilize the site. 

 
If implementation of Alternative 2D is not possible for any reason, attention will 

immediately be turned to the next alternative in order of preference (2C, 2E, 2F, 2B, 2A, and 
then 2G).  Implementation will then proceed as outlined above. 

 
9.2 Beneficial Use Plan 
 

The LMRWD has a continuing role in providing new placement sites or insuring that 
the placement sites selected in this report have capacity when required for dredged material 
placement.  The LMRWD should act as a site manager, or acquire agreements with local 
contractors to become placement site managers with the responsibility for insuring that capacity 
exists at each placement site.  Material placed into sites should be removed as soon as 
practicable.  Material with higher concentrations of fines will require a longer period to de-
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water and may need to be mixed with coarser sand to provide a more useable product.  The 
Corps will assist the LMRWD in actively promoting the beneficial use of dredged material. 

 
 
10.0 ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 
 

An environmental analysis has been conducted for the proposed action, and a discussion of the 
impacts follows.  As specified by Section 122 of the 1970 Rivers and Harbors Act, the categories of 
impacts listed in table 10-1 were reviewed and considered in arriving at the final determinations.  In 
accordance with COE regulations (33 CFR 323.4(a)(2)), a Section 404(b)(1) evaluation has been 
prepared and is contained as attachment 2.  State water quality certification, as required by Section 401 
of the Clean Water Act, has been obtained from Minnesota. 

 
The Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) for the 9-Foot Navigation Channel Project (COE 
1997) discussed the programmatic and site-specific effects of the St. Paul District’s channel 
maintenance management program. The use of the Kramer site was covered in this FEIS and is 
incorporated by reference. This environmental assessment discusses the effects of proposed 
modifications to the Channel Maintenance Management Plan for the Minnesota River, above the 
Highway 35 Bridge. The use of the  
 

10.1 Relationship to Environmental requirements  
 

This assessment was prepared and the proposed work designed to comply with all 
applicable environmental laws and regulations, including the following: National 
Environmental Policy Act of 1969; Executive Order 11514, Protection and Enhancement of 
Environmental Quality (as amended in Executive Order 11991); Executive Order 11593, 
Protection and Enhancement of the Cultural Environment; Executive Order 11990, Protection 
of Wetlands; Clean Air Act of 1977; Clean Water Act of 1977; Endangered Species Act of 
1973; Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act; National Historic Preservation Act; 40 CFR 
1500-1508, Council on Environmental Quality, Regulations for Implementing Procedural 
Provisions of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969. The effects of the alternatives are 
summarized in Table 10-1. 

 
10.2 Natural Resources Effects  

 
10.2.1 Air Quality 

 
The use of heavy equipment for dredging, unloading, and subsequent beneficial-

use removal by trucks would generate air emissions from the use of petroleum products 
to run the equipment.  Very localized, minor degradation of air quality would occur 
during the dredging and subsequent removal.  
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Table 10-1. Environmental Assessment Matrix for Minnesota River Channel Maintenance Management Plan 
Section 122 of the River and Harbor and Flood Control Act of 1970 (P.L. 91-611)  

Preferred Other alternatives considered  
PARAMETER 2D  2C   2E  2F   2B  2A  2G  
 
A.  SOCIAL EFFECTS  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
1.  Noise Levels 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
2.  Aesthetic Values - - - - - - -- 
 
3.  Recreational Opportunities 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 
 
4.  Transportation + + + + + + + 
 
5.  Public Health and Safety 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
6.  Community Cohesion (Sense of Unity) 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 
 
7.  Community Growth and Development 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
8.  Business and Home Relocations 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
9.  Existing/Potential Land Use 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 
 
10. Controversy 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 
 
B.  ECONOMIC EFFECTS        
 
1.  Property Values 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
2.  Tax Revenue 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
3.  Public Facilities and Services + + + + + + + 
 
4.  Regional Growth 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
5.  Employment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
6.  Business Activity 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
7.  Farmland/Food Supply - - - - - - 0 
 
8.  Commercial Navigation + + + + + + + 
 
9.  Floodplain effects -- -- -- -- - - - 
 
10. Energy Needs and Resources 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
C.  NATURAL RESOURCE EFFECTS        
 
1.  Air Quality - - - - - - - 
 
2.  Terrestrial Habitat -- -- -- -- - -- - 
 
3.  Wetlands - - 0 - -- -- -- 
 
4.  Aquatic Habitat - - - - - - - 
 
5.  Habitat Diversity and Interspersion - - - - - - - 
 
6.  Biological Productivity - - - - - - - 
 
7.  Surface Water Quality 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
8.  Water Supply 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
9.  Groundwater 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
10. Soils - - - - - - - 
 
11. Threatened or Endangered Species 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
D.  CULTURAL RESOURCE EFFECTS        
 
1. Historic Architectural Values 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
2. Pre-Historic & Historic Archeological 
V l

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
O – No effect   
- minor adverse   -- substantial adverse   --- significant adverse  
+ minor beneficial  ++ substantial beneficial   +++ significant beneficial 



 

10.2.2 Water Quality 
 

See the Section 404(b)(1) evaluation (Appendix A) for a more 
detailed discussion of the impacts on water resources.  Water quality 
impacts would be essentially the same for the 7 alternatives considered. 
Mechanical dredging would re-suspend river sediments during the 
operation. Effluent return from hydraulic placement of channel 
maintenance and barge slip material into the containment sites would 
cause elevated turbidity. Elevated turbidity and suspended concentrations 
and suppressed light penetration would occur in a localized area 
throughout the construction process.  This would cause adverse impacts on 
filter-feeding benthic organisms and the planktonic community.  These 
communities should recover fairly quickly after each dredging event. 

  
Sediment sampling from the main channel dredge cuts was 

completed in 1999 (see the 404(b)(1) evaluation - Appendix A and 
Appendix B). Silts and clay comprised less than 5% of the samples. None 
of the parameters tested had values exceeding the Ontario Ministry of 
Environment and Energy lowest effect level sediment criteria. The quality 
of main channel sediments in the Minnesota River is generally good. 
Because main channel sediments on the Minnesota River are relatively 
clean, contaminants are not expected to be released at concentrations that 
alone or in combination with other contaminants would cause toxic effects 
on aquatic organisms.  Bioaccumulation of contaminants in aquatic 
organisms is not anticipated to be a problem, because of the low levels of 
chlorinated hydrocarbons and heavy metals in the sediments.   

 
The quality of the private barge slips was tested from 1996-98 (see 

reports in appendix B). Many of these slips contain finer-grained 
sediments (15 to 40% silts and clays). PCB’s were not detected.  Metals 
were analyzed using a TCLP extraction process. Most of the metals were 
not detected in the TCLP. Detectable levels of cadmium and lead were 
found, but substantially below the TCLP cut-off level. Because the barge 
slip sediments tend to be finer, greater water quality impacts may occur 
during dredging of the slips than during main channel dredging.   

 
10.2.3 Habitat 
 

Since the 1960’s, approximately 93 acres of main channel habitat 
has been dredged periodically to maintain the navigation channel.  Future 
main channel dredging would probably continue to disturb a similar 
number of acres. 

 
The acres of habitat impacted at the placement sites by each of the 

alternatives are summarized in the table 10-2. Approximately 20 to 24 
acres of habitat would be impacted depending on the alternative. The 
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Lower Minnesota River Watershed District is responsible for developing 
and implementing a wetland compensation plan for any wetlands impacted 
with the selected alternative. 

 
Alternative 2D (the preferred alternative).  Approximately 0.04 

acres of wetlands at the Cargill East River site would be impacted to 
provide road access. The wetland is located along the existing road ditch. 
A culvert would be placed in the new road access to provide water 
exchange in the wetland and reduce impacts on the existing hydrology. 
The Minnesota River Watershed District will construct a 0.08 acre (3,725 
square feet) wetland on-site to compensate for the filling of 0.04 acres of 
wetland. The Cargill East River was farmed at one time. Presently, a 
variety of upland meadow grasses and forbes are present, including native 
prairie species like big bluestem. The Minnesota River bank would need to 
be excavated at two locations (one for fine material and the other for 
granular dredge material) to allow the material to be unloaded from barges 
at the Cargill East River site. The bank at both locations would be cut 80 
feet wide.  The first 30 feet will have a slope of 1:3, the rest will angle 
back to elevation 705.0. The side slopes will be cut to 1:3 and seeded. The 
excavated material will be used to construct some of the internal berms. 
Approximately 10 trees at the fine material access location would need to 
be removed.    The Kraemer site has been used extensively in the past for 
channel maintenance and private barge slip dredged material and is highly 
disturbed, with limited wildlife habitat value. Alternative 2D represents 
the least environmental damaging alternative. 

 
Alternative 2C . This alternative also involves the use of the 

Cargill East River site and would have similar impacts as under alternative 
2D. The Below Cargill site may have also been farmed at some point. It is 
presently an upland meadow, with some young trees and shrubs.  The 
Below Cargill site presently has no road access for beneficial use removal. 
If the Kraemer site is not selected for implementation, it is unlikely that 
road access across Kraemer’s property would be obtained. Therefore, a 
new access road would have to be constructed. The new road would cross 
a wetland and tie into an existing dike area owned by Cargill. Around 1 
acre of types 1, 2, and 6 wetlands would be impacted from this road 
access. Culverts may be necessary to minimize impacts on the contiguous 
wetlands. This fragmentation would reduce the fish and wildlife value of 
the remaining wetlands. 

 
Other alternatives considered: Alternatives 2E and 2F are similar 

to 2D and 2C, but with the Cargill West Field substituted for the Cargill 
East River Site.  The Cargill West Field site was row cropped not to long 
ago. A wetland delineation was performed in 1999. The entire site was 
classified as upland. Around 3 acres of the site was planted with trees and 
shrubs to mitigate for wetland fill from a past Cargill Company dredging 
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project. The Minnesota River Watershed District would be responsible for 
replacing this compensation site, if either of these alternatives is used. 
Alternatives 2A, 2B, and 2C would have the greatest impacts on wetlands, 
between 7.5 to 12.5 acres of wetlands would be filled. The wetland fill at 
both the NSP and Cargill East sites would bisect a larger wetland area, 
which could affect the hydrology and quality of the contiguous wetlands. 
This fragmentation would also reduce the fish and wildlife habitat value of 
the remaining wetlands. 

 
 
Table 10-2. Habitat types impacted by the various alternative placement sites. 
 

Alt. Sites 
Material 
To Site 
(CY) 

Cuts 
Going 
To Site 

Types of habitat impacted  

2D Kraemer 642,600 3-4, S1 12 acres of disturbed upland area from historic placement of 
dredged material 

 Cargill East River 432,800 5, S3-S5 11 acres of upland meadow (previously agricultural land) & 0.04 
acres of Types 1,2 6 wetlands for a road access 

2C Below Cargill 642,600 3-4, S1 12 acres of upland meadow & early succession forest and 1 acre 
of  Types 1,2 6 wetlands for a new road access 

 Cargill East River 432,800 5, S3-S5 11 acres of upland meadow (previously agricultural land) & 0.04 
acres of Types 1,2 6 wetlands for a road access 

2E Kraemer 642,600 3-4, S1 12 acres of disturbed upland area from historic placement of 
dredged material 

 Cargill West Field 432,800 5, S3-S5 11 acres of upland meadow (previously agricultural land)  
2F Below Cargill 642,600 3-4, S1 12 acres of upland meadow & early succession forest and  

1 acre of  Types 1,2 6 wetlands for a new road access 
 Cargill West Field 432,800 5, S3-S5 11 acres of upland meadow (previously agricultural land)  

2B Kraemer 891,800 3, S1-S5 13 acres of disturbed upland area from historic placement of 
dredged material 

 Cargill East 183,600 4-5 7.5 acres of Types 1&2 wetlands (placement site and road access).
2A Below Cargill 891,800 3, S1-S5 13 acres of upland meadow & early succession forest and 

1 acre of  Types 1,2 6 wetlands for a new road access 
 Cargill East 183,600 4-5 7.5 acres of Types 1&2 wetlands (placement site and road access)

2G Kraemer 405,000 3 8 acres of disturbed upland area from historic placement of 
dredged material 

 Cargill East 183,600 4-5 7.5 acres of Types 1 & 2 wetlands (placement site and road 
access) 

 NSP 486,800 S1-S5 5 acres of Types 1, 2 & 6 wetlands 

 
 
 

10.2.4 Fish And Wildlife 
 

Short-term, localized adverse impacts will occur with each 
dredging event.  Mechanical dredging or effluent return from the 
containment sites will cause elevated levels of turbidity in the immediate 
vicinity.  However, the material to be dredged is relatively clean, and 
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mechanical placement should assure that no toxic effects occur.  The 
increases in turbidity and suspended solids during each dredging event 
would have a localized suppressing effect on phytoplankton productivity.  
These limited local effects would be minor, however, and plankton 
populations would recover quickly upon completion of each dredging 
event. 

 
Fish and benthic species would be adversely affected by the 

proposed dredging. Ganhgl, Pereira, and Walsh (2000) found walleyes 
migrating into the Minnesota River from pool 2 during the spring, but did 
not find them using the Minnesota River during other seasons. Spring 
dredging, especially with the finer-grained harbor sediments, could effect 
walleye use. Benthic organisms, including freshwater mussels, that inhabit 
bottom substrates in these areas would be removed and destroyed by the 
dredging activity.  Native mussels are rather improverished in the 
navigable portion of the Minnesota River. The frequent maintenance 
dredging also limits the mussel fauna. Other benthic organisms should 
rapidly recolonize the newly exposed substrate.  Therefore, the project 
effects on benthic organisms would be short-term and minor.  Fish species 
would probably simply avoid the area during the dredging. 

 
Converting the existing upland habitat to an active dredged 

material placement site under the preferred alternative 2D would reduce 
wildlife use of these areas. Removing around 10 trees for the barge access 
to the site would have a minor impact on wildlife use of the area. 

 
10.2.5 Threatened And Endangered Species  

 
A biological assessment for the two preferred alternatives has been 

completed to determine the potential effects on the following Federally 
listed species: Higgins eye pearly mussel (Lampsilis higginsii) and bald 
eagle (Haliaetus leucocephalus). 

 
The Higgins eye pearly mussel has not been recorded in the last 30 

years in the Minnesota River. Mussel surveys that have been conducted 
over the years have recorded very few specimens, within the navigable 
portion of the Minnesota River. However, recent surveys indicate that 
conditions for native mussels and their host fish species have improved 
and at least common species of mussels are being collected from the lower 
Minnesota River. The frequent dredging at the Minnesota River dredge 
cuts, probably precludes the presence of appreciable mussel populations.  
It is very unlikely that L. higginsii is present at any of the maintenance 
dredge cuts and slips.  The proposed project should have no effect on the 
Higgins' eye pearly mussel or its habitat.   
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Active bald eagle nesting sites occur within the Minnesota River 
Valley. No active nesting sites are located in the immediate vicinity of the 
proposed placement sites. Other than small access points, none of the trees 
along the riverbank would be removed at any of the proposed sites. The 
access points were selected to avoid large trees that could be used as bald 
eagle perches. The dredging and placement activities could potentially 
disrupt short-term use of the general area by bald eagles. There would be 
no project-related long-term impacts to the bald eagle.    

 
The proposed project would have no effects on any Federally listed 

threatened or endangered species or their critical habitat.  The U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service concurs with this determination (Appendix D).  

 
A number of Minnesota State listed fish and mussel species are 

listed from the project area.  Several Minnesota State listed fish species 
use main channel, the primary habitat type that would be impacted by the 
proposed dredging. Dredging would temporarily displace any fish from 
the project locations.   No known important spawning or overwintering 
habitat for State listed fish species would be adversely impacted by the 
proposed project features. Mussel fauna is somewhat sparse in this stretch 
of the Minnesota River, especially where frequent maintenance dredging 
is occurring. Vegetation surveys of the placement did not reveal any State 
listed species. It is the St. Paul District’s conclusion the proposed project 
would have no more than minor impacts on State listed threatened and 
endangered plant, fish and mussel species.  Because the project would 
have limited impacts on other natural resources and no impacts on 
Federally listed threatened and endangered species, no project related 
impacts on State-listed wildlife species are anticipated.  The Minnesota 
Department of Natural Resource will receive a copy of this Environmental 
Assessment.  Comments received pertaining to protection of threatened 
and endangered species will be addressed. 

 
10.3 Cultural Resource Effects 

 
The proposed dredged material disposal project will have no effect on any 

historic properties. No known historic properties are in the area of potential effect 
of any of the four sites. The Cargill East site has very low potential for cultural 
resources, being a wetland. The Kraemer site has already been significantly 
disturbed by the deposition of dredged material.  The Cargill East River and 
Below Cargill sites are considered to have low potential as they are at a lower 
elevation than other sites in a similar Minnesota River floodplain setting. 
Nevertheless, they were both shovel-tested. No cultural material was encountered.  

 
The project has been coordinated with the Minnesota State Historic 

Preservation Officer, and no further cultural resources work is recommended for 
the project (see appendix D). 
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10.4 Socioeconomic Effects 

 
10.4.1 Noise 

 
The use of heavy equipment for dredging and beneficial use 

removal from the placement sites would generate noise.  The effects 
would be considered minor, as there are no sensitive receptors near the 
project sites.  In addition, dredging would take place in the main channel 
or barge slips where noise associated with recreational boat traffic and 
commercial barges is relatively commonplace.    

 
10.4.2 Aesthetics 

 
The Lower Minnesota River bank and floodplain varies from 

relatively undisturbed floodplain forest and other wetlands to highly 
disturbed industrial and urban areas. To minimize visual impacts, most of 
the trees along the banks at the placement sites would be left to maintain a 
screen along the Minnesota River.  However, the sand piles will likely be 
seen from the Minnesota River by boaters, reducing the aesthetic quality 
of the area. The use of the alternate NSP site would have the greatest 
impacts on visual quality. 

 
10.4.3 Recreational Resources 

 
Recreational use of the placement sites is probably somewhat 

limited, because they are all privately owned. Impacts on recreational use 
would be primarily due to reduced aesthetics and potential congestion 
conflicts with dredging, placement, and beneficial use removal.  Use of the 
Kraemer site would have the least impacts, due to its already disturbed 
nature. 

  
 

10.4.4 Commercial Navigation 
 

Having a Corps and private long-term channel management plan 
for the Minnesota River would have a positive affect on commercial 
navigation. It would provide for a more reliable and safer navigation 
channel. It would also reduce long-term maintenance dredging costs.  

 
10.4.5 Controversy 

 
The lack of an acceptable long-term placement plan for channel 

maintenance material has been a long-standing controversy in the area, 
which should be reduced with the implementation of the selected plan. 
The USFWS has listed the Cargill West Field site for potential acquisition 
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to the Minnesota Valley National Wildlife Refuge. The USFWS has an 
agreement for use of the NSP as part of the Minnesota Valley National 
Wildlife Refuge. Use of the Cargill West Field and NSP sites as placement 
site, therefore, could be controversial. 

 
10.5 Cumulative Impacts 

 
The cumulative impacts of the Channel Management Program have been 

discussed in detail in COE 1997.  A multitude of factors will affect the future 
environment of the Upper Mississippi River Basin, including the Minnesota 
River: continued operation and maintenance of the navigation system, hydrologic 
and hydraulic processes in an altered environment, commercial traffic, public use, 
point and non-point pollution, commercial and residential development, 
agricultural practices and watershed management, exotic species, and a host of 
other factors.  

 
The cumulative impacts of the Minnesota River Channel Maintenance 

Management plan on the natural environment would be minor in relation to other 
non-project related impacts. The Minnesota River Dredged Material Management 
Plan would impact 23 acres of upland and between 0.04 to 1.25 acres of wetlands, 
depending on the alternative implemented.  The Minnesota DMMP in 
combination with the Upper Mississippi River Dredged Material Management 
Plan for the Head of Navigation to Guttenberg, Iowa would impact 147 acres of 
wetlands, 370 acres of upland, and 292 acres of disturbed floodplain over the 40-
year initial planning period. 

 
 
11.0 COORDINATION AND COMMENTS 
 

Coordination of this Dredged Material Management Plan (DMMP) began with a 
meeting on September 10, 1998 in Shakopee, MN.  The meeting was well attended by 
Corps, Lower Minnesota River Watershed District, Federal and State resource agency, 
private industry, and City representatives.  The purpose of the meeting was to initiate a 
comprehensive DMMP study for the Minnesota River to address all dredging 
requirements, both private and Federal. 

 
An alternative placement site workshop was held on February 16, 1999 in 

Bloomington, MN for the purpose of discussing existing dredged material placement sites 
and to identify alternatives to evaluate.  Representatives from the Corps, Lower 
Minnesota River Watershed District, Federal and State resource agency, private industry, 
and local communities provided alternatives and discussed concerns. 

 
A Preliminary Draft DMMP was provided to a Corps review team on May 4, 

1999.  Revisions were completed and a Draft DMMP was distributed to study 
participants and River Resources Forum agencies on July 16, 1999 for comments. 
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On August 4, 1999, study participants held a workshop in Savage, MN to discuss 
the Draft DMMP and to inspect the alternative placement sites identified.  Several 
existing sites were eliminated and several new sites were recommended as a result of 
discussions. 

 
On August 31, 1999, the Corps held a coordination meeting with the Lower 

Minnesota River Watershed District in St. Paul, MN.  The purpose of the meeting was to 
discuss alternative placement sites and respective agency authorities and responsibilities. 

 
Coordination throughout the project was maintained with the On-Site Inspection 

Team and other study participants.  Active participants included representatives of the 
Corps of Engineers, Fish and Wildlife Service, Coast Guard, Minnesota Department of 
Natural Resources, Minnesota Department of Transportation, Minnesota Pollution 
Control Agency, Fort Snelling State Park, City of Savage, City of Burnsville, City of 
Bloomington, Lower Minnesota River Watershed District, Upper River Services, L&S 
Industrial Marine, Harvest States Cooperatives, Cargill, Bunge, and Cargill Company.  
Formal coordination meetings were held on the dates shown below.  Coordination also 
took place on a regular basis through informal means to facilitate the exchange of 
information. 

 
 September 10, 1998  August 4, 1999 
 February 16, 1999  August 31, 1999 
 
The final DMMP was distributed for public review in October 2000.  It was sent 

to Congressional interests, Federal, State, and Non-Federal agencies, special interest 
groups, and others as listed in Appendix D.  Comment letters received are also included 
in Appendix D. 

 
The revised final DMMP was distributed for public review in April 2007.  It was 

sent to Congressional interests, Federal, State, and Non-Federal agencies, special interest 
groups, and others as listed in Appendix D.  Comment letters received are also included 
in Appendix D. 

 
 
12.0 SUMMARY 
 

The purpose of this study was to develop a Dredged Material Management Plan 
(DMMP) that would address long-term management of dredging and placement site 
requirements on the Minnesota River.  It includes public as well as private dredging 
requirements.  Existing plans or placement sites formed the baseline condition, but the 
DMMP looked at additional requirements to satisfy placement of all material projected 
for the planning period. 

 
During the development of this DMMP, several problems were encountered while 

evaluating sites below (downstream from) the I-35W Bridge.  The emphasis for this 
report was changed to address only the area above (upstream from) the I-35W Bridge.  
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Work will continue on the area below the I-35W Bridge and a supplemental DMMP will 
be furnished when completed. 

 
Several combinations of alternatives were developed and evaluated.  The 

alternatives were ranked in order of preference for implementation.  They were ranked 
this way because the Lower Minnesota River Watershed District (LMRWD) is 
responsible for implementation and this method would give them the most flexibility in 
negotiating agreements. 

 
The recommended alternative for the Above I-35W Bridge reach is Alternative 

2D.  All material from cuts 3 and 4 will be taken to the Kraemer site using either 
mechanical or hydraulic dredging methods.  All material from cut S1 will be taken to the 
Kraemer site using mechanical dredging methods.  All material from cut 5 will be taken 
to the Cargill East River site using either mechanical or hydraulic dredging methods.  All 
material from cuts S3, S4, and S5 will be taken to the Cargill East River site using 
mechanical dredging methods.  The Kraemer site will have an 8 acre area for cuts 3 and 4 
piled to a height of 15 feet and a 4 acre area for cut S1 piled to a height of 10 feet.  The 
Cargill East River site will have a 7 acre area for cut 5 piled to a height of 15 feet and a 4 
acre area for cuts S3, S4, and S5 piled to a height of 10 feet. 

 
If implementation of the recommended alternative is not possible, the 

implementation will proceed with the next preferred alternative identified in the 
Summary of Alternative Comparisons (see Table 7-3).  The LMRWD will be responsible 
for documenting why implementation is not possible and that they made a reasonable 
effort to implement the first preferred alternative prior to pursuing the second preferred 
alternative.  Implementation of any alternative beyond 2D and 2C will require further 
coordination with other agencies and necessary endangered species coordination.  In 
addition to this coordination, there may be a need for further NEPA documentation. 

 
In addition to providing the LMRWD a clear direction regarding which placement 

sites to acquire and what is required to make sites useable, this DMMP serves another 
important role.  It outlines authorities and responsibilities for the agencies involved.  This 
should reduce future misunderstandings regarding placement site management. 
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Appendix A 
 
 
 

Section 404(b)1 Evaluation 
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 SECTION 404(b)(1) EVALUATION 

Dredged Material Management Plan 
Lower Minnesota River 

(Above I-35W to Head of Navigation) 
 

 
 
I. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
 

A.  Location 
 
The proposed dredging and placement would occur at various locations on the Minnesota River.  
The specific location of each activity is summarized in Tables 1 and 2. 
 

B.  General Description 
 
This evaluation addresses the impacts resulting from effluent return from the selected placement 
sites (Cargill East River or Kramer sites) and placement of fill in waters of the United States in 
connection with access roads to the Cargill East River, in compliance with Section 404 of the Clean 
Water Act. For purposes of cumulative impacts the environmental impacts of dredging at three main 
channel historical dredge cuts and private dredging at 4 barge slips are also addressed. The proposed 
dredging and dredged material placement activities are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. 
 

C.  Authority and Purpose 
 
The existing 9-foot channel navigation project on the Lower Minnesota River was authorized by the 
River and Harbor Act of 1958, Public Law 85-500, in accordance with Senate Document 144, 84th 
Congress, 2nd Session. The project consists of a 9-foot navigation channel from its mouth to river 
mile 14.7.  
 
 D.  General Description of Dredged or Fill Material 
 

1. General Characteristics of Material 
 
Most of the main channel material is comprised of predominately sand, containing an average of 1% 
to 4% silts and clays depending on the dredge cut. Data from the Continental Grain Barge Slip 
indicates that sediments from this slip have a substantially greater amount of fines. Only chemical 
data was provided for the other barge slips, but it is anticipated that the sediments would be of 
similar texture. 
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Table 1. Sediment quantities and physical characteristics 
 

 Average 
%  

CMMP - average annual quantity 
(CY) 

Pool-Cut 
# 

Cut Name Location 
(river mile) 

Silts & 
Clays 

Total Sand  Silts & 
clays 

 Main Channel Dredging    
MN-5 Savage Railroad Bridge 14.3-14.7 2.3% 6,000 5,862 138 
MN-4 Cargill  12.8-13.6 1.2% 800 800 10 
MN-3 Peterson's Bar 11.3-12.4 3.9% 15,000 14,430 570 

 Barge Slips 
Slip 1 Cargill  12.9 NA 8,000 NA NA 
Slip 3 Bunge 14.5 NA 2,000 NA NA 
Slip 4 Harvest States 14.6 NA 3,000 NA NA 
Slip 5 Continental Grain 14.7 30% 5,000 3,500 1,500

 
 
 

2.  Quantity of Material 
 
The average annual quantities for each of the dredge cuts are summarized in Table 1. The total 
quantities of material going to each of the placement sites under the preferred plan are summarized 
in Table 2. 
 

3.  Source of Material 
 
The source of the dredge material is summarized in Table 1. 
 

E.  Description of the Proposed Discharge Sites 
 
Table 2 and the ensuing paragraphs summarize the size and types of habitat impacted at the two 
placement sites that would be used.  
 
Kraemer (MN-12.1-RMP): This site is 12 acres in size and is located adjacent to the shoreline 
and north of the USA Waste landfill (see Plates 1 and 12 in the DMMP report).  A portion of this 
site has been the only placement site used by the Corps for dredging upstream from the 35W 
Bridge since 1983.  Material from the private barge slips has been placed on the remainder of the 
site. The habitat type is recently deposited sand or fine material and old agricultural field.  This 
site was recently acquired by the City of Burnsville, which has given permission to the Corps of 
Engineers to use of this site through 2011. This site will continue to be used as long it has 
capacity and the owners allow.  
 
 
Cargill East River (MN-14.1-RMP): This site is 11 acres in size and is located along the 
shoreline just downstream from the Port Richards slip (see Plates 1 and 9 in the DMMP report). 
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It has been delineated as non-wetland.  The area is located in the floodway.  It has been tilled in 
the past but is now fallow and contains a variety of grasses, sedges, and herbs.  An access road 
would need to be constructed to allow for beneficial use removal. Types 1, 2 and 6 wetlands are 
present along the existing road ditch that the access road would connect to. Around 0.04 acres 
(1,795 square feet) of this wetland would be impacted. A culvert would be placed in the new 
access road to maintain existing hydrology.  On-site compensatory mitigation would be 
completed with the construction of around 0.08 acres (3,725 square feet) of wetland adjacent to 
the wetland channel. The Watershed District has obtained all necessary permits to construct this 
access (see appendix D). The Minnesota River bank would need to be excavated at two locations 
(one for fine material and the other for granular dredge material) to allow the material to be 
unloaded from barges. The bank at both locations would be cut 80 feet wide.  The first 30 feet 
will have a slope of 1:3, the rest will angle back to elevation 705.0. The side slopes will be cut to 
1:3 and seeded. The excavated material will be used to construct some of the internal berms. 
Approximately 10 trees at the fine material access location would need to be removed.  See the 
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources permit in Appendix D for more information.   
 
Table 2. Habitat impacts of the alternative being considered for implementation. 
 

Alt. Sites 
Material 
to Site 
(CY) 

Cuts 
Going 
To Site 

Types of habitat impacted  

2D Kramer 0- 
642,600 

3-4, S1 12 acres of disturbed upland from historical placement of 
dredged material. 

 Cargill East River 432,800 -
1,075400 

5, S3-S5 11 acres of upland meadow (previously agricultural land)
& 0.04 acres of Types 1,2 6 wetlands for a road access 

 
F.  Alternative Placement Sites 

 
Other placement alternatives were considered, but eliminated from further consideration. All would 
result in greater impacts to wetlands than the proposed placement sites. These alternative sites are 
described below. 

 
Below Cargill (MN-12.4-RMP): This site is 12 acres in size and is located along the shoreline 
just downstream from the Cargill slip (see Plates 1 and 11 in the DMMP report).  The Cargill 
Company owns this site.  Some of this area has been used for mechanical placement of material 
dredged at private barge slips. This site is adjacent to the landfill site owned by USA Waste.  
USA Waste has indicated that they would use the material to cap their landfill.  The site has been 
delineated as non-wetland.  It is located in the floodway and vegetation consists of grasses, 
shrubs, and small trees. This site has no direct road access for beneficial use removal. The new 
road would cross a wetland and tie into an existing dike area owned by Cargill or USA Waste. 
Around 1 acre of types 1, 2, and 6 wetlands would be impacted from this road access. Culverts 
may be necessary to minimize impacts on the contiguous wetlands. This fragmentation would 
reduce the fish and wildlife value of the remaining wetlands. The owner of this site has indicated 
that this site is no longer available for consideration. 
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 Cargill West Field Site (MN-14.8-RMP): The site is an 11-acre field site located upstream and 
adjacent to the Cargill West facility (see Plates 1 and 8 in the DMMP report). It has been used 
for placement of Corps and private dredged material in the past and is now owned by the Cargill 
Company.  It is on a bend in the river and within the floodway.  The Corps issued a permit in 
1994 to fill 3 acres of wetlands by Continental Grain.  Three acres at this site were restored by 
planting trees and shrubs to mitigate for those impacts.  A perpetual deed restriction, such as a 
covenant or easement, on the compensation site was also required.  The compensation site covers 
the eastern quarter of the Cargill West Field site.  Use of this site would be contingent upon the 
LMRWD mitigating for impacts to the compensation area. A wetland delineation has identified 
the area as non-wetland. 
 
Cargill East (MN-13.5-RMP): This is a 7-acre site located just downstream from the Port Richards 
slip (see Plates 1 and 10 in the DMMP report). It was acquired by the LMRWD for the placement of 
channel maintenance dredged material but has not been used.  Easements have been acquired and a 
culvert installed under railroad tracks for pipeline access.  Most of the site is characterized as Type 
1-2 wetland.  The dominant vegetation is sedges, smartweed, foxtail, and big bluestem. 
 
NSP (MN-10.1-RMP): This is a 7-acre site located northwest of Black Dog Road approximately 1.5 
miles upstream from the NSP Power Plant (see Plates 2 and 13 in the DMMP report).  Most of the 
site has been characterized as Type 1/2/6 wetland.  Vegetation consists primarily of reed canary 
grass and willows.  Some larger trees do exist along the shoreline.  The land is owned by NSP and 
leased to the LMRWD for placement of dredged material.  It is also leased to the FWS for Refuge 
management.  
 

G.  Description of Disposal Method 
 
Material would be either dredged mechanically or hydraulically. Berms are being constructed around 
the placement sites to minimize erosion and if dredged hydraulically, to pond the water before 
discharging back to the Minnesota River. 
 
II. FACTUAL DETERMINATIONS 
 

A.  Physical Substrate Determinations 
 

1.  Substrate Elevation and Slope 
 
The wetland fill for the road accesses to the Cargill East River site would elevate the area to an 
upland condition. 
 

2.  Sediment Type 
 
The sediment in the 0.04 acres of wetlands is organic muck. 
 

3.  Dredged/Fill Material Movement 
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Containment berms would be constructed around the placement sites to reduce erosion. In high 
water events, some erosion of the dredged material remaining on the site may occur. 
 

4. Physical Effects on Benthos 
 

The benthic productivity of the 0.04 acres of wetlands would be permanently lost. The proposed 
construction of 0.08 acres wetland immediately adjacent to the fill area should compensate for this 
loss in benthic productivity.   Around 93 acres of benthic habitat would be periodically dredged from 
the main navigation channel. Some benthic recolonization should occur rather quickly after each 
dredging event. However, the frequent shoaling and dredging at the dredge cuts restricts the benthic 
community, including freshwater mussels. 
 

5.  Actions Taken to Minimize Impacts 
 
The containment berms should minimize secondary movement. Installation of culverts in the road 
accesses or other mitigation measures would reduce impact on the contiguous wetlands. The Lower 
Minnesota River Watershed District has developed and is implementing an acceptable on-site 
compensation plan (3,725 square feet) for the wetland fill associated with the construction of road 
accesses to Cargill East River site. 
 

B.  Water Circulation, Fluctuation, and Salinity Determination 
 

1.  Water 
 

a.  Salinity 
 
Not applicable. 
 

b.  Water Chemistry 
 
The use of clean dredged material should preclude any significant impacts on water chemistry. 
 

c.  Clarity 
 
Some minor, short-term decreases in water clarity are expected from the proposed dredging and 
placement activities.  
 

d.  Color 
 
The proposed dredging and placement activities should have no effect on water color. 
 

e.  Odor 
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The proposed dredging and placement activities should have no effect on water odor. 
 

f.  Taste 
 
The proposed dredging and placement activities should have no effect on water taste. 
 

g.  Dissolved Oxygen Levels 
 
The proposed dredging and placement activities should have no effect on dissolved oxygen levels. 
 

h.  Nutrients 
 
The proposed dredging and placement activities should have no effect on nutrient levels in the water. 
 

i.  Eutrophication 
 
The proposed dredging and placement activities should have no effects on the level or rate of 
eutrophication of the water. 
 

j.  Temperature 
 
The proposed dredging and placement activities should have no effect on water temperatures. 
 

2.  Current Patterns and Circulation 
 

a.  Current Velocity and Patterns 
 
Under over-bank flows, the placement sites would alter the current patterns. Creating stable berms 
should reduce subsequent erosion from the placement sites. 
 

b.  Stratification 
 
The proposed dredging and placement activities should have no effect on stratification. 
 

c.  Hydrologic Regime 
 
The road accesses would change the hydrologic regimes in the remaining wetlands. Culverts have 
been added to minimize the effects on the remaining wetlands.  
 

3.  Normal Water Level Fluctuations 
 
The proposed dredging and placement activities would have no effect on normal water level 
fluctuations. Some floodplain impacts might occur with the use of the placement sites.  The effects 
of the alternatives on 100-year flood levels when the sites are filled to capacity are summarized in 
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Table 3. These effects are well below the Federal guidance of 1 foot. The Watershed District has 
obtained the necessary floodway  permit from the City of Savage (see Appendix D).  The local 
permit requires that “in the event of flooding, the dredge material must be removed so as not impede 
the natural drainage or contribute to flooding upstream”.  Removal of most of the dredged material 
before the next high water event will minimize floodplain impacts.    
 
Table 3. Flood plain impacts when sites are filled to capacity. 
 

Alt. Sites 
Cumulative 

W.S. Increase 
By Alt. (ft) 

W.S. 
Increase By 

Site (ft) 
2D Kraemer .04 

 Cargill East River 
.10 

.06 

 
4.  Salinity Gradient 

 
Not applicable. 
 

5.  Actions Taken to Minimize Impacts 
 
Natural berrms surround much of the site and only low berms measuring 3 to 4 feet in height will be 
constructed to complete the enclosure of the placement area. The requirements specified in the City 
of Savage’s floodway  permit should minimize the effects of the proposed project on the floodplain. 
 

C.  Suspended Particulate/Turbidity Determination 
 

1.  Expected Changes in Suspended Particulates and Turbidity Levels in the 
Vicinity of the Disposal Site 
 
Minor increases in suspended particulates would occur from dredging and placement. 
 
Mechanical dredging and placement or hydraulic dredging and placement in bermed areas at the 
proposed placement sites would also be expected to cause some localized turbidity plumes. 
 

2.  Effects on Chemical and Physical Properties of the Water Column 
 
No effects are expected on dissolved oxygen, toxic metals, organisms, pathogens, or the aesthetics of 
the water column after the project is in place. 
 

3.  Effects on Biota 
 
No toxic effects on biota are anticipated.  

4.  Actions Taken to Minimize Impacts 
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Some of the dredging would be done mechanically or, if done hydraulically, would be placed into 
bermed containment sites to minimize suspension of particulates in the water column. 
 

D.  Contaminant Determinations 
 
In 1999 sediment samples were collected from the Minnesota River dredge cuts.  The report 
summarizing the results can be found in Appendix B of the DMMP report. Table 4 below 
summarizes the results of testing for contaminants over the years. Earlier sampling at the Minnesota 
River dredge cuts found moderate levels of heavy metals and low levels of pesticides. In the 1999 
sampling, only low levels of contaminants were found. 
 
Table 4. Sediment Quality 
 
Cut 
# 

Cut Name Location 
(river mile) 

Average 
% Silts 
& Clays

Year 
Last 

Sampled

Contaminant 
1970's* 

Contaminant 
1980's* 

Contaminant 
1999*  

5 Savage Railroad 
Bridge 

14.3-14.7 2.3% 1999  Ni (17), Cd 
(1.2), Cr(29), 

Cu(13) Mn(931) 

4 Cargill 12.8-13.6 1.2% 1999  Pb(20) None None 
3 Peterson's Bar 11.8-12.4 0.7% 1999  Hg(0.13) Cr(20) None 
3 Below Peterson's 

Bar 
11.0-11.6 6.7% 1999  ND Dieldrin(0.5), 

DDD(0.8), 
Chlordane(1), 
As(3.2) 

None 

2 4-Mile Cut-Off 4.0 19.6% 1999  ND ND Cd(0.69) 
Mn(955) 
Ni(24.8) 

1 Mouth of MN 
River 

0.0-0.5 0.4% 1999  ND Dieldrin(0.6), 
DDE(1), 
DDD(0.8), 
DDT(0.4), 
Chlordane(1) 

Mn(784) 

 
* Metals listed are ones that were found at concentrations above 1/2 the MOE Lowest Effects Levels 
(ug/g). Chlorinated hydrocarbons are any hits (ug/kg).  Reported values are the maximum values 
recorded for that dredge cut and time period.   
** ND - No Data 
 
The quality of the private barge slips was tested from 1996-98 (see Appendix C of the DMMP 
report). Many of these slips contain finer-grained sediments (15 to 40% silts and clays). PCB’s were 
not detected.  Metals were analyzed using a TCLP extraction process. Most of the metals were not 
detected in the TCLP. Detectable levels of cadmium and lead were found, but substantially below   
 
the TCLP cut-off level. Because the barge slip sediments tend to be finer, greater water quality 
impacts may occur during dredging of the slips than during main channel dredging. 
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E.  Aquatic Ecosystem and Organism Determination 
 

1.  Effects on Plankton 
 
Increases in turbidity and suspended solids near the dredging and placement activities would have a 
localized suppressing effect on phytoplankton productivity.   
 

2. Effects on Benthos 
 
The physical effects on benthos are summarized in section II.A.4. No toxic effects on benthos are 
anticipated. 
 

3.  Effects on Nekton 
 
Increases in turbidity and suspended solids near the dredging and effluent return from the placement 
sites would have a localized suppressing effect on nekton productivity.  However, these effects 
would be local and are not considered significant.  The nekton populations would recover quickly 
once construction activities ceased. 
 

4.  Effects on Aquatic Food Web 
 
The removal of existing benthos and localized impacts on plankton could cause a minor impact on 
the local food web. No long-term adverse impact on the aquatic food web is anticipated.  
 

5.  Effects on Special Aquatic Sites 
 
A large portion of the Minnesota River floodplain is managed by the US Fish and Wildlife Service 
as the Minnesota Valley National Wildlife Refuge. The preferred alternatives would not affect the 
Refuge.  

6.  Threatened and Endangered Species 
 
No known Federally- or State-listed threatened or endangered species would be affected by the 
project. 
 

7.  Other Wildlife 
 
The dredging and placement activities would not result in the significant loss of aquatic or terrestrial 
habitat. Removal of the 10 trees to provide barge access would have minor effect on wildlife use.  
  
 
 

8.  Actions Taken to Minimize Impacts 
 
No special actions are required. 
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F.  Proposed Disposal Site Determinations 

 
1.  Mixing Zone Determination 

 
A localized turbidity plume is anticipated. The coarse and relatively clean nature of the material 
should minimize turbidity plumes. Mechanical dredging or hydraulic dredging and placement into a 
bermed containment area would minimize the amount of material susceptible to suspension in the 
water column. Suspended solids should return to near background levels 200 to 300 meters 
downstream. 
 

2.  Determination of Compliance with Applicable Water Quality Standards 
 
The designated use class of this stretch of the Minnesota River is 2C, 3B.  The Minnesota River 
is on the 303(d) list as impaired for turbidity from River Mile 22 to the mouth and work on 
formulating the Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) is slated to begin in 2008. Minnesota's 
standard of 25 nephelometric turbidity units (NTU) would most likely be exceeded in the 
turbidity plumes generated through hydraulic dredging and placement. It is anticipated that 
within a relatively short distance from the discharge point, turbidity and suspended solids would 
return to near normal conditions. It is not anticipated that the proposed project would violate 
Minnesota's water quality standards for toxicity. 
 
 

3.  Potential Effects on Human Use Characteristics 
 

a.  Municipal and Private Water Supply 
 
No municipal or private wells would be impacted by the proposed project. 
 

b.  Recreational and Commercial Fisheries 
 
No commercial fisheries exist in this area. The proposed project may have a minor impact on the 
recreational fisheries, mainly from temporary disturbance. 
 

c.  Water Related Recreation and Aesthetics 
 
The aesthetics of the area would be reduced during dredging and placement. To minimize visual 
impacts, most of the trees along the banks at the placement sites would be left to maintain a screen 
along the Minnesota River.  However, the sand piles will likely be seen from the Minnesota River by 
boaters, reducing the aesthetic quality of the area.   
 

d. Cultural Resources 
 

The dredging sites have been periodically disturbed for years. Cultural resources investigations of 
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the placement site did not reveal the presence of any cultural material. There should be no effects of 
the project on cultural resources.  
 
 

G. Determination of Cumulative Effects on the Aquatic Ecosystem 
 

The cumulative impacts of the Minnesota River Channel Maintenance Management Plan on the 
natural environment would be minor in relation to other non-project-related impacts. The 
Minnesota River Dredged Material Management Plan would impact 23 acres of upland and 0.04 
acres of wetlands. The Minnesota River DMMP in combination with the Upper Mississippi 
River Dredged Material Management Plan for the Head of Navigation to Guttenberg, Iowa 
would impact 147 acres of wetlands, 370 acres of upland, and 292 acres of disturbed floodplain 
over the 40-year initial planning period. 
 

H.  Determination of Secondary Effects on the Aquatic Ecosystem 
 
No significant secondary effects on the aquatic ecosystem would be expected from the proposed 
action. 
 
 
III.  FINDING OF COMPLIANCE WITH RESTRICTIONS ON DISCHARGE 
 
1.  No significant adaptations of the guidelines were made relative to this evaluation. 
 
2.  The proposed dredging and placement activities would comply with the Section 404(b)(1) 
guidelines of the Clean Water Act.  Dredging is required to provide the desired benefits.  Several 
alternative placement sites were evaluated, but would have greater wetland impacts and/or would 
not meet the project objectives. 
 
3.  The proposed dredging and placement activities would comply with State water quality 
standards. The disposal operation would not violate the Toxic Effluent Standards of Section 307 of 
the Clean Water Act. 
 
4.  The proposed projects would not harm any endangered species or their critical habitat. 
 
5.  The proposed dredging and placement activities would not result in significant adverse effects on 
human health and welfare, including municipal and private water supplies, recreation and 
commercial fishing.  The proposed activities would not adversely affect plankton, fish, shellfish, 
wildlife, and special aquatic sites.  The life stages of aquatic life and other wildlife would not be 
adversely affected.  Significant adverse effects on aquatic ecosystem diversity, productivity, and 
stability and on recreational, aesthetic, and economic values would not occur. 
 
6. To minimize the potential for adverse impacts, material would be dredged and placed 
mechanically or, if dredged hydraulically, would be placed in bermed containment areas.  Culverts 







 













































 

































































 





















































































































Corps Responses to U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service Comments on the 
Draft Dredged Material Management Plan 

Minnesota River Above I-35W Bridge 
October 2000 

 
 
This is a response to the 8 January 2001 letter from the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service 
commenting on the draft Dredged Material Management Plan for the Minnesota River Above I-
35W, dated October 2000. 
 

1. Comment noted.  No response required. 
  

2. Comment noted.  No response required. 
 

3. Concur.  The Corps of Engineers will continue to seek resolution with the Lower 
Minnesota River Watershed District.  The Corps agrees that making dredged material 
available at no cost would provide the best opportunity for removal. 









Corps Responses to Minnesota Department of Natural Resources Comments 
on the Draft Dredged Material Management Plan 

Minnesota River Above I-35W Bridge 
October 2000 

 
 
This is a response to the 18 January 2001 letter from the Minnesota Department of Natural 
Resources commenting on the draft Dredged Material Management Plan for the Minnesota River 
Above I-35W, dated October 2000. 
 

1. Comment noted.  The Lower Minnesota River Watershed District (WD) is 
responsible for acquiring agreements to provide dredged material placement sites for 
the Corps of Engineers.  Long-term agreements are preferred, but terms of the 
agreements will be up to the WD and the landowners.  Section 9.1 has been modified 
to reflect this. 

 
2. Comment noted.  Section 9.2 reflects this position. 

 
3. Concur.  The WD is aware of their responsibility. 

 
4. The WD is currently working with other agencies to revise floodway maps.  This is 

one way to locate the placement sites in the floodway.  An alternative is to acquire a 
conditional use permit for temporary placement in the floodway.  The narrative in 
Section 9.1 has been modified to reflect this. 

 
5. Comment noted.  Section 1.1 contains an explanation of authorization and 

responsibilities. 
 

6. The referenced sentence has been removed. 
 

7. The referenced section has been modified to reflect this. 
 

8. Concur.  The WD is aware of their responsibility. 
 

9. Section 9.1 contains requirements for implementation and does address floodplain 
impacts. 

 
10. The referenced table has been corrected. 

 
11. Comment noted.  The Corps will take recommended sediment cores when resources 

are available. 
 

12. Comment noted.  The Corps has no plans to complete additional sediment quality 
testing at the private slips.  This will be up to the individual private slip owners.  They 
will be responsible for meeting any regulatory requirements for dredging and 
disposal. 











Corps Responses to Lower Minnesota River Watershed Districts Comments 
on the Draft Dredged Material Management Plan 

Minnesota River Above I-35W Bridge 
October 2000 

 
 
This is a response to the 28 December 2000 letter from the Lower Minnesota River Watershed 
District (WD) commenting on the draft Dredged Material Management Plan for the Minnesota 
River Above I-35W, dated October 2000. 
 

1. The Corps of Engineers and the WD have had many discussions regarding 
responsibilities for maintenance/management of the dredged material placement sites.  
The Corps' position has not changed.  Section 1.1 paragraph 3 has been modified to 
clarify that this is the Corps' position.  The Corps will continue to work with the WD 
and provide information that may help clarify our position.  However, 
implementation of this plan must proceed at this time.  The Corps believes that the 
WD must assume the responsibility for maintenance/management of placement sites, 
to include removal of material if necessary to restore capacity.  If the WD does not 
assume this responsibility and they can not provide a placement site with adequate 
capacity, dredging will be deferred until such time as a new site is provided, or 
capacity is restored by the WD. 

 
2. The referenced section has been modified to clarify that this is the Corps of Engineers 

position. 
 

3. Comment noted.  No response required. 
 

4. Comment noted.  No response required. 
 

5. The WD has provided further documentation regarding practicability of the Kraemer 
site (letters dated 29 January 2001 and 10 April 2001).  Based on the information 
provided, the Corps believes that WD made a reasonable effort to implement the 
Kraemer site and that it is not practicable.  Therefore, implementation of the Below 
Cargill site is acceptable. 
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gimmestad@mnhs.org"; "Brian Watson (brian.watson@co.dakota.mn.us)"; 
"S Lijewski (slijewski@hcd.hennepin.mn.us)"; "P Beckius (pbeckius@co.scott.
mn.us)"; "WDNR - Gretchen Benjamin"; "James.Fischer@dnr.state.wi.us"; 
"lawrence.kieck@dot.state.wi.us"; "Konrad, Martin"; 
"PE Sam Lucido (slucido@ci.savage.mn.us)"; "Jim Gates (jgates@ci.
bloomington.mn.us)"; "Terry Schultz (terry.schultz@ci.burnsville.mn.us)"; 
"Leonard Kremer (lkremer@barr.com)"; "Ron Kraemer (kraemerr@aol.
com)"; "Ed Schlampp (ed@schlampp.com)"; 
"Larry Samstad (lsamstad@popp.net)"; "Kent Francis (rynemark@earthlink.
net)"; "C Gergen (cgergen@harveststates.com)"; "Dave Edmunds (dave.
edmunds@kraemermn.com)"; Dan Erz; "Jim Reiff (jim_reiff@cargill.com)"; 
"philandrie@andrie.com"; "fred@lametti.com"; "bargeman@aol.com"; 
Genz, Greg MVS External Stakeholder; "mn03@mail.house.gov"; 
"Paul Flynn (paul.flynn@mn.usda.gov)"; J Wilmshurst; M Looman; 
"Arne Stefferud (arne.stefferud@metc.state.mn.us)"; "Jon Lahti (jon.c.
lahti@xcelenergy.com)"; 

Subject: MN River DMMP March 2007
Date: Monday, April 02, 2007 2:46:06 PM
Attachments: MN River DMMP public notice 2007.doc 

Changes Mar 2007 MN DMMP.doc 

The final Dredged Material Management Plan (DMMP) dated March 2007 for the Minnesota River above 
the I-35W Bridge has been posted to St. Paul District Corps of Engineers internet home page for your 
review. The document can be found on the St. Paul District Corps of Engineers internet home page (click 
on the River Resources Forum tab).  It can also be found by clicking on the following link http://www.
mvp.usace.army.mil/navigation/default.asp?pageid=1265&subpageid=398.   Included in the DMMP is 
the Environmental Assessment, draft Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI), and preliminary Section 
404(b)(1) Evaluation.  The public notice for the DMMP is attached to this email along with a table listing  
changes that were made to the March 2007 document based on review comments from the October 
2000 document.   
The DMMP provides a coordinated long-term plan for managing dredging and placement site 
requirements on the Minnesota River.  Federal dredging and placement site requirements were 
combined with the requirements of private barge terminals.  The development of dredged material 
placement sites that can accommodate both Federal and private dredging requirements is more cost 
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St. Paul District


Public  Notice


Project: Dredged Material Management Plan for the Lower Minnesota River

Date:
 April 2, 2007

In Reply Refer to:

              Environmental and Economic



  Analysis Branch      


Project Proponent.  St. Paul District, Corps of Engineers, 190 Fifth Street East, St. Paul, Minnesota 55101-1638


Project Location.  The Minnesota River 9-Foot Channel Project consists of a 9-foot navigation channel extending from its confluence with the Mississippi River in St. Paul, Minnesota to Mile 14.7 in Savage, Minnesota.  This section of the river is bordered by the Minnesota cities of St. Paul, Lilydale, Mendota, Mendota Heights, Bloomington, Eagan, Burnsville, and Savage.

Project Authority and Background.  The Minnesota River Dredged Material Management Plan (DMMP) is a comprehensive long-term plan for managing dredging and placement site requirements on the Minnesota River.  The original project on the Minnesota River was authorized in 1867, which provided for the removal of snags and boulders between its mouth and the mouth of the Yellow River at mile 237.0.  Further authorization was obtained in 1892 to maintain a 4-foot navigation channel to mile 25.6.  The existing 9-foot navigation channel on the Minnesota River was authorized by the River and Harbor Act of 1958, Public Law 85-500, in accordance with Senate Document 144, 84th Congress, 2nd Session.  The enabling legislation required local interest contributions including provision of sites for placement of dredged material.  The Lower Minnesota River Watershed District (LMRWD) was created to act as the local sponsor.  In 1962, the LMRWD board of Managers passed a resolution of Assurances of Local Cooperation.  Construction of the 9-foot channel was initiated in 1966 and was completed in 1968.

Project Purpose.  It is the policy of the Corps of Engineers to develop and implement Dredged Material Management Plans (DMMP) that satisfy the long-term placement needs for Corps navigation projects.  Several issues surfaced in 1998 concerning the Minnesota River including lack of capacity at a historically used placement site, lack of adequate placement sites for privately owned terminal dredged material, and complaints from the navigation industry on channel conditions.  The Corps was concerned with these issues and initiated development of a comprehensive DMMP for the Minnesota River to address all dredging requirements, both private and Federal. A draft DMMP, integrated Environmental Assessment, and 404(b)(1) Evaluation was circulated for public review in October 2000. Comment letters received on the 2000 DMMP are contained in Appendix D of the revised DMMP.  The LMRWD has now completed all required actions to implement the preferred Alternative 2D.  Because of the long time that has elapsed since the initial public and agency review and because of some minor modifications to the Alternative 2D, the revised DMMP, integrated Environmental Assessment, and 404(b)(1) Evaluation are being circulated for public and agency review.

Proposed Action.  The objective of the DMMP is to prepare a coordinated, long-term plan for managing dredging and placement site requirements on the Minnesota River.  The DMMP emphasizes full implementation of the existing placement sites and focuses on selecting additional requirements to satisfy placement of all material projected for the planning period.  Dredging to maintain the barge terminals by private companies is essential for continued operations.  It is more cost effective to combine efforts and develop sites that can accommodate both Federal and private dredging requirements versus identifying sites strictly for Corps channel maintenance and then letting the private companies locate and acquire sites for their material.


An estimated 1,156,400 cubic yards of material will be dredged from the navigation channel and private barge slips (669,600 cubic yards and 486,800 cubic yards respectively) over the next 27 years.  This material would be periodically placed on sites selected in the DMMP.


Dredged material would be periodically placed at two sites. The Cargill East River site (11 acres) is located along the right descending bank at river mile 14.1 The Kraemer site (12 acres) is located along the right descending bank at river mile 12.1. Material placed at these sites would be removed for beneficial use, restoring the capacity of the sites. 


Schedule.  The DMMP has a planning horizon of 27 years, which ties into the planning period covered in the Corps Channel Maintenance Management Plan.  Dredged material would be placed at selected sites periodically over the next 27 years depending on the need for dredging at any particular time.  An accurate projection of when sites will be used cannot be made because of the dynamic nature of sediment movement on the Minnesota River.  The DMMP provides estimates of annual frequency of dredging based on historic dredging patterns.


Summary of Environmental Impacts. Sediments to be dredged from the main navigation channel are coarse, containing less than 5% silts and clays. Material from the private barge slips is generally finer.  Contaminants were found only at relatively low values in the navigation channel and private barge slip sediments. Only minor impacts on water quality are anticipated.   Use of the recommended placement sites would impact around 23 acres of old agricultural fields and an active placement site. Around 0.04 acres of wetlands at the Cargill East River site would be impacted to provide road access. The wetland is located along the existing road ditch. A culvert would be placed in the new road access to provide water exchange in the wetland and reduce impacts on the existing hydrology. The Lower Minnesota River Watershed District will construct a 0.08 acre (3,725 square feet) wetland on-site to compensate for the filling of the 0.04 acres of wetland. No impacts on Federally-listed endangered or threatened species would occur from either the dredging or placement. The placement sites have been surveyed and no cultural material was found. Dredging and placement of material at the selected sites would not have any effects on cultural resources. Placement of dredged material within the Minnesota River would have a minor impact on aesthetic qualities. The proposed actions should have long-term positive impacts on economics and commercial navigation. Some floodplain impacts might occur with the use of the placement sites; around 0.1 foot cumulative rise in the 100-year flood levels. The Watershed District has obtained the necessary floodway permit from the City of Savage, Minnesota.  The local permit requires that “in the event of flooding, the dredge material must be removed so as not impede the natural drainage or contribute to flooding upstream”.  In addition, removal of most of the dredged material before the next high water event will occur which will also minimize floodplain impacts.   


Coordination.  As required under the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, this project is being coordinated with the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency, Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (WDNR), the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, the Minnesota State Historic Preservation Officer and Historical Society, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 


Who Should Reply?  Any interested parties that may be affected by the proposed work are invited to submit to this office facts, arguments, or objections to the proposal within 30 days of this notice.  These statements should bear upon the adequacy of plans and suitability of locations and should, if appropriate, suggest any changes considered desirable.  Statements should indicate that they are in response to this public notice.  All replies should be addressed to the District Engineer, St. Paul District, Corps of Engineers, ATTN: PM-E, 190 Fifth Street East Suite 401, St. Paul, Minnesota  55101-1638.  Mr. Dennis Anderson, phone number (651) 290-5272 and email dennis.d.anderson@.usace.army.mil, can be contacted for additional information regarding the Environmental Assessment and 404(b)(1) Evaluation. Ms. Lisa Lund, phone number  608-687-3112 x8 and email lisa.j.lund@usace.army.mil , can be contacted for copies and additional information regarding the Dredged Material Management Plan.  The document can be found on the St. Paul District Corps of Engineers internet home page (click on the River Resources Forum tab).  It can also be found by clicking on the following link: MN River DMMP Mar 2007

Public Hearing.  Anyone who has an interest that may be affected by the proposed project may request a public hearing.  This request must be submitted in writing to the District Engineer within the comment period of this notice and must clearly set forth the interest that may be affected and the manner in which the interest may be affected by this activity.  The District Engineer has the authority to modify the plan if comments and statements are received pursuant to this public notice that, in his or her judgment, reveal the necessity of modifying the proposed action, following appropriate consultation.




Steven Tapp

Operations Manager


Channels and Harbors Project
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MN River DMMP March 2007


Summary of Changes
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SUMMARY OF CHANGES


The following is a summary of changes to the Mar 2007 MN River DMMP.  Most of these changes are based on review comments from the Oct 2000 MN River DMMP.

		PARAGRAPH

		CHANGE



		1.1 – first paragraph

		Added 2nd sentence.



		1.1 – Land Acquisition

		Added to 3rd and 5th sentences “The Corps’ position”.



		1.1 – Clean Water Act

		Added “for the placement site areas.” at the end of the paragraph.



		1.1 – Local Regulations

		Added 11th sentence “Local units of government ....to annual spring flooding.”  Added to last sentence “or acquire conditional use permits for temporary placement.”



		1.2 – last paragraph

		Deleted the last sentence “Comparing these costs….many times over.”



		2.1 – Recreation

		Added the 2nd paragraph.



		2.4 – Natural Resources

		Deleted last part of last sentence “and the peregrine falcon (endangered).”   Added the last sentence “Higgin’s Eye Pearly mussel ….but not in recent times.”



		3.2.1 – Corps Dredging, second paragraph

		7th sentence – changed “will be” to “was”.



		3.2.1 – Corps Dredging, third paragraph

		2nd sentence – deleted “approximately 70% sand and 30% silt/clay” and added “predominantly sand ….on the dredge cut.”



		3.2.2 – Private Dredging

		Added to 4th and 5th sentences “for the 27-year planning period.”



		6.0 – Cargill West Site

		Added “(see Plate 1) to end of first sentence.



		6.0 – Port Richards

		Added “(see Plate 1) to end of first sentence.



		6.0 – Gravel Pit Site

		Added “(see Plate 2) to end of first sentence.



		6.0 – NSP Loading Dock

		Added “(see Plate 3) to end of first sentence.



		6.0 – Transportation to sites in Pools 2, 3, and 4

		Added paragraph



		7.1 - Cargill West Field Site

		Added the last five sentences starting with “Soils are predominately alluvial….”



		7.1 – Cargill East River

		Deleted the last sentence “It has been tilled … sedges, and herbs.”  Added the last six sentences starting with “The soils of the site are classified….”



		7.1 - Cargill East

		Deleted the last sentence “Vegetation consists of …”.  Added sentences 5, 6, and 7 starting with “The dominant vegetation consists …wildlife value is fairly high.” and sentences 12 and 13 starting with “the Cargill East site is considered …back to the river.”  



		7.1 – Below Cargill

		Rewrote paragraph starting with “The soils are classified as Minneiska loan…”



		7.1 – Kraemer

		Added “Fish and wildlife habitat … nature of the site.”



		7.1 - NSP

		Rewrote paragraph starting with “Vegetation consists of almost a complete….”



		7.2 – Alternative Plans for Above I-35W Bridge

		Change the last sentence from “Table 7-2” to “Table 7-1”



		7.2.4 – para 3

		Added “and 4” to the first sentence.



		7.2.4 – para 10

		Changed 1st and 2nd sentences.



		7.2.5 – para 6

		Deleted “The Corps issued a permit…impacts to the compensation area.”



		7.2.5 – para 7

		Deleted sentences from para 6 were created in a new para 7.



		Table 7-1

		Changed numbers to Alt 2B, 2C, 2D, and 2E



		Table 7-2

		Changed to “-“ for Alt 2D for Impacts on Fish & Wildlife Resources.  Added legend to table.



		7.3 – Alternative 2D versus Alternative 2E

		Added to end of first sentence “compared to Alternative 2D…Cargill East River site.”



		7.3 – Alternative 2B versus Alternative 2D

		Added to end of first sentence “compared to Alternative 2D…Cargill East River site.”



		9.1 – para 1

		Added to end of 3rd sentence “or acquire Interim Use Permits for temporary placement.”



		9.1 – para 2

		Added 2nd sentence “Long-term agreements are preferred and should be pursued.”



		10.0 – para 2

		Added 2nd sentence “The use of the Kramer site was covered in the FEIS and is incorporated by reference.”



		Table 10-1

		Changed headings for table.



		10.2.2 – Alternative 2D (the preferred alternative)

		The paragraph was updated to reflect the actual conditions.



		Table 10-2

		Deleted column “Priority”



		13.0 – para 3

		4th sentence changed from “Between 0.25 to 1.25 acres…” to “Around 1.25 acres…”.  5th sentence added “submitted for approval by the Corps and the State”  



		Plates

		The cut numbers were labeled and identified non-evaluated sites. 



		App A - para I. B.

		Updated and rewrote paragraph.



		App A – para II.B.2.a.

		Edited 2nd sentence.



		App A – Table 3

		Edited values in table.



		App A – Table 4

		Edited table.



		App D 

		Added correspondence from review of Oct 2000 MN River DMMP and Permit application information from LMRWD.
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effective than finding and developing separate sites. 
An estimated 1,156,400 cubic yards of material will be dredged from the navigation channel and private 
barge slips (669,600 cubic yards and 486,800 cubic yards respectively) over the next 27 years.  This 
material would be periodically placed at two sites selected in the DMMP.  The Cargill East River site (11 
acres) is located along the right descending bank at river mile 14.1.  The other site (12 acres) will be the 
Kraemer site, located along the right descending bank at river mile 12.1.  Some of the material placed at 
these sites would be removed for beneficial use, restoring the capacity of the sites. 
Please provide any comments you may have within 30 days.  If we have not received your comments by 
that time, we will assume that you concur with our findings and we will sign the FONSI.  If you have any 
questions regarding the Environmental Assessment, draft Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI), or 
preliminary Section 404(b)(1) Evaluation, please contact Dennis Anderson at (651) 290-5272.  If you 
have any questions regarding the DMMP, please contact the undersigned. 
 
Lisa J Lund 
Channel Maintenance Coordinator 
Corps of Engineers, Channels and Harbors Section 
431 N Shore Drive/PO Box 397 
Fountain City, WI  54629 
608-687-3112  x8 
651-261-2905 (cell) 



SUMMARY OF CHANGES 
 
The following is a summary of changes to the Mar 2007 MN River DMMP.  Most of 
these changes are based on review comments from the Oct 2000 MN River DMMP. 
 

PARAGRAPH CHANGE 
1.1 – first paragraph Added 2nd sentence. 
1.1 – Land Acquisition Added to 3rd and 5th sentences “The Corps’ position”. 
1.1 – Clean Water Act Added “for the placement site areas.” at the end of the 

paragraph. 
1.1 – Local Regulations Added 11th sentence “Local units of government ....to 

annual spring flooding.”  Added to last sentence “or 
acquire conditional use permits for temporary placement.” 

1.2 – last paragraph Deleted the last sentence “Comparing these costs….many 
times over.” 

2.1 – Recreation Added the 2nd paragraph. 
2.4 – Natural Resources Deleted last part of last sentence “and the peregrine falcon 

(endangered).”   Added the last sentence “Higgin’s Eye 
Pearly mussel ….but not in recent times.” 

3.2.1 – Corps Dredging, 
second paragraph 

7th sentence – changed “will be” to “was”. 

3.2.1 – Corps Dredging, 
third paragraph 

2nd sentence – deleted “approximately 70% sand and 
30% silt/clay” and added “predominantly sand ….on the 
dredge cut.” 

3.2.2 – Private Dredging Added to 4th and 5th sentences “for the 27-year planning 
period.” 

6.0 – Cargill West Site Added “(see Plate 1) to end of first sentence. 
6.0 – Port Richards Added “(see Plate 1) to end of first sentence. 
6.0 – Gravel Pit Site Added “(see Plate 2) to end of first sentence. 
6.0 – NSP Loading Dock Added “(see Plate 3) to end of first sentence. 
6.0 – Transportation to 
sites in Pools 2, 3, and 4 

Added paragraph 

7.1 - Cargill West Field 
Site 

Added the last five sentences starting with “Soils are 
predominately alluvial….” 

7.1 – Cargill East River Deleted the last sentence “It has been tilled … sedges, 
and herbs.”  Added the last six sentences starting with 
“The soils of the site are classified….” 

7.1 - Cargill East Deleted the last sentence “Vegetation consists of …”.  
Added sentences 5, 6, and 7 starting with “The dominant 
vegetation consists …wildlife value is fairly high.” and 
sentences 12 and 13 starting with “the Cargill East site is 
considered …back to the river.”   

7.1 – Below Cargill Rewrote paragraph starting with “The soils are classified 
as Minneiska loan…” 

7.1 – Kraemer Added “Fish and wildlife habitat … nature of the site.” 
7.1 - NSP Rewrote paragraph starting with “Vegetation consists of 

almost a complete….” 
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PARAGRAPH CHANGE 
7.2 – Alternative Plans for 
Above I-35W Bridge 

Change the last sentence from “Table 7-2” to “Table 7-1” 

7.2.4 – para 3 Added “and 4” to the first sentence. 
7.2.4 – para 10 Changed 1st and 2nd sentences. 
7.2.5 – para 6 Deleted “The Corps issued a permit…impacts to the 

compensation area.” 
7.2.5 – para 7 Deleted sentences from para 6 were created in a new para 

7. 
Table 7-1 Changed numbers to Alt 2B, 2C, 2D, and 2E 
Table 7-2 Changed to “-“ for Alt 2D for Impacts on Fish & Wildlife 

Resources.  Added legend to table. 
7.3 – Alternative 2D 
versus Alternative 2E 

Added to end of first sentence “compared to Alternative 
2D…Cargill East River site.” 

7.3 – Alternative 2B 
versus Alternative 2D 

Added to end of first sentence “compared to Alternative 
2D…Cargill East River site.” 

9.1 – para 1 Added to end of 3rd sentence “or acquire Interim Use 
Permits for temporary placement.” 

9.1 – para 2 Added 2nd sentence “Long-term agreements are preferred 
and should be pursued.” 

10.0 – para 2 Added 2nd sentence “The use of the Kramer site was 
covered in the FEIS and is incorporated by reference.” 

Table 10-1 Changed headings for table. 
10.2.2 – Alternative 2D 
(the preferred alternative) 

The paragraph was updated to reflect the actual 
conditions. 

Table 10-2 Deleted column “Priority” 
13.0 – para 3 4th sentence changed from “Between 0.25 to 1.25 acres…” 

to “Around 1.25 acres…”.  5th sentence added “submitted 
for approval by the Corps and the State”   

Plates The cut numbers were labeled and identified non-
evaluated sites.  

App A - para I. B. Updated and rewrote paragraph. 
App A – para II.B.2.a. Edited 2nd sentence. 
App A – Table 3 Edited values in table. 
App A – Table 4 Edited table. 
App D  Added correspondence from review of Oct 2000 MN River 

DMMP and Permit application information from LMRWD. 
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St. Paul District 
 
 
 
 

Public  Notice 
Project: Dredged Material Management Plan for the Lower 
Minnesota River 
 
Date:  April 2, 2007  In Reply Refer to: 

              Environmental and Economic 
   Analysis Branch       

 
 
Project Proponent.  St. Paul District, Corps of Engineers, 190 Fifth Street East, St. Paul, 
Minnesota 55101-1638
 
Project Location.  The Minnesota River 9-Foot Channel Project consists of a 9-foot 
navigation channel extending from its confluence with the Mississippi River in St. Paul, 
Minnesota to Mile 14.7 in Savage, Minnesota.  This section of the river is bordered by the 
Minnesota cities of St. Paul, Lilydale, Mendota, Mendota Heights, Bloomington, Eagan, 
Burnsville, and Savage. 
 
Project Authority and Background.  The Minnesota River Dredged Material 
Management Plan (DMMP) is a comprehensive long-term plan for managing dredging and 
placement site requirements on the Minnesota River.  The original project on the Minnesota 
River was authorized in 1867, which provided for the removal of snags and boulders between its 
mouth and the mouth of the Yellow River at mile 237.0.  Further authorization was obtained in 
1892 to maintain a 4-foot navigation channel to mile 25.6.  The existing 9-foot navigation 
channel on the Minnesota River was authorized by the River and Harbor Act of 1958, Public 
Law 85-500, in accordance with Senate Document 144, 84th Congress, 2nd Session.  The enabling 
legislation required local interest contributions including provision of sites for placement of 
dredged material.  The Lower Minnesota River Watershed District (LMRWD) was created to act 
as the local sponsor.  In 1962, the LMRWD board of Managers passed a resolution of 
Assurances of Local Cooperation.  Construction of the 9-foot channel was initiated in 1966 and 
was completed in 1968. 
 
Project Purpose.  It is the policy of the Corps of Engineers to develop and implement 
Dredged Material Management Plans (DMMP) that satisfy the long-term placement needs for 
Corps navigation projects.  Several issues surfaced in 1998 concerning the Minnesota River 
including lack of capacity at a historically used placement site, lack of adequate placement sites 
for privately owned terminal dredged material, and complaints from the navigation industry on 
channel conditions.  The Corps was concerned with these issues and initiated development of a 
comprehensive DMMP for the Minnesota River to address all dredging requirements, both 
private and Federal. A draft DMMP, integrated Environmental Assessment, and 404(b)(1) 
Evaluation was circulated for public review in October 2000. Comment letters received on the 
2000 DMMP are contained in Appendix D of the revised DMMP.  The LMRWD has now 
completed all required actions to implement the preferred Alternative 2D.  Because of the long 
time that has elapsed since the initial public and agency review and because of some minor 
modifications to the Alternative 2D, the revised DMMP, integrated Environmental Assessment, 
and 404(b)(1) Evaluation are being circulated for public and agency review. 



 
Proposed Action.  The objective of the DMMP is to prepare a coordinated, long-term plan 
for managing dredging and placement site requirements on the Minnesota River.  The DMMP 
emphasizes full implementation of the existing placement sites and focuses on selecting 
additional requirements to satisfy placement of all material projected for the planning period.  
Dredging to maintain the barge terminals by private companies is essential for continued 
operations.  It is more cost effective to combine efforts and develop sites that can accommodate 
both Federal and private dredging requirements versus identifying sites strictly for Corps channel 
maintenance and then letting the private companies locate and acquire sites for their material. 
 
An estimated 1,156,400 cubic yards of material will be dredged from the navigation channel and 
private barge slips (669,600 cubic yards and 486,800 cubic yards respectively) over the next 27 
years.  This material would be periodically placed on sites selected in the DMMP. 
 
Dredged material would be periodically placed at two sites. The Cargill East River site (11 acres) 
is located along the right descending bank at river mile 14.1 The Kraemer site (12 acres) is 
located along the right descending bank at river mile 12.1. Material placed at these sites would 
be removed for beneficial use, restoring the capacity of the sites.  
 
Schedule.  The DMMP has a planning horizon of 27 years, which ties into the planning period 
covered in the Corps Channel Maintenance Management Plan.  Dredged material would be 
placed at selected sites periodically over the next 27 years depending on the need for dredging at 
any particular time.  An accurate projection of when sites will be used cannot be made because 
of the dynamic nature of sediment movement on the Minnesota River.  The DMMP provides 
estimates of annual frequency of dredging based on historic dredging patterns. 
 
Summary of Environmental Impacts. Sediments to be dredged from the main 
navigation channel are coarse, containing less than 5% silts and clays. Material from the private 
barge slips is generally finer.  Contaminants were found only at relatively low values in the 
navigation channel and private barge slip sediments. Only minor impacts on water quality are 
anticipated.   Use of the recommended placement sites would impact around 23 acres of old 
agricultural fields and an active placement site. Around 0.04 acres of wetlands at the Cargill East 
River site would be impacted to provide road access. The wetland is located along the existing 
road ditch. A culvert would be placed in the new road access to provide water exchange in the 
wetland and reduce impacts on the existing hydrology. The Lower Minnesota River Watershed 
District will construct a 0.08 acre (3,725 square feet) wetland on-site to compensate for the 
filling of the 0.04 acres of wetland. No impacts on Federally-listed endangered or threatened 
species would occur from either the dredging or placement. The placement sites have been 
surveyed and no cultural material was found. Dredging and placement of material at the selected 
sites would not have any effects on cultural resources. Placement of dredged material within the 
Minnesota River would have a minor impact on aesthetic qualities. The proposed actions should 
have long-term positive impacts on economics and commercial navigation. Some floodplain 
impacts might occur with the use of the placement sites; around 0.1 foot cumulative rise in the 
100-year flood levels. The Watershed District has obtained the necessary floodway permit from 
the City of Savage, Minnesota.  The local permit requires that “in the event of flooding, the 



dredge material must be removed so as not impede the natural drainage or contribute to flooding 
upstream”.  In addition, removal of most of the dredged material before the next high water event 
will occur which will also minimize floodplain impacts.    
 
Coordination.  As required under the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, this project is being 
coordinated with the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, the Minnesota Pollution 
Control Agency, Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (WDNR), the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency, the Minnesota State Historic Preservation Officer and Historical Society, and 
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.  
 
Who Should Reply?  Any interested parties that may be affected by the proposed work are 
invited to submit to this office facts, arguments, or objections to the proposal within 30 days of 
this notice.  These statements should bear upon the adequacy of plans and suitability of locations 
and should, if appropriate, suggest any changes considered desirable.  Statements should indicate 
that they are in response to this public notice.  All replies should be addressed to the District 
Engineer, St. Paul District, Corps of Engineers, ATTN: PM-E, 190 Fifth Street East Suite 401, 
St. Paul, Minnesota  55101-1638.  Mr. Dennis Anderson, phone number (651) 290-5272 and 
email dennis.d.anderson@.usace.army.mil, can be contacted for additional information regarding 
the Environmental Assessment and 404(b)(1) Evaluation. Ms. Lisa Lund, phone number  608-
687-3112 x8 and email lisa.j.lund@usace.army.mil , can be contacted for copies and additional 
information regarding the Dredged Material Management Plan.  The document can be found on 
the St. Paul District Corps of Engineers internet home page (click on the River Resources Forum 
tab).  It can also be found by clicking on the following link: MN River DMMP Mar 2007 
 
Public Hearing.  Anyone who has an interest that may be affected by the proposed project 
may request a public hearing.  This request must be submitted in writing to the District Engineer 
within the comment period of this notice and must clearly set forth the interest that may be 
affected and the manner in which the interest may be affected by this activity.  The District 
Engineer has the authority to modify the plan if comments and statements are received pursuant 
to this public notice that, in his or her judgment, reveal the necessity of modifying the proposed 
action, following appropriate consultation. 
 
 
 
 

Steven Tapp 
Operations Manager 
Channels and Harbors Project 
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From: Lund, Lisa J MVP
To: "Al Fenedick (E-mail)"; Anderson, Dennis D MVP; Bart, Michael J MVP; 

Baumgard, Kevin L MVP; "Baylor, Sharonne  "; Beatty, Richard J MVP; 
"Benjamin, Gretchen"; Berg, Kevin F MVP; Birkenstock, Terry MVP; 
Boldon, Bruce A MVP; Brownell, Kurt A MVP; "Catherine McCalvin (E-mail)"; 
"Clyde Male (E-mail)"; "Comstock, Paul"; Cox, Michael D MVR; 
Crump, Thomas L MVP; Dahlquist, Michael S MVP; "Daniel Higginbottom (E-
mail)"; "Dennis Gimmestad (E-mail)"; DeZellar, Jeffrey T MVP; "Diane Ford-
Shivvers (E-mail)"; "Dick Lambert (E-mail)"; "Don Hultman (E-mail)"; 
"Don Rogers (E-mail)"; "Eric Nelson (E-mail)"; Erickson, Christopher R MVP; 
Foley, Patrick M MVP; Frankosky, Gregory M MVP; "Franz, Bill"; "Frost, Neil"; 
"FWS - Mary Stefanski"; "Gary Wege (E-mail)"; 
Genz, Greg MVS External Stakeholder; "Grawe, Robin"; "Griffin, Michael"; 
Gulan, Jeffrey J MVP; Helming, Neil R MVP; Hendrickson, Jon S MVP; 
Jackson, Stuart P MVP; "James.Fischer@dnr.state.wi.us"; 
"joan_guilfoyle@nps.gov"; "Johnson, Scot"; "Johnson, Steve"; 
"Judy Mader (E-mail)"; "Kepper, Carl"; "Kieck, Larry"; Knoff, Michael R MVP; 
"Konrad, Martin"; Krumholz, Daniel J MVP; Krumholz, Marc F MVP; 
"Lynn Muench (awo_midcontinent@msn.com)"; Machajewski, Paul R MVP; 
"Mariner, Richard"; "Martinkovic, Patricia"; Mose, Marsha G MVP; 
"Nancy Duncan (Nancy_duncan@nps.gov)"; 
Nelson, Lee MVS External Stakeholder; Norton, Bruce C MVP; 
Novak, Tom MVP-PM-A; Otto, Richard J MVP; 
"Paul Labovitz (paul_labovitz@nps.gov)"; Perkl, Bradley E MVP; 
Powell, Donald L MVP; Hopkins, R MVS External Stakeholder; 
Reppe, Kurt J MVP; "Ronald Adams (E-mail)"; 
UMWA Qwest MVS External Stakeholder; Rydeen, David W MVP; 
Dickey, S S MVS External Stakeholder; "Schwinghammer, Roger"; 
"Senjem, Norman"; "Sherman Banker (E-mail)"; Sobiech, Jonathan J MVP; 
Soileau, Rebecca S MVP; "Sullins, Tony"; Tapp, Steven D MVP; 
"Ted Illston (E-mail)"; "terrys@lowermn.com"; "Thoreson, Randy"; 
Robinson, Tim MVS External Stakeholder; "Tim Schlagenhaft - MDNR"; 
Urich, Randall R MVP; Wilcox, Daniel B MVP; "Wooden, Rebecca"; 
"Yager, Tim"; "Al Fenedick (E-mail)"; Anderson, Dennis D MVP; 
Baumgard, Kevin L MVP; "Bill Franz - EPA (E-mail)"; "Carl Kepper"; 
Bauer, Shannon L MVP; Davidson, Mark D MVP; Verstegen, Peter E MVP; 
"Dale Homuth - MDNR (E-mail)"; "Dave Zappetillo - MDNR (E-mail)"; 
"Diana Regenscheid - MDNR (E-mail)"; "Dick Lambert - MDOT (E-mail)"; 
Foley, Patrick M MVP; "Gary Wege - FWS (E-mail)"; 
Hendrickson, Jon S MVP; "Judy Mader - MPCA (E-mail)"; 
Machajewski, Paul R MVP; Norton, Bruce C MVP; Otto, Richard J MVP; 
"Scot Johnson - MDNR (E-mail)"; Tapp, Steven D MVP; 
"Terry Schwalbe - LMRWD (E-mail)"; Nelson, Lee MVS External Stakeholder; 
Whiting, Robert J MVP; Boldon, Bruce A MVP; Krumholz, Daniel J MVP; 
"USGS - Jim Rogala"; "Paul Labovitz (paul_labovitz@nps.gov)"; 
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"Don_Hultman@fws.gov"; "Patricia Martinkovic - FWS MNR"; 
"Rebecca Wooden"; "dennis.gimmestad@mnhs.org"; "Brian Watson (brian.
watson@co.dakota.mn.us)"; "S Lijewski (slijewski@hcd.hennepin.mn.us)"; 
"P Beckius (pbeckius@co.scott.mn.us)"; "WDNR - Gretchen Benjamin"; 
"James.Fischer@dnr.state.wi.us"; "lawrence.kieck@dot.state.wi.us"; 
"Konrad, Martin"; "PE Sam Lucido (slucido@ci.savage.mn.us)"; 
"Jim Gates (jgates@ci.bloomington.mn.us)"; "Terry Schultz (terry.schultz@ci.
burnsville.mn.us)"; "Leonard Kremer (lkremer@barr.com)"; 
"Ron Kraemer (kraemerr@aol.com)"; "Ed Schlampp (ed@schlampp.com)"; 
"Larry Samstad (lsamstad@popp.net)"; "Kent Francis (rynemark@earthlink.
net)"; "C Gergen (cgergen@harveststates.com)"; "david.
edmunds@kraemermm.com"; Dan Erz; "Jim Reiff (jim_reiff@cargill.com)"; 
"philandrie@andrie.com"; "fred@lametti.com"; "bargeman@aol.com"; 
Genz, Greg MVS External Stakeholder; "mn03@mail.house.gov"; 
"Paul Flynn (paul.flynn@mn.usda.gov)"; J Wilmshurst; M Looman; 
"Arne Stefferud (arne.stefferud@metc.state.mn.us)"; "Jon Lahti (jon.c.
lahti@xcelenergy.com)"; 

Subject: MN River DMMP updates
Date: Friday, April 06, 2007 2:06:13 PM
Attachments: MN River DMMP Mar 2007 FONSI.pdf 

MN River DMMP App A Mar 2007.pdf 

There has been an update to the MN River DMMP.  Please replace the FONSI (page 50) of the main 
document and Appendix A with the attached documents.  The MN River DMMP posted to the internet 
site will be updated with the changes by 6:00 PM on Friday, 6 April.  http://www.mvp.usace.army.mil/
docs/rrf/MN_River_DMMP_Draft.pdf 
If you have any questions, please contact the undersigned. 
Lisa J Lund 
Channel Maintenance Coordinator 
Corps of Engineers, Channels and Harbors Section 
431 N Shore Drive/PO Box 397 
Fountain City, WI  54629 
608-687-3112  x8 
651-261-2905 (cell) 
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Environmental and Economic Analysis Branch 
Planning, Programs and Project Management Division 
 
 
 
 FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT 
 
 In accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, the St. Paul District, 
Corps of Engineers, has assessed the environmental impacts of the following project. 
  
  
  DREDGED MATERIAL MANAGEMENT PLAN (DMMP) 
 LOWER MINNESOTA RIVER 


DAKOTA, HENNEPIN, AND SCOTT COUNTIES, MINNESOTA 
 
 The primary purpose is to provide a comprehensive DMMP for the Minnesota River to 
address all dredging requirements for the main navigation channel and private barge slips. An 
estimated 1,156,400 cubic yards of material will be dredged from the navigation channel and 
private barge slips (669,600 cubic yards and 486,800 cubic yards respectively) over the next 27 
years.  This material would be periodically placed at 2 sites selected in the DMMP; the Kramer 
and Cargill East River sites. 
 
        The proposed actions should have long-term positive impacts on economics and 
commercial navigation. Only minor impacts on water quality are anticipated.   Use of the 
recommended placement sites would impact around 23 acres of upland habitat; which is old 
agricultural fields and an active placement site. Around 0.04 acres of wetlands would be 
impacted with the construction of road accesses to the Cargill East River site. Wetlands (0.08 
acres) will be constructed onsite at the Cargill East River site to compensate for the adverse 
wetland impacts. No impacts on Federally-listed endangered or threatened species would occur 
from either the dredging or placement. Dredging and placement of material at the selected 
placement sites would not have any effects on cultural resources. Placement of dredged material 
within the Minnesota River would have a minor impact on aesthetic qualities and minor social 
impacts from increased truck traffic to remove the material for beneficial use. 
 
 This finding of no significant impact is based on the fact that no significant 
environmental impacts were identified as resulting from the proposed actions.  The 
environmental review indicates that the proposed actions do not constitute a major Federal action 
significantly affecting the quality of the human environment.  Therefore, an environmental 
impact statement will not be prepared. 
 
 
_______________________    Michael F. Pfenning 
Date       Colonel, Corps of Engineers 
       District Engineer 
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Section 404(b)1 Evaluation 
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 SECTION 404(b)(1) EVALUATION 


Dredged Material Management Plan 
Lower Minnesota River 


(Above I-35W to Head of Navigation) 
 


 
 
I. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
 


A. Location 
 
The proposed dredging and placement would occur at various locations on the Minnesota River.  
The specific location of each activity is summarized in Tables 1 and 2. 
 


B. General Description 
 
This evaluation addresses the impacts resulting from effluent return from the selected placement 
sites (Cargill East River or Kramer sites) and placement of fill in waters of the United States in 
connection with access roads to the Cargill East River, in compliance with Section 404 of the Clean 
Water Act. For purposes of cumulative impacts the environmental impacts of dredging at three main 
channel historical dredge cuts and private dredging at 4 barge slips are also addressed. The proposed 
dredging and dredged material placement activities are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. 
 


C. Authority and Purpose 
 
The existing 9-foot channel navigation project on the Lower Minnesota River was authorized by the 
River and Harbor Act of 1958, Public Law 85-500, in accordance with Senate Document 144, 84th 
Congress, 2nd Session. The project consists of a 9-foot navigation channel from its mouth to river 
mile 14.7.  
 
 D.  General Description of Dredged or Fill Material 
 


1. General Characteristics of Material 
 
Most of the main channel material is comprised of predominately sand, containing an average of 1% 
to 4% silts and clays depending on the dredge cut. Data from the Continental Grain Barge Slip 
indicates that sediments from this slip have a substantially greater amount of fines. Only chemical 
data was provided for the other barge slips, but it is anticipated that the sediments would be of 
similar texture. 
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Table 1. Sediment quantities and physical characteristics 
 


 Average 
%  


CMMP - average annual quantity 
(CY) 


Pool-Cut 
# 


Cut Name Location 
(river mile) 


Silts & 
Clays 


Total Sand  Silts & 
clays 


 Main Channel Dredging    
MN-5 Savage Railroad Bridge 14.3-14.7 2.3% 6,000 5,862 138 
MN-4 Cargill  12.8-13.6 1.2% 800 800 10 
MN-3 Peterson's Bar 11.3-12.4 3.9% 15,000 14,430 570 


 Barge Slips 
Slip 1 Cargill  12.9 NA 8,000 NA NA 
Slip 3 Bunge 14.5 NA 2,000 NA NA 
Slip 4 Harvest States 14.6 NA 3,000 NA NA 
Slip 5 Continental Grain 14.7 30% 5,000 3,500 1,500


 
 


2.  Quantity of Material 
 
The average annual quantities for each of the dredge cuts are summarized in Table 1. The total 
quantities of material going to each of the placement sites under the preferred plan are summarized 
in Table 2. 
 


3.  Source of Material 
 
The source of the dredge material is summarized in Table 1. 
 


E.  Description of the Proposed Discharge Sites 
 
Table 2 and the ensuing paragraphs summarize the size and types of habitat impacted at the two 
placement sites that would be used.  
 
Kraemer (MN-12.1-RMP): This site is 12 acres in size and is located adjacent to the shoreline 
and north of the USA Waste landfill (see Plates 1 and 12 in the DMMP report).  A portion of this 
site has been the only placement site used by the Corps for dredging upstream from the 35W 
Bridge since 1983.  Material from the private barge slips has been placed on the remainder of the 
site. The habitat type is recently deposited sand or fine material and old agricultural field.  
Edward Kraemer & Sons owns around 4 acres of the site, with the remainder owned by Cargill 
Company. The present owners will not sign a long-term lease agreement for the length of the 
proposed project and also they insist on an out clause, after one years notice. They will also not 
assure that there is removal of the material to maintain the capacity.  Therefore, the site will not 
meet the objective of the DMMP, which is to provide a long-term consistent placement site for 
maintenance dredged material.  However, this site will continue to be used as long it has capacity 
and the owners allow.  
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Cargill East River (MN-14.1-RMP): This site is 11 acres in size and is located along the 
shoreline just downstream from the Port Richards slip (see Plates 1 and 9 in the DMMP report). 
It has been delineated as non-wetland.  The area is located in the floodway.  It has been tilled in 
the past but is now fallow and contains a variety of grasses, sedges, and herbs.  An access road 
would need to be constructed to allow for beneficial use removal. Types 1, 2 and 6 wetlands are 
present along the existing road ditch that the access road would connect to. Around 0.04 acres 
(1,795 square feet) of this wetland would be impacted. A culvert would be placed in the new 
access road to maintain existing hydrology.  On-site compensatory mitigation would be 
completed with the construction of around 0.8 acres (3,725 square feet) of wetland adjacent to 
the wetland channel. The Watershed District has obtained all necessary permits to construct this 
access (see appendix D). The Minnesota River bank would need to be excavated at two locations 
(one for fine material and the other for granular dredge material) to allow the material to be 
unloaded from barges. The bank at both locations would be cut 80 feet wide.  The first 30 feet 
will have a slope of 1:3, the rest will angle back to elevation 705.0. The side slopes will be cut to 
1:3 and seeded. The excavated material will be used to construct some of the internal berms. 
Approximately 10 trees at the fine material access location would need to be removed.  See the 
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources permit in Appendix D for more information.   
 
Table 2. Habitat impacts of the alternative being considered for implementation. 
 


Alt. Sites 
Material 
to Site 
(CY) 


Cuts 
Going 
To Site 


Types of habitat impacted  


2D Kramer 0- 
642,600 


3-4, S1 12 acres of disturbed upland from historical placement of 
dredged material. 


 Cargill East River 432,800 -
1,075400 


5, S3-S5 11 acres of upland meadow (previously agricultural land)
& 0.04 acres of Types 1,2 6 wetlands for a road access 


 
F. Alternative Placement Sites 


 
Other placement alternatives were considered, but eliminated from further consideration. All would 
result in greater impacts to wetlands than the proposed placement sites. These alternative sites are 
described below. 


 
Below Cargill (MN-12.4-RMP): This site is 12 acres in size and is located along the shoreline 
just downstream from the Cargill slip (see Plates 1 and 11 in the DMMP report).  The Cargill 
Company owns this site.  Some of this area has been used for mechanical placement of material 
dredged at private barge slips. This site is adjacent to the landfill site owned by USA Waste.  
USA Waste has indicated that they would use the material to cap their landfill.  The site has been 
delineated as non-wetland.  It is located in the floodway and vegetation consists of grasses, 
shrubs, and small trees. This site has no direct road access for beneficial use removal. The new 
road would cross a wetland and tie into an existing dike area owned by Cargill or USA Waste. 
Around 1 acre of types 1, 2, and 6 wetlands would be impacted from this road access. Culverts 
may be necessary to minimize impacts on the contiguous wetlands. This fragmentation would 
reduce the fish and wildlife value of the remaining wetlands. The owner of this site has indicated 
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that this site is no longer available for consideration. 
 
 Cargill West Field Site (MN-14.8-RMP): The site is an 11-acre field site located upstream and 
adjacent to the Cargill West facility (see Plates 1 and 8 in the DMMP report). It has been used 
for placement of Corps and private dredged material in the past and is now owned by the Cargill 
Company.  It is on a bend in the river and within the floodway.  The Corps issued a permit in 
1994 to fill 3 acres of wetlands by Continental Grain.  Three acres at this site were restored by 
planting trees and shrubs to mitigate for those impacts.  A perpetual deed restriction, such as a 
convent or easement, on the compensation site was also required.  The compensation site covers 
the eastern quarter of the Cargill West Field site.  Use of this site would be contingent upon the 
LMRWD mitigating for impacts to the compensation area. A wetland delineation has identified 
the area as non-wetland. 
 
Cargill East (MN-13.5-RMP): This is a 7-acre site located just downstream from the Port Richards 
slip (see Plates 1 and 10 in the DMMP report). It was acquired by the LMRWD for the placement of 
channel maintenance dredged material but has not been used.  Easements have been acquired and a 
culvert installed under railroad tracks for pipeline access.  Most of the site is characterized as Type 
1-2 wetland.  The dominant vegetation is sedges, smartweed, foxtail, and big bluestem. 
 
NSP (MN-10.1-RMP): This is a 7-acre site located northwest of Black Dog Road approximately 1.5 
miles upstream from the NSP Power Plant (see Plates 2 and 13 in the DMMP report).  Most of the 
site has been characterized as Type 1/2/6 wetland.  Vegetation consists primarily of reed canary 
grass and willows.  Some larger trees do exist along the shoreline.  The land is owned by NSP and 
leased to the LMRWD for placement of dredged material.  It is also leased to the FWS for Refuge 
management.  
 


G.  Description of Disposal Method 
 
Material would be either dredged mechanically or hydraulically. Berms are being constructed around 
the placement sites to minimize erosion and if dredged hydraulically, to pond the water before 
discharging back to the Minnesota River. 
 
II. FACTUAL DETERMINATIONS 
 


A.  Physical Substrate Determinations 
 


1.  Substrate Elevation and Slope 
 
The wetland fill for the road accesses to the Cargill East River site would elevate the area to an 
upland condition. 
 


2.  Sediment Type 
 
The sediment in the 0.04 acres of wetlands is organic muck. 
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3.  Dredged/Fill Material Movement 


 
Containment berms would be constructed around the placement sites to reduce erosion. In high 
water events, some erosion of the dredged material remaining on the site may occur. 
 


4. Physical Effects on Benthos 
 


The benthic productivity of the 0.04 acres of wetlands would be permanently lost. The proposed 
construction of 0.08 acres wetland immediately adjacent to the fill area should compensate for this 
loss in benthic productivity.   Around 93 acres of benthic habitat would be periodically dredged from 
the main navigation channel. Some benthic recolonization should occur rather quickly after each 
dredging event. However, the frequent shoaling and dredging at the dredge cuts restricts the benthic 
community, including freshwater mussels. 
 


5.  Actions Taken to Minimize Impacts 
 
The containment berms should minimize secondary movement. Installation of culverts in the road 
accesses or other mitigation measures would reduce impact on the contiguous wetlands. The Lower 
Minnesota River Watershed District has developed and is implementing an acceptable on-site 
compensation plan (3,725 square feet) for the wetland fill associated with the construction of road 
accesses to Cargill East River site. 
 


B.  Water Circulation, Fluctuation, and Salinity Determination 
 


1.  Water 
 


a.  Salinity 
 
Not applicable. 
 


b.  Water Chemistry 
 
The use of clean dredged material should preclude any significant impacts on water chemistry. 
 


c.  Clarity 
 
Some minor, short-term decreases in water clarity are expected from the proposed dredging and 
placement activities.  
 


d.  Color 
 
The proposed dredging and placement activities should have no effect on water color. 
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e.  Odor 
 
The proposed dredging and placement activities should have no effect on water odor. 
 


f.  Taste 
 
The proposed dredging and placement activities should have no effect on water taste. 
 


g.  Dissolved Oxygen Levels 
 
The proposed dredging and placement activities should have no effect on dissolved oxygen levels. 
 


h.  Nutrients 
 
The proposed dredging and placement activities should have no effect on nutrient levels in the water. 
 


I.  Eutrophication 
 
The proposed dredging and placement activities should have no effects on the level or rate of 
eutrophication of the water. 
 


j.  Temperature 
 
The proposed dredging and placement activities should have no effect on water temperatures. 
 


2.  Current Patterns and Circulation 
 


a.  Current Velocity and Patterns 
 
Under over-bank flows, the placement sites would alter the current patterns. Creating stable berms 
should reduce subsequent erosion from the placement sites. 
 


b.  Stratification 
 
The proposed dredging and placement activities should have no effect on stratification. 
 


c.  Hydrologic Regime 
 
The road accesses would change the hydrologic regimes in the remaining wetlands. Culverts have 
been added to minimize the effects on the remaining wetlands.  
 


3.  Normal Water Level Fluctuations 
 
The proposed dredging and placement activities would have no effect on normal water level 
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fluctuations. Some floodplain impacts might occur with the use of the placement sites.  The effects 
of the alternatives on 100-year flood levels when the sites are filled to capacity are summarized in 
Table 3. These effects are well below the Federal guidance of 1 foot. The Watershed District has 
obtained the necessary floodway  permit from the City of Savage (see Appendix D).  The local 
permit requires that “in the event of flooding, the dredge material must be removed so as not impede 
the natural drainage or contribute to flooding upstream”.  Removal of most of the dredged material 
before the next high water event will minimize floodplain impacts.    
 
Table 3. Flood plain impacts when sites are filled to capacity. 
 


Alt. Sites 
Cumulative 


W.S. Increase 
By Alt. (ft) 


W.S. 
Increase By 


Site (ft) 
2D Kraemer .04 


 Cargill East River 
.10 


.06 


 
4.  Salinity Gradient 


 
Not applicable. 
 


5.  Actions Taken to Minimize Impacts 
 
Natural berrms surround much of the site and only low berms measuring 3 to 4 feet in height will be 
constructed to complete the enclosure of the placement area. The requirements specified in the City 
of Savage’s floodway  permit should minimize the effects of the proposed project on the floodplain. 
 


C.  Suspended Particulate/Turbidity Determination 
 


1.  Expected Changes in Suspended Particulates and Turbidity Levels in the 
Vicinity of the Disposal Site 
 
Minor increases in suspended particulates would occur from dredging and placement. 
 
Mechanical dredging and placement or hydraulic dredging and placement in bermed areas at the 
proposed placement sites would also be expected to cause some localized turbidity plumes. 
 


2.  Effects on Chemical and Physical Properties of the Water Column 
 
No effects are expected on dissolved oxygen, toxic metals, organisms, pathogens, or the aesthetics of 
the water column after the project is in place. 
 


3.  Effects on Biota 
 
No toxic effects on biota are anticipated.  
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4.  Actions Taken to Minimize Impacts 
 
Some of the dredging would be done mechanically or, if done hydraulically, would be placed into 
bermed containment sites to minimize suspension of particulates in the water column. 
 


D.  Contaminant Determinations 
 
In 1999 sediment samples were collected from the Minnesota River dredge cuts.  The report 
summarizing the results can be found in Appendix B of the DMMP report. Table 4 below 
summarizes the results of testing for contaminants over the years. Earlier sampling at the Minnesota 
River dredge cuts found moderate levels of heavy metals and low levels of pesticides. In the 1999 
sampling, only low levels of contaminants were found. 
 
Table 4. Sediment Quality 
 
Cut 
# 


Cut Name Location 
(river mile) 


Average 
% Silts 
& Clays


Year 
Last 


Sampled


Contaminant 
1970's* 


Contaminant 
1980's* 


Contaminant 
1999*  


5 Savage Railroad 
Bridge 


14.3-14.7 2.3% 1999  Ni (17), Cd 
(1.2), Cr(29), 


Cu(13) Mn(931) 


4 Cargill 12.8-13.6 1.2% 1999  Pb(20) None None 
3 Peterson's Bar 11.8-12.4 0.7% 1999  Hg(0.13) Cr(20) None 
3 Below Peterson's 


Bar 
11.0-11.6 6.7% 1999  ND Dieldrin(0.5), 


DDD(0.8), 
Chlordane(1), 
As(3.2) 


None 


2 4-Mile Cut-Off 4.0 19.6% 1999  ND ND Cd(0.69) 
Mn(955) 
Ni(24.8) 


1 Mouth of MN 
River 


0.0-0.5 0.4% 1999  ND Dieldrin(0.6), 
DDE(1), 
DDD(0.8), 
DDT(0.4), 
Chlordane(1) 


Mn(784) 


 
* Metals listed are ones that were found at concentrations above 1/2 the MOE Lowest Effects Levels 
(ug/g). Chlorinated hydrocarbons are any hits (ug/kg).  Reported values are the maximum values 
recorded for that dredge cut and time period.   
** ND - No Data 
 
 
The quality of the private barge slips was tested from 1996-98 (see Appendix C of the DMMP 
report). Many of these slips contain finer-grained sediments (15 to 40% silts and clays). PCB’s were 
not detected.  Metals were analyzed using a TCLP extraction process. Most of the metals were not 
detected in the TCLP. Detectable levels of cadmium and lead were found, but substantially below 
the TCLP cut-off level. Because the barge slip sediments tend to be finer, greater water quality 
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impacts may occur during dredging of the slips than during main channel dredging. 
 
 


E.  Aquatic Ecosystem and Organism Determination 
 


1.  Effects on Plankton 
 
Increases in turbidity and suspended solids near the dredging and placement activities would have a 
localized suppressing effect on phytoplankton productivity.   
 


2. Effects on Benthos 
 
The physical effects on benthos are summarized in section II.A.4. No toxic effects on benthos are 
anticipated. 
 


3.  Effects on Nekton 
 
Increases in turbidity and suspended solids near the dredging and effluent return from the placement 
sites would have a localized suppressing effect on nekton productivity.  However, these effects 
would be local and are not considered significant.  The nekton populations would recover quickly 
once construction activities ceased. 
 


4.  Effects on Aquatic Food Web 
 
The removal of existing benthos and localized impacts on plankton could cause a minor impact on 
the local food web. No long-term adverse impact on the aquatic food web is anticipated.  
 


5.  Effects on Special Aquatic Sites 
 
A large portion of the Minnesota River floodplain is managed by the US Fish and Wildlife Service 
as the Minnesota Valley National Wildlife Refuge. The preferred alternatives would not affect the 
Refuge.  


6.  Threatened and Endangered Species 
 
No known Federally- or State-listed threatened or endangered species would be affected by the 
project. 
 


7.  Other Wildlife 
 
The dredging and placement activities would not result in the significant loss of aquatic or terrestrial 
habitat. Removal of the 10 trees to provide barge access would have minor effect on wildlife use.  
  


8.  Actions Taken to Minimize Impacts 
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No special actions are required. 
 


F.  Proposed Disposal Site Determinations 
 


1.  Mixing Zone Determination 
 
A localized turbidity plume is anticipated. The coarse and relatively clean nature of the material 
should minimize turbidity plumes. Mechanical dredging or hydraulic dredging and placement into a 
bermed containment area would minimize the amount of material susceptible to suspension in the 
water column. Suspended solids should return to near background levels 200 to 300 meters 
downstream. 
 


2.  Determination of Compliance with Applicable Water Quality Standards 
 
It is not anticipated that the proposed project would violate Minnesota's water quality standards for 
toxicity.  Minnesota's standard of 30 milligrams per liter for total suspended solids would most likely 
be exceeded in the turbidity plumes generated through hydraulic dredging and placement. It is 
anticipated that within a relatively short distance from the discharge point, suspended solids would 
return to near normal conditions. 
 


3.  Potential Effects on Human Use Characteristics 
 


a.  Municipal and Private Water Supply 
 
No municipal or private wells would be impacted by the proposed project. 
 


b.  Recreational and Commercial Fisheries 
 
No commercial fisheries exist in this area. The proposed project may have a minor impact on the 
recreational fisheries, mainly from temporary disturbance. 
 


c.  Water Related Recreation and Aesthetics 
 
The aesthetics of the area would be reduced during dredging and placement. To minimize visual 
impacts, most of the trees along the banks at the placement sites would be left to maintain a screen 
along the Minnesota River.  However, the sand piles will likely be seen from the Minnesota River by 
boaters, reducing the aesthetic quality of the area.   
 


d. Cultural Resources 
 


The dredging sites have been periodically disturbed for years. Cultural resources investigations of 
the placement site did not reveal the presence of any cultural material. There should be no effects of 
the project on cultural resources.  
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G. Determination of Cumulative Effects on the Aquatic Ecosystem 
 


The cumulative impacts of the Minnesota River Channel Maintenance Management Plan on the 
natural environment would be minor in relation to other non-project-related impacts. The 
Minnesota River Dredged Material Management Plan would impact 23 acres of upland and 0.04 
acres of wetlands. The Minnesota River DMMP in combination with the Upper Mississippi 
River Dredged Material Management Plan for the Head of Navigation to Guttenberg, Iowa 
would impact 147 acres of wetlands, 370 acres of upland, and 292 acres of disturbed floodplain 
over the 40-year initial planning period. 
 


H.  Determination of Secondary Effects on the Aquatic Ecosystem 
 
No significant secondary effects on the aquatic ecosystem would be expected from the proposed 
action. 
 
III.  FINDING OF COMPLIANCE WITH RESTRICTIONS ON DISCHARGE 
 
1.  No significant adaptations of the guidelines were made relative to this evaluation. 
 
2.  The proposed dredging and placement activities would comply with the Section 404(b)(1) 
guidelines of the Clean Water Act.  Dredging is required to provide the desired benefits.  Several 
alternative placement sites were evaluated, but would have greater wetland impacts and/or would 
not meet the project objectives. 
 
3.  The proposed dredging and placement activities would comply with State water quality 
standards. The disposal operation would not violate the Toxic Effluent Standards of Section 307 of 
the Clean Water Act. 
 
4.  The proposed projects would not harm any endangered species or their critical habitat. 
 
5.  The proposed dredging and placement activities would not result in significant adverse effects on 
human health and welfare, including municipal and private water supplies, recreation and 
commercial fishing.  The proposed activities would not adversely affect plankton, fish, shellfish, 
wildlife, and special aquatic sites.  The life stages of aquatic life and other wildlife would not be 
adversely affected.  Significant adverse effects on aquatic ecosystem diversity, productivity, and 
stability and on recreational, aesthetic, and economic values would not occur. 
 
6. To minimize the potential for adverse impacts, material would be dredged and placed 
mechanically or, if dredged hydraulically, would be placed in bermed containment areas.  Culverts 
are being used at the road access, to minimize impacts on the remaining wetlands. The Lower 
Minnesota River Watershed District has developed and will construct a 0.08 acre (3,725 square feet) 
wetland onsite to compensate for the 0.04 acres of wetland fill. To minimize floodplain impacts, 
removal of dredged material from the site would be completed in accordance with City of Savage’s 
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floodway permit.  Most of the large trees present along the Minnesota River bank bordering the 
placement site would be left to provide a visual screen.  
 
7.  On the basis of this evaluation, I specify that the proposed dredging and placement sites comply 
with the requirements of the guidelines for discharge of dredge material. 
 
 
 
 
_________________________   Michael F. Pfenning 
Date       Colonel, Corps of Engineers 


District Engineer 
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Subject: MN River DMMP Endorsed
Date: Wednesday, May 02, 2007 2:17:56 PM

 RRF Members, 
This is a follow-up to the email below requesting endorsement of the MN River DMMP proposed by the 
Corps of Engineers.  All votes are in and it was a unanimous decision "FOR ENDORSEMENT."  I would 
like to thank the voting members for your prompt attention to this and all of the members for your 
consideration and input. 
Once the waiting period has closed for the public notice and any comments received have been 
addressed, the FONSI will be signed.  I will send another email out when this has been completed and 
the signed, final document has been posted to our internet site. 
Lisa J Lund 
Channel Maintenance Coordinator 
Corps of Engineers, Channels and Harbors Section 
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From: Paul_Labovitz@nps.gov
To: Lund, Lisa J MVP; 
Subject: Re: FW: MN River DMMP Endorsement Request
Date: Wednesday, May 02, 2007 1:02:17 PM

The National Park Service endorses the MN River DMMP...sorry for the delay! 
Paul 
National Park Service 
EXPERIENCE YOUR AMERICA 
Paul Labovitz, Superintendent 
Mississippi National River & Recreation Area 
111 Kellogg Blvd. East, Suite 105 
St. Paul, MN  55101 
651-290-3030/222  651-290-3214 FAX 
www.nps.gov/miss/ 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                              
                      "Lund, Lisa J MVP"                                                                                                      
                      <Lisa.J.Lund@mvp02.usac        To:       "Don Hultman \(E-mail\)" <Don_Hultman@fws.
gov>, <paul_labovitz@nps.gov>        
                      e.army.mil>                    cc:                                                                                      
                                                     Subject:  FW: MN River DMMP Endorsement 
Request                                          
                      05/02/2007 11:42 AM 
EST                                                                                                 
                                                                                                                                              
 
 
This is just a friendly reminder requesting your vote FOR or AGAINST 
endorsing the MN River DMMP.   The deadline is today. 
Thanks, 
Lisa 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Lund, Lisa J MVP 
Sent: Monday, April 02, 2007 3:14 PM 
To: 'Al Fenedick (E-mail)'; Anderson, Dennis D MVP; Bart, Michael J MVP; 
Baumgard, Kevin L MVP; 'Baylor, Sharonne '; Beatty, Richard J MVP; 
'Benjamin, 
Gretchen'; Berg, Kevin F MVP; Birkenstock, Terry MVP; Boldon, Bruce A MVP; 
Brownell, Kurt A MVP; 'Catherine McCalvin (E-mail)'; 'Clyde Male (E-mail)'; 
'Comstock, Paul'; Cox, Michael D MVR; Crump, Thomas L MVP; Dahlquist, 
Michael 
S MVP; 'Daniel Higginbottom (E-mail)'; 'Dennis Gimmestad (E-mail)'; 
DeZellar, 
Jeffrey T MVP; 'Diane Ford-Shivvers (E-mail)'; 'Dick Lambert (E-mail)'; 
'Don 
Hultman (E-mail)'; 'Don Rogers (E-mail)'; 'Eric Nelson (E-mail)'; Erickson, 
Christopher R MVP; Foley, Patrick M MVP; Frankosky, Gregory M MVP; 'Franz, 
Bill'; 'Frost, Neil'; FWS - Mary Stefanski; 'Gary Wege (E-mail)'; Genz, 
Greg 
MVS External Stakeholder; 'Grawe, Robin'; Griffin, Michael; Gulan, Jeffrey 
J 
MVP; Helming, Neil R MVP; Hendrickson, Jon S MVP; Jackson, Stuart P MVP; 
James.Fischer@dnr.state.wi.us; joan_guilfoyle@nps.gov; 'Johnson, Scot'; 
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From: Rebecca Wooden
To: Dickey, S S MVS External Stakeholder; 

Robinson, Tim MVS External Stakeholder; 
Hopkins, R MVS External Stakeholder; 
Genz, Greg MVS External Stakeholder; Don Rogers (E-mail); 
Daniel Higginbottom (E-mail); Diane Ford-Shivvers (E-mail); Martin Konrad; 
Michael Griffin; Scot Johnson; Tim Schlagenhaft; Gretchen Benjamin; James.
Fischer@dnr.state.wi.us; Paul Comstock; Dick Lambert (E-mail); Larry Kieck; 
Ronald Adams (E-mail); Al Fenedick (E-mail); Bill Franz; Richard Mariner; 
Neil Frost; Clyde Male (E-mail); Don Hultman (E-mail); Eric Nelson (E-mail); 
Gary Wege (E-mail); FWS - Mary Stefanski; Patricia Martinkovic; 
Sharonne Baylor; Tim Yager; Tony Sullins; Robin Grawe; terrys@lowermn.
com; Dennis Gimmestad (E-mail); awo_midcontinent@msn.com; 
Perkl, Bradley E MVP; Boldon, Bruce A MVP; Norton, Bruce C MVP; 
Erickson, Christopher R MVP; Wilcox, Daniel B MVP; 
Krumholz, Daniel J MVP; Rydeen, David W MVP; Anderson, Dennis D MVP; 
Powell, Donald L MVP; Frankosky, Gregory M MVP; Gulan, Jeffrey J MVP; 
DeZellar, Jeffrey T MVP; Hendrickson, Jon S MVP; Sobiech, Jonathan J MVP; 
Berg, Kevin F MVP; Baumgard, Kevin L MVP; Brownell, Kurt A MVP; 
Reppe, Kurt J MVP; Lund, Lisa J MVP; Krumholz, Marc F MVP; 
Mose, Marsha G MVP; Bart, Michael J MVP; Knoff, Michael R MVP; 
Dahlquist, Michael S MVP; Helming, Neil R MVP; Foley, Patrick M MVP; 
Machajewski, Paul R MVP; Urich, Randall R MVP; Soileau, Rebecca S MVP; 
Beatty, Richard J MVP; Otto, Richard J MVP; Tapp, Steven D MVP; 
Jackson, Stuart P MVP; Birkenstock, Terry MVP; Crump, Thomas L MVP; 
Novak, Tom MVP-PM-A; Cox, Michael D MVR; joan_guilfoyle@nps.gov; 
Nancy_duncan@nps.gov; paul_labovitz@nps.gov; Randy Thoreson; 
Steve Johnson; Judy Mader (E-mail); Norman Senjem; 
UMWA Qwest MVS External Stakeholder; Roger Schwinghammer; 
Catherine McCalvin (E-mail); Ted Illston (E-mail); 
Nelson, Lee MVS External Stakeholder; Carl Kepper; Sherman Banker (E-
mail); 

Subject: Re: MN River DMMP Endorsement Request - for Endorsement
Date: Friday, April 27, 2007 10:46:37 AM

Minnesota is "FOR ENDORSEMENT".  Thank you.   
  
Rebecca Wooden 
Division of Waters 
MN Department of Natural Resources 
500 Lafayette Road 
St. Paul, MN  55155-4032 
651-259-5717 
>>> "Lund, Lisa J MVP" <Lisa.J.Lund@mvp02.usace.army.mil> 4/2/2007 >>> 
RRF Members -  
The final Dredged Material Management Plan (DMMP) dated March 2007 for the 
Minnesota River above the I-35W Bridge has been posted to St. Paul District 
Corps of Engineers internet home page for your review.  The document can be 
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From: Tony_Sullins@fws.gov
To: Lund, Lisa J MVP; 
cc: awo_midcontinent@msn.com; Perkl, Bradley E MVP; Boldon, Bruce A MVP; 

Norton, Bruce C MVP; Kepper, Carl; Erickson, Christopher R MVP; 
Clyde Male (E-mail); Catherine McCalvin (E-mail); Wilcox, Daniel B MVP; 
Daniel Higginbottom (E-mail); Krumholz, Daniel J MVP; 
Rydeen, David W MVP; Anderson, Dennis D MVP; Dennis Gimmestad (E-
mail); Diane Ford-Shivvers (E-mail); Dick Lambert (E-mail); 
Powell, Donald L MVP; Don Hultman (E-mail); Don Rogers (E-mail); 
Eric Nelson (E-mail); Al Fenedick (E-mail); Franz, Bill; Gary Wege (E-mail); 
Genz, Greg MVS External Stakeholder; Frankosky, Gregory M MVP; 
Benjamin, Gretchen; James.Fischer@dnr.state.wi.us; Gulan, Jeffrey J MVP; 
DeZellar, Jeffrey T MVP; joan_guilfoyle@nps.gov; Sobiech, Jonathan J MVP; 
Hendrickson, Jon S MVP; Judy Mader (E-mail); Berg, Kevin F MVP; 
Baumgard, Kevin L MVP; Brownell, Kurt A MVP; Reppe, Kurt J MVP; 
Kieck, Larry; Nelson, Lee MVS External Stakeholder; Lund, Lisa J MVP; 
Krumholz, Marc F MVP; Mariner, Richard; Mose, Marsha G MVP; 
Konrad, Martin; FWS - Mary Stefanski; Cox, Michael D MVR; Griffin, Michael; 
Bart, Michael J MVP; Knoff, Michael R MVP; Dahlquist, Michael S MVP; 
Nancy_duncan@nps.gov; Frost, Neil; Helming, Neil R MVP; 
Senjem, Norman; Martinkovic, Patricia; Foley, Patrick M MVP; 
Comstock, Paul; Machajewski, Paul R MVP; paul_labovitz@nps.gov; 
Grawe, Robin; Urich, Randall R MVP; Thoreson, Randy; 
Soileau, Rebecca S MVP; Wooden, Rebecca; Beatty, Richard J MVP; 
Otto, Richard J MVP; Schwinghammer, Roger; Ronald Adams (E-mail); 
Hopkins, R MVS External Stakeholder; Johnson, Scot; Baylor, Sharonne ; 
Sherman Banker (E-mail); Dickey, S S MVS External Stakeholder; 
Tapp, Steven D MVP; Johnson, Steve; Jackson, Stuart P MVP; 
terrys@lowermn.com; Birkenstock, Terry MVP; Crump, Thomas L MVP; 
Ted Illston (E-mail); Yager, Tim; Tim Schlagenhaft - MDNR; 
Novak, Tom MVP-PM-A; Robinson, Tim MVS External Stakeholder; 
UMWA Qwest MVS External Stakeholder; 

Subject: Re: MN River DMMP Endorsement Request
Date: Wednesday, May 02, 2007 12:59:40 PM
Attachments: Changes Mar 2007 MN DMMP.doc 

 
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service votes "FOR ENDORSEMENT." 
Tony Sullins 
Field Supervisor 
Twin Cities Ecological Services Field Office 
 
 
 
                                                                            
             "Lund, Lisa J                                                  
             MVP"                                                           
             <Lisa.J.Lund@mvp0                                          To  
             2.usace.army.mil>         "Al Fenedick \(E-mail\)"             
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SUMMARY OF CHANGES


The following is a summary of changes to the Mar 2007 MN River DMMP.  Most of these changes are based on review comments from the Oct 2000 MN River DMMP.

		PARAGRAPH

		CHANGE



		1.1 – first paragraph

		Added 2nd sentence.



		1.1 – Land Acquisition

		Added to 3rd and 5th sentences “The Corps’ position”.



		1.1 – Clean Water Act

		Added “for the placement site areas.” at the end of the paragraph.



		1.1 – Local Regulations

		Added 11th sentence “Local units of government ....to annual spring flooding.”  Added to last sentence “or acquire conditional use permits for temporary placement.”



		1.2 – last paragraph

		Deleted the last sentence “Comparing these costs….many times over.”



		2.1 – Recreation

		Added the 2nd paragraph.



		2.4 – Natural Resources

		Deleted last part of last sentence “and the peregrine falcon (endangered).”   Added the last sentence “Higgin’s Eye Pearly mussel ….but not in recent times.”



		3.2.1 – Corps Dredging, second paragraph

		7th sentence – changed “will be” to “was”.



		3.2.1 – Corps Dredging, third paragraph

		2nd sentence – deleted “approximately 70% sand and 30% silt/clay” and added “predominantly sand ….on the dredge cut.”



		3.2.2 – Private Dredging

		Added to 4th and 5th sentences “for the 27-year planning period.”



		6.0 – Cargill West Site

		Added “(see Plate 1) to end of first sentence.



		6.0 – Port Richards

		Added “(see Plate 1) to end of first sentence.



		6.0 – Gravel Pit Site

		Added “(see Plate 2) to end of first sentence.



		6.0 – NSP Loading Dock

		Added “(see Plate 3) to end of first sentence.



		6.0 – Transportation to sites in Pools 2, 3, and 4

		Added paragraph



		7.1 - Cargill West Field Site

		Added the last five sentences starting with “Soils are predominately alluvial….”



		7.1 – Cargill East River

		Deleted the last sentence “It has been tilled … sedges, and herbs.”  Added the last six sentences starting with “The soils of the site are classified….”



		7.1 - Cargill East

		Deleted the last sentence “Vegetation consists of …”.  Added sentences 5, 6, and 7 starting with “The dominant vegetation consists …wildlife value is fairly high.” and sentences 12 and 13 starting with “the Cargill East site is considered …back to the river.”  



		7.1 – Below Cargill

		Rewrote paragraph starting with “The soils are classified as Minneiska loan…”



		7.1 – Kraemer

		Added “Fish and wildlife habitat … nature of the site.”



		7.1 - NSP

		Rewrote paragraph starting with “Vegetation consists of almost a complete….”



		7.2 – Alternative Plans for Above I-35W Bridge

		Change the last sentence from “Table 7-2” to “Table 7-1”



		7.2.4 – para 3

		Added “and 4” to the first sentence.



		7.2.4 – para 10

		Changed 1st and 2nd sentences.



		7.2.5 – para 6

		Deleted “The Corps issued a permit…impacts to the compensation area.”



		7.2.5 – para 7

		Deleted sentences from para 6 were created in a new para 7.



		Table 7-1

		Changed numbers to Alt 2B, 2C, 2D, and 2E



		Table 7-2

		Changed to “-“ for Alt 2D for Impacts on Fish & Wildlife Resources.  Added legend to table.



		7.3 – Alternative 2D versus Alternative 2E

		Added to end of first sentence “compared to Alternative 2D…Cargill East River site.”



		7.3 – Alternative 2B versus Alternative 2D

		Added to end of first sentence “compared to Alternative 2D…Cargill East River site.”



		9.1 – para 1

		Added to end of 3rd sentence “or acquire Interim Use Permits for temporary placement.”



		9.1 – para 2

		Added 2nd sentence “Long-term agreements are preferred and should be pursued.”



		10.0 – para 2

		Added 2nd sentence “The use of the Kramer site was covered in the FEIS and is incorporated by reference.”



		Table 10-1

		Changed headings for table.



		10.2.2 – Alternative 2D (the preferred alternative)

		The paragraph was updated to reflect the actual conditions.



		Table 10-2

		Deleted column “Priority”



		13.0 – para 3

		4th sentence changed from “Between 0.25 to 1.25 acres…” to “Around 1.25 acres…”.  5th sentence added “submitted for approval by the Corps and the State”  



		Plates

		The cut numbers were labeled and identified non-evaluated sites. 



		App A - para I. B.

		Updated and rewrote paragraph.



		App A – para II.B.2.a.

		Edited 2nd sentence.



		App A – Table 3

		Edited values in table.



		App A – Table 4

		Edited table.



		App D 

		Added correspondence from review of Oct 2000 MN River DMMP and Permit application information from LMRWD.
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From: Martin Konrad
To: Lund, Lisa J MVP; 
cc: Michael Griffin; 
Subject: Re: MN River DMMP Endorsement Request
Date: Thursday, April 19, 2007 4:02:12 PM

Lisa, 
Iowa endorses the Dredged Material Management Plan (DMMP) dated March 2007 for the 
Minnesota River above the I-35W Bridge. 
Martin Konrad 
>>> "Lund, Lisa J MVP" <Lisa.J.Lund@mvp02.usace.army.mil> 4/2/2007 3:13 PM >>> 
RRF Members -  
The final Dredged Material Management Plan (DMMP) dated March 2007 for the 
Minnesota River above the I-35W Bridge has been posted to St. Paul District 
Corps of Engineers internet home page for your review.  The document can be 
found on the St. Paul District Corps of Engineers internet home page (click 
on the River Resources Forum tab).  It can also be found by clicking on the 
following link 
http://www.mvp.usace.army.mil/navigation/default.asp?pageid=1265&subpageid=39  
8.   The attachment includes a table listing the changes that were made to 
the March 2007 document based on review comments from the October 2000 
document.   
The plan is on the agenda to be discussed at the RRF on April 24.  Please 
review the document prior to the RRF and discuss with your voting 
representative if necessary.   
 
RRF Voting Members -  
The following is a list of current RRF voting members.  If you are no longer 
the official voting member for the agency or state listed, please pass this 
information on to the correct person and also let me know so our mailing and 
distribution can be changed.  Please note that there is one vote per State. 
The voting member for each State will need to coordinate with all appropriate 
State agencies to make a consolidated response. 
US Army Corps of Engineers Steve Tapp 
US Fish & Wildlife Service  Don Hultman 
US Coast Guard   Lt. Carl Kepper 
US National Park Service  Paul Labovitz 
State of Iowa    Martin Konrad 
State of Minnesota   Rebecca Wooden 
State of Wisconsin   Gretchen Benjamin 
A hard copy of the DMMP will be mailed to each of the RRF Voting Members. 
Please reply to this email by 2 May 2007 with your vote "FOR ENDORSEMENT" or 
"AGAINST ENDORSEMENT." 
If you have any questions regarding the DMMP or would like to request a hard 
copy, please contact the undersigned. 
Lisa J Lund 
Channel Maintenance Coordinator 
Corps of Engineers, Channels and Harbors Section 
431 N Shore Drive/PO Box 397 
Fountain City, WI  54629 
608-687-3112  x8 
651-261-2905 (cell) 

mailto:Martin.Konrad@dnr.state.ia.us
mailto:/O=USACE EXCHANGE/OU=MVD ADMIN GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=B6COLJL105662439
mailto:Michael.Griffin@dnr.state.ia.us


From: Kepper, Carl LT
To: Lund, Lisa J MVP; 
Subject: RE: MN River DMMP Endorsement Request
Date: Tuesday, April 03, 2007 1:16:54 PM

Lisa, 
The Coast Guard votes "FOR ENDORSEMENT" in favor of the proposal. 
v/r 
LT Carl Kepper 
MSD ST. Paul 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Lisa.J.Lund@mvp02.usace.army.mil [mailto:Lisa.J.Lund@mvp02.usace.army.mil]  
Sent: Monday, April 02, 2007 3:14 PM 
To: Al Fenedick (E-mail); Anderson, Dennis D MVP; Bart, Michael J MVP; Baumgard, Kevin L MVP; 
Baylor, Sharonne ; Beatty, Richard J MVP; Benjamin, Gretchen; Berg, Kevin F MVP; Birkenstock, Terry 
MVP; Boldon, Bruce A MVP; Brownell, Kurt A MVP; Catherine McCalvin (E-mail); Clyde Male (E-mail); 
Comstock, Paul; Cox, Michael D MVR; Crump, Thomas L MVP; Dahlquist, Michael S MVP; Daniel 
Higginbottom (E-mail); Dennis Gimmestad (E-mail); DeZellar, Jeffrey T MVP; Diane Ford-Shivvers (E-
mail); Dick Lambert (E-mail); Don Hultman (E-mail); Rogers, Donald BMCS; Eric Nelson (E-mail); 
Erickson, Christopher R MVP; Foley, Patrick M MVP; Frankosky, Gregory M MVP; Franz, Bill; Frost, Neil; 
FWS - Mary Stefanski; Gary Wege (E-mail); Genz, Greg MVS External Stakeholder; Grawe, Robin; Griffin, 
Michael; Gulan, Jeffrey J MVP; Helming, Neil R MVP; Hendrickson, Jon S MVP; Jackson, Stuart P MVP; 
James.Fischer@dnr.state.wi.us; joan_guilfoyle@NPS.Gov; Johnson, Scot; Johnson, Steve; Judy Mader (E-
mail); Kepper, Carl LT; Kieck, Larry; Knoff, Michael R MVP; Konrad, Martin; Krumholz, Daniel J MVP; 
Krumholz, Marc F MVP; Lund, Lisa J MVP; awo_midcontinent@msn.com; Machajewski, Paul R MVP; 
Mariner, Richard; Martinkovic, Patricia; Mose, Marsha G MVP; Nancy_duncan@NPS.Gov; Nelson, Lee 
MVS External Stakeholder; Norton, Bruce C MVP; Novak, Tom MVP-PM-A; Otto, Richard J MVP; 
paul_labovitz@NPS.Gov; Perkl, Bradley E MVP; Powell, Donald L MVP; Hopkins, R MVS External 
Stakeholder; Reppe, Kurt J MVP; Ronald Adams (E-mail); UMWA Qwest MVS External Stakeholder; 
Rydeen, David W MVP; Dickey, S S MVS External Stakeholder; Schwinghammer, Roger; Senjem, 
Norman; Sherman Banker (E-mail); Sobiech, Jonathan J MVP; Soileau, Rebecca S MVP; Sullins, Tony; 
Tapp, Steven D MVP; Ted Illston (E-mail); terrys@lowermn.com; Thoreson, Randy; Robinson, Tim MVS 
External Stakeholder; Tim Schlagenhaft - MDNR; Urich, Randall R MVP; Wilcox, Daniel B MVP; Wooden, 
Rebecca; Yager, Tim 
Subject: MN River DMMP Endorsement Request 
 RRF Members -  
The final Dredged Material Management Plan (DMMP) dated March 2007 for the 
Minnesota River above the I-35W Bridge has been posted to St. Paul District 
Corps of Engineers internet home page for your review.  The document can be 
found on the St. Paul District Corps of Engineers internet home page (click 
on the River Resources Forum tab).  It can also be found by clicking on the 
following link 
http://www.mvp.usace.army.mil/navigation/default.asp?pageid=1265&subpageid=39 
8.   The attachment includes a table listing the changes that were made to 
the March 2007 document based on review comments from the October 2000 
document.   
The plan is on the agenda to be discussed at the RRF on April 24.  Please 
review the document prior to the RRF and discuss with your voting 
representative if necessary.   
 
RRF Voting Members -  
The following is a list of current RRF voting members.  If you are no longer 
the official voting member for the agency or state listed, please pass this 
information on to the correct person and also let me know so our mailing and 
distribution can be changed.  Please note that there is one vote per State. 
The voting member for each State will need to coordinate with all appropriate 

mailto:Carl.M.Kepper@uscg.mil
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From: Benjamin, Gretchen L - DNR
To: Lund, Lisa J MVP; Al Fenedick (E-mail); Anderson, Dennis D MVP; 

Bart, Michael J MVP; Baumgard, Kevin L MVP; Baylor, Sharonne  ; 
Beatty, Richard J MVP; Berg, Kevin F MVP; Birkenstock, Terry MVP; 
Boldon, Bruce A MVP; Brownell, Kurt A MVP; Catherine McCalvin (E-mail); 
Clyde Male (E-mail); Comstock, Paul; Cox, Michael D MVR; 
Crump, Thomas L MVP; Dahlquist, Michael S MVP; Daniel Higginbottom (E-
mail); Dennis Gimmestad (E-mail); DeZellar, Jeffrey T MVP; Diane Ford-
Shivvers (E-mail); Dick Lambert (E-mail); Don Hultman (E-mail); 
Don Rogers (E-mail); Eric Nelson (E-mail); Erickson, Christopher R MVP; 
Foley, Patrick M MVP; Frankosky, Gregory M MVP; Franz, Bill; Frost, Neil; 
FWS - Mary Stefanski; Gary Wege (E-mail); 
Genz, Greg MVS External Stakeholder; Grawe, Robin; Griffin, Michael; 
Gulan, Jeffrey J MVP; Helming, Neil R MVP; Hendrickson, Jon S MVP; 
Jackson, Stuart P MVP; Fischer, James R - DNR; joan_guilfoyle@nps.gov; 
Johnson, Scot; Johnson, Steve; Judy Mader (E-mail); Kepper, Carl; 
Kieck, Lawrence - DOT; Knoff, Michael R MVP; Konrad, Martin; 
Krumholz, Daniel J MVP; Krumholz, Marc F MVP; awo_midcontinent@msn.
com; Machajewski, Paul R MVP; Mariner, Richard; Martinkovic, Patricia; 
Mose, Marsha G MVP; Nancy_duncan@nps.gov; 
Nelson, Lee MVS External Stakeholder; Norton, Bruce C MVP; 
Novak, Tom MVP-PM-A; Otto, Richard J MVP; paul_labovitz@nps.gov; 
Perkl, Bradley E MVP; Powell, Donald L MVP; 
Hopkins, R MVS External Stakeholder; Reppe, Kurt J MVP; 
Adams, Ron - DOT; UMWA Qwest MVS External Stakeholder; 
Rydeen, David W MVP; Dickey, S S MVS External Stakeholder; 
Schwinghammer, Roger; Senjem, Norman; Banker, Sherman J - WHS; 
Sobiech, Jonathan J MVP; Soileau, Rebecca S MVP; Sullins, Tony; 
Tapp, Steven D MVP; Ted Illston (E-mail); terrys@lowermn.com; 
Thoreson, Randy; Robinson, Tim MVS External Stakeholder; 
Tim Schlagenhaft - MDNR; Urich, Randall R MVP; Wilcox, Daniel B MVP; 
Wooden, Rebecca; Yager, Tim; 

Subject: RE: MN River DMMP Endorsement Request
Date: Monday, April 23, 2007 2:05:26 PM

Wisconsin votes for endorsement.  
 
Gretchen Benjamin 
Mississippi River Team Leader  
WDNR 
3550 Mormon Coulee RD 
La Crosse, WI 54601 
608-785-9982 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Lund, Lisa J MVP [mailto:Lisa.J.Lund@mvp02.usace.army.mil]  
Sent: Monday, April 02, 2007 3:14 PM 
To: Al Fenedick (E-mail); Anderson, Dennis D MVP; Bart, Michael J MVP; 
Baumgard, Kevin L MVP; Baylor, Sharonne ; Beatty, Richard J MVP; 
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From: Tapp, Steven D MVP
To: Lund, Lisa J MVP; 
cc: "Al Fenedick (E-mail)"; Anderson, Dennis D MVP; Bart, Michael J MVP; 

Baumgard, Kevin L MVP; "Baylor, Sharonne  "; Beatty, Richard J MVP; 
"Benjamin, Gretchen"; Berg, Kevin F MVP; Birkenstock, Terry MVP; 
Boldon, Bruce A MVP; Brownell, Kurt A MVP; "Catherine McCalvin (E-mail)"; 
"Clyde Male (E-mail)"; "Comstock, Paul"; Cox, Michael D MVR; 
Crump, Thomas L MVP; Dahlquist, Michael S MVP; "Daniel Higginbottom (E-
mail)"; "Dennis Gimmestad (E-mail)"; DeZellar, Jeffrey T MVP; "Diane Ford-
Shivvers (E-mail)"; "Dick Lambert (E-mail)"; "Don Hultman (E-mail)"; 
"Don Rogers (E-mail)"; "Eric Nelson (E-mail)"; Erickson, Christopher R MVP; 
Foley, Patrick M MVP; Frankosky, Gregory M MVP; "Franz, Bill"; "Frost, Neil"; 
"FWS - Mary Stefanski"; "Gary Wege (E-mail)"; 
Genz, Greg MVS External Stakeholder; "Grawe, Robin"; "Griffin, Michael"; 
Gulan, Jeffrey J MVP; Helming, Neil R MVP; Hendrickson, Jon S MVP; 
Jackson, Stuart P MVP; "James.Fischer@dnr.state.wi.us"; 
"joan_guilfoyle@nps.gov"; "Johnson, Scot"; "Johnson, Steve"; 
"Judy Mader (E-mail)"; "Kepper, Carl"; "Kieck, Larry"; Knoff, Michael R MVP; 
"Konrad, Martin"; Krumholz, Daniel J MVP; Krumholz, Marc F MVP; 
"Lynn Muench (awo_midcontinent@msn.com)"; Machajewski, Paul R MVP; 
"Mariner, Richard"; "Martinkovic, Patricia"; Mose, Marsha G MVP; 
"Nancy Duncan (Nancy_duncan@nps.gov)"; 
Nelson, Lee MVS External Stakeholder; Norton, Bruce C MVP; 
Novak, Tom MVP-PM-A; Otto, Richard J MVP; 
"Paul Labovitz (paul_labovitz@nps.gov)"; 
Hopkins, R MVS External Stakeholder; Reppe, Kurt J MVP; 
"Ronald Adams (E-mail)"; UMWA Qwest MVS External Stakeholder; 
Rydeen, David W MVP; Dickey, S S MVS External Stakeholder; 
"Schwinghammer, Roger"; "Senjem, Norman"; "Sherman Banker (E-mail)"; 
Sobiech, Jonathan J MVP; Soileau, Rebecca S MVP; "Sullins, Tony"; 
Perkl, Bradley E MVP; Powell, Donald L MVP; "Ted Illston (E-mail)"; 
"terrys@lowermn.com"; "Thoreson, Randy"; 
Robinson, Tim MVS External Stakeholder; "Tim Schlagenhaft - MDNR"; 
Urich, Randall R MVP; Wilcox, Daniel B MVP; "Wooden, Rebecca"; 
"Yager, Tim"; 

Subject: RE: MN River DMMP Endorsement Request
Date: Tuesday, May 01, 2007 12:58:54 PM

The Corps votes "FOR ENDORSEMENT." 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Lund, Lisa J MVP  
Sent: Monday, April 02, 2007 3:14 PM 
To: 'Al Fenedick (E-mail)'; Anderson, Dennis D MVP; Bart, Michael J MVP; Baumgard, Kevin L MVP; 
'Baylor, Sharonne '; Beatty, Richard J MVP; 'Benjamin, Gretchen'; Berg, Kevin F MVP; Birkenstock, Terry 
MVP; Boldon, Bruce A MVP; Brownell, Kurt A MVP; 'Catherine McCalvin (E-mail)'; 'Clyde Male (E-mail)'; 
'Comstock, Paul'; Cox, Michael D MVR; Crump, Thomas L MVP; Dahlquist, Michael S MVP; 'Daniel 
Higginbottom (E-mail)'; 'Dennis Gimmestad (E-mail)'; DeZellar, Jeffrey T MVP; 'Diane Ford-Shivvers (E-
mail)'; 'Dick Lambert (E-mail)'; 'Don Hultman (E-mail)'; 'Don Rogers (E-mail)'; 'Eric Nelson (E-mail)'; 
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From: Mader, Judy
To: Lund, Lisa J MVP; 
cc: Anderson, Dennis D MVP; Benjamin, Gretchen; Dick Lambert (E-mail); 

Fischer, Jim; Gary Wege (E-mail); Genz, Greg MVS External Stakeholder; 
Johnson, Scot; Johnson, Steve; paul_labovitz@nps.gov; Sullins, Tony; 
Tapp, Steven D MVP; terrys@lowermn.com; Wooden, Rebecca; 
Gunderson, Larry; 

Subject: MN River DMMP
Date: Wednesday, May 02, 2007 4:24:50 PM

RE:  Comments on the Dredged Material Management Plan/Environmental Assessment  
          Minnesota River  
        Above I-35W Bridge  
 
Lisa:  
Thank you for the opportunity to review the St. Paul District of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers' (COE) 
Dredged Material Management Plan/Environmental Assessment (DMMP/EA) for the Minnesota River 
Above the I-35W bridge.  The MPCA has reviewed the DMMP/EA and provides the comments below for 
your consideration. 
The MPCA believes that information in the first paragraph under Table 1-2 on page 5 may have changed 
since the paragraph was first written given the growth of the ethanol market in recent years. 
At the end of the Beneficial Use section on page 13 it is mentioned that a 1998 marketing study 
indicated that fine material was not desirable.  Was there an indication as to why fine material was 
undesirable?  If so, please include that information in the DMMP. 
It is stated on page A-8 under Contaminant Determinations that only low levels of contaminants were 
found in the 1999 sediment samples.  Please define low levels. 
The statement on page A-10 that the water quality standard for total suspended solids for this stretch of 
the Minnesota River is 30 milligrams per liter is in error.  The water quality standard is for turbidity and 
the limit is 25 nephelometric (sp?) turbidity units (NTU).  (The designated use class of this stretch of the 
River is 2C, 3B.)  The Minnesota River is on the 303(d) list as impaired for turbidity from River Mile 22 to 
the mouth and work on formulating the Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) is slated to begin in 2008. 
Miscellaneous comments  
Please check all references to Continental Grain and Cargill West to ensure consistency in how the site is 
labeled.  
It would be nice to see more recent shipping data in Table 1-2 on page 5.  Similarly, the dredging needs 
mentioned on page 6 discuss a five-year period that ended in 1998. 
Comparisons between Tables 3-1 and 3-2 would be easier if both tables used avg.(amount of dredged 
material)/job or avg./year. 
What does MPFWG stand for as used in Table 3-2 on page 9?  Perhaps a glossary of all of the acronyms 
used in the Plan could be included following the table of contents. 
The MPCA does not recall receiving a copy of the report on the sediment quality of Minnesota River 
dredge cut material that constitutes the contents of Appendix B.  The MPCA found several apparent 
typographical errors in the references to sampling sites in the discussions of the analytical results. 
 
Sincerely,  
Judy Mader  
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency  
520 Lafayette Road N.  
St. Paul, MN  55155-4194  
phone: (651) 296-7315  
FAX: (651) 297-8683  
-----Original Message-----  
From: Lund, Lisa J MVP [mailto:Lisa.J.Lund@mvp02.usace.army.mil <mailto:Lisa.J.Lund@mvp02.usace.
army.mil> ]  
Sent: Wednesday, May 02, 2007 2:18 PM  
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From: Lund, Lisa J MVP
To: "Mader, Judy"; 
Subject: RE: MN River DMMP
Date: Friday, May 25, 2007 1:19:49 PM

Judy - 
Thank you for taking the time to review the MN River DMMP and providing comments.  The following is 
a list of responses to your comments.  I numbered your comments to correspond to the Corps responses. 
1.  The MN DMMP was originally drafted and sent out for review in Oct 2000.  The document was never 
finalized and the FONSI was not signed at that time.  In order to construct the new Cargill East River 
site, we realized we needed to finalize the document so we updated the detailed information on the 
Cargill East River site and included comments and responses from the Oct 2000 review, but did not feel 
the need to totally revise and update the document.  Therefore, the information is still accurate, but it 
was written in 2000. 
2.  Potential users were contacted and most of them had more of a need for sand than fine material.  
The sand can be used for road construction, backfill, new development fill, winter road maintenance, 
cattle bedding, etc. 
3.  The sediment report in appendix B compares the sediment quality to past results from the Mississippi 
River and various sediment quality guidelines.  Most of the samples had contaminate levels below the 
guidelines and the mean values for the Mississippi River above Lake Pepin. 
4.  Thank you for the correction on the water quality limits. The changes will be made in the final 
document. 
5.  Thank you for providing the comment on the consistency in labeling Continental Grain and Cargill 
West.  The changes will be made in the final document.  
6.  We understand your comment regarding the time frame of the data.  However, the response will 
refer back to item 1. 
7.  Table 3-1 and Table 3-2 are providing data for the long term, 27-year projection using two different 
methods.  Table 3-1 projects the 27-year quantity based on historical records and Table 3-2 projects the 
27-year quantity based on the GREAT study and adjustments that are based on avg/year.   
8.  MPFWG stands for Most Probable Future With GREAT.  A note will be added below Table 3-2.   
9.  We apologize that the Sediment Quality Report was not sent out for a separate review. The report 
was provided in the draft Oct 2000 DMMP.  We have reviewed the report and made editorial corrections. 
Lisa J Lund 
Channel Maintenance Coordinator 
Corps of Engineers, Channels and Harbors Section 
608-687-3112  x8 
651-261-2905 (cell) 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Mader, Judy [mailto:Judy.Mader@state.mn.us]  
Sent: Wednesday, May 02, 2007 4:24 PM 
To: Lund, Lisa J MVP 
Cc: Anderson, Dennis D MVP; Benjamin, Gretchen; Dick Lambert (E-mail); Fischer, Jim; Gary Wege (E-
mail); Genz, Greg MVS External Stakeholder; Johnson, Scot; Johnson, Steve; paul_labovitz@nps.gov; 
Sullins, Tony; Tapp, Steven D MVP; terrys@lowermn.com; Wooden, Rebecca; Gunderson, Larry 
Subject: MN River DMMP 
RE:  Comments on the Dredged Material Management Plan/Environmental Assessment  
          Minnesota River  
        Above I-35W Bridge  
 
Lisa:  
Thank you for the opportunity to review the St. Paul District of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers' (COE) 
Dredged Material Management Plan/Environmental Assessment (DMMP/EA) for the Minnesota River 
Above the I-35W bridge.  The MPCA has reviewed the DMMP/EA and provides the comments below for 
your consideration. 
1.  The MPCA believes that information in the first paragraph under Table 1-2 on page 5 may have 
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changed since the paragraph was first written given the growth of the ethanol market in recent years. 
2.  At the end of the Beneficial Use section on page 13 it is mentioned that a 1998 marketing study 
indicated that fine material was not desirable.  Was there an indication as to why fine material was 
undesirable?  If so, please include that information in the DMMP. 
3.  It is stated on page A-8 under Contaminant Determinations that only low levels of contaminants were 
found in the 1999 sediment samples.  Please define low levels. 
4.  The statement on page A-10 that the water quality standard for total suspended solids for this stretch 
of the Minnesota River is 30 milligrams per liter is in error.  The water quality standard is for turbidity 
and the limit is 25 nephelometric (sp?) turbidity units (NTU).  (The designated use class of this stretch of 
the River is 2C, 3B.)  The Minnesota River is on the 303(d) list as impaired for turbidity from River Mile 
22 to the mouth and work on formulating the Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) is slated to begin in 
2008. 
Miscellaneous comments 
5.  Please check all references to Continental Grain and Cargill West to ensure consistency in how the 
site is labeled.  
6.  It would be nice to see more recent shipping data in Table 1-2 on page 5.  Similarly, the dredging 
needs mentioned on page 6 discuss a five-year period that ended in 1998. 
7.  Comparisons between Tables 3-1 and 3-2 would be easier if both tables used avg.(amount of 
dredged material)/job or avg./year. 
8.  What does MPFWG stand for as used in Table 3-2 on page 9?  Perhaps a glossary of all of the 
acronyms used in the Plan could be included following the table of contents. 
9.  The MPCA does not recall receiving a copy of the report on the sediment quality of Minnesota River 
dredge cut material that constitutes the contents of Appendix B.  The MPCA found several apparent 
typographical errors in the references to sampling sites in the discussions of the analytical results. 
 
Sincerely,  
Judy Mader 
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency 
520 Lafayette Road N.  
St. Paul, MN  55155-4194 
phone: (651) 296-7315 
FAX: (651) 297-8683  
-----Original Message----- 
From: Lund, Lisa J MVP [mailto:Lisa.J.Lund@mvp02.usace.army.mil <mailto:Lisa.J.Lund@mvp02.usace.
army.mil> ] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 02, 2007 2:18 PM 
To: Al Fenedick (E-mail); Anderson, Dennis D MVP; Bart, Michael J MVP; Baumgard, Kevin L MVP; 
Baylor, Sharonne ; Beatty, Richard J MVP; Benjamin, Gretchen; Berg, Kevin F MVP; Birkenstock, Terry 
MVP; Boldon, Bruce A MVP; Brownell, Kurt A MVP; Catherine McCalvin (E-mail); Clyde Male (E-mail); 
Comstock, Paul; Crump, Thomas L MVP; Dahlquist, Michael S MVP; Daniel Higginbottom (E-mail); Dennis 
Gimmestad (E-mail); DeZellar, Jeffrey T MVP; Diane Ford-Shivvers (E-mail); Dick Lambert (E-mail); Don 
Hultman (E-mail); Don Rogers (E-mail); Eric Nelson (E-mail); Erickson, Christopher R MVP; Fischer, Jim; 
Foley, Patrick M MVP; Frankosky, Gregory M MVP; Franz, Bill; Frost, Neil; Gary Wege (E-mail); Genz, 
Greg MVS External Stakeholder; Grawe, Robin; Griffin, Michael; Gulan, Jeffrey J MVP; Helming, Neil R 
MVP; Hendrickson, Jon S MVP; Jackson, Stuart P MVP; joan_guilfoyle@nps.gov; Johnson, Scot; Johnson, 
Steve; Mader, Judy; Kepper, Carl; Kieck, Larry; Klingman, Jon A MVR; Knoff, Michael R MVP; Konrad, 
Martin; Krumholz, Daniel J MVP; Krumholz, Marc F MVP; Lund, Lisa J MVP; awo_midcontinent@msn.
com; Machajewski, Paul R MVP; Mariner, Richard; Martinkovic, Patricia; Mose, Marsha G MVP; 
Nancy_duncan@nps.gov; Nelson, Lee MVS External Stakeholder; Norton, Bruce C MVP; Novak, Tom MVP-
PM-A; Otto, Richard J MVP; paul_labovitz@nps.gov; Perkl, Bradley E MVP; Powell, Donald L MVP; 
Hopkins, R MVS External Stakeholder; Reppe, Kurt J MVP; Ronald Adams (E-mail); UMWA Qwest MVS 
External Stakeholder; Rydeen, David W MVP; Dickey, S S MVS External Stakeholder; Schwinghammer, 
Roger; Senjem, Norman; Sherman Banker (E-mail); Sobiech, Jonathan J MVP; Soileau, Rebecca S MVP; 
Stefanski, Mary; Sullins, Tony; Tapp, Steven D MVP; Ted Illston (E-mail); terrys@lowermn.com; 
Thoreson, Randy; Robinson, Tim MVS External Stakeholder; Tim Schlagenhaft - MDNR; Urich, Randall R 
MVP; Wilcox, Daniel B MVP; Wooden, Rebecca; Yager, Tim 
Subject: MN River DMMP Endorsed  
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